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In this thesis I present research in neutrino physics utilizing tools from
both atomic physics and astrophysics. Recent advances in atomic physics enable a new type of β decay experiment to measure the absolute mass scale of the
neutrino using a sample of ultracold atomic tritium. These initial conditions
enable the detection of the helium ion in coincidence with the β. I construct
a two-dimensional fit incorporating both the shape of the β spectrum and the
direct reconstruction of the neutrino mass peak. I present simulation results of
the feasible limits on the neutrino mass achievable in this new type of tritium
viii

β decay experiment.
The same advances in atomic physics that enable the creation of an
atomic source for tritium β decay also suggest a new method of achieving
large-scale isotope separation. Multiple experiments that are investigating the
absolute mass scale of the neutrino through neutrinoless double β decay could
benefit from this new technique, which applies generally to many elements,
including the double β emitter

150

Nd that is particularly difficult to separate

in large quantities. The method is based on an irreversible change of the
mass-to-magnetic moment ratio of a particular isotope in a supersonic atomic
beam, followed by a magnetic multipole whose gradients deflect and guide
the atoms. I present numerical simulations of isotope separation for a range
of examples and demonstrate that large-scale isotope separation should be
possible using ordinary inexpensive magnets and the existing technologies of
supersonic beams and lasers.
Additionally I report results from a search for low-multiplicity neutrino
bursts in the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO). Such bursts could indicate detection of a nearby core-collapse supernova explosion. The data were
taken from November 1999 to May 2001 when the detector was filled with
heavy water (Phase I), as well as data from July 2001 to August 2003 when
NaCl was added to the detector (Phase II). The search was a blind analysis in
which the potential backgrounds were estimated and analysis cuts were developed to eliminate such backgrounds with 90% confidence before the data were
examined. The search maintained a greater than 50% detection probability
for standard supernovae occurring at a distance of up to 60 kpc for Phase I
and up to 70 kpc for Phase II. No low-multiplicity bursts were observed during
the data-taking period.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Neutrinos play a key role in several fields of physics including elementary particle physics, unified field theories, cosmology, and astrophysics. They are
excellent probes of environments that are concealed from other observational
methods, but the difficulty in detecting them has left many important questions surrounding them unanswered. For the past few years I have focused
on utilizing recent advances in atomic physics to investigate neutrinos, as well
as on combining methods from particle physics to examine neutrino questions
in cosmology and astrophysics. By working in a cross-discipline environment,
I have been able to explore neutrino physics from a unique perspective that
incorporates tools ranging from atoms to astronomy.
Chapter 2 begins with a brief history of neutrino physics. I discuss
some of the potential applications of neutrinos and highlight a few of the
most important outstanding questions in neutrino physics. One of those open
questions is the absolute mass scale of the neutrino, and the chapter concludes
by summarizing the current approaches to measuring the neutrino mass.
Although atomic physics is traditionally disconnected from elementary
1

particle research, recent advances is slowing and cooling of atoms may have
important applications in neutrino studies. Chapter 3 summarizes the general
methods of slowing and cooling that have been developed in the past few years.
These methods make possible the creation of the first atomic tritium source
ever utilized in a tritium beta decay study of the neutrino.
Chapter 4 discusses the details of a proposed experiment to measure the
neutrino mass using an atomic tritium source. This source would allow not
only the β but also the helium ion to escape without scattering. I discuss the
detectors that would be necessary to measure the kinematic properties of the
ion and the β, particularly a new detection technique utilizing the properties of
Rydberg atoms. This new technique offers a novel way of measuring multiple
components of the β’s momentum without significantly disturbing its energy.
I discuss the details of the simulation of this proposed experiment, and I explore its sensitivity to the neutrino mass. While traditional tritium β decay
experiments have attempted to measure the neutrino mass using only the energy spectrum of the β, this experiment measures both the β energy spectrum
and the kinematically reconstructed neutrino mass squared peak. In order to
utilize all of the available information in fitting for the neutrino mass, I create two-dimensional probability density functions that I use in fitting for the
neutrino mass. I conclude this chapter by presenting the simulation fit results
and discussing the prospects for scalability to obtain competitive sensitivity
to the mass of the neutrino.
While the experiment discussed in Chapter 4 would be able to measure
the neutrino mass whether the neutrino is a Dirac or Majorana particle, a large
number of collaborations are currently investigating the neutrino mass through
neutrinoless double β decay, a process which can only occur if neutrinos are
2

Majorana. The potential sensitivity of these methods is very promising, however, and Chapter 5 begins with a discussion of neutrinoless double β decay
before proceeding to highlight one proposed double β decay experiment called
SNO+. I describe the SNO+ detector, which the collaboration intends to fill
with tens of kilograms of

150

Nd, a double β emitting isotope. SNO+ is cur-

rently exploring a variety of options for isotope enrichment to obtain the 150 Nd
that they require, and the bulk of Chapter 5 introduces a new technique for
isotope separation called single-photon atomic sorting. I compare this method
with other techniques for isotope separation, and I discuss the potential application of this technique to

150

Nd. I outline three different experimental

implementations of the single-photon atomic sorting technique, and I describe
simulation results for these various schemes. I conclude by discussing ongoing
efforts to build an experiment demonstrating this technique for 6 Li.
In addition to aiding SNO+ by attempting to separate

150

Nd, I also

joined the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) collaboration to perform a
low-multiplicity burst search of their data. SNO was an underground observatory that detected neutrino interactions with a large tank of heavy water.
Chapter 6 introduces the SNO detector and describes how neutrinos were
detected. I discuss two phases of the SNO experiment, one in which only
heavy water was used, and one in which salt was added to increase the neutron capture efficiency. The primary physics motivation for searching for lowmultiplicity bursts is supernovae since stars emit large numbers of neutrinos
as they undergo core collapse. I give an overview of the physics of supernovae
before discussing the parameters of the low-multiplicity burst search. I performed a triggerless burst search, meaning that I estimated all of the potential
coincidence backgrounds, designed cuts to eliminate those backgrounds with
3

90% confidence, and then performed the search. I outline all of the sources
of background that I considered and explain the analysis cuts that were necessary to account for those backgrounds. Some parameters like the search
window length and energy threshold had to be optimized for maximum potential supernova detection, and I describe the simulations used to model a
standard supernova explosion. When I performed the low-multiplicity burst
search, no candidate supernova bursts were observed. I conclude by discussing
the results of the search and presenting a sensitivity study showing the supernova detection probabilities at various distances for this low-multiplicity burst
search.
Chapter 7 gives an overview of these attempts to investigate neutrinos
using the non-traditional techniques detailed earlier. I summarize the physics
implications for neutrino studies and speculate on the next steps in these
efforts.
In Appendix A I derive the equation for the tritium β spectrum, emphasizing its dependence on the neutrino mass. I also discuss some of the final
state effects that distort the spectrum.
Appendices B and C are related to boundstate beta decay, which occurs
a remarkable 0.7% of the time for tritium. Appendix B outlines how one could
use boundstate decays to measure the mass of the neutrino, although the final sensitivity is not competitive with other techniques. Appendix C explores
whether boundstate beta decay could be utilized to observe the Mössbauer
effect for neutrinos. Both appendices include discussions of the proposed experimental design and simulations of the expected results.
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Chapter 2
Neutrino Physics Past and
Present
Neutrino physics has a long and rich history spanning more than 80 years.
This chapter begins with a brief overview of the discovery of neutrinos and
their integration into the Standard Model of particle physics. I discuss their
potential applications and highlight some of the most significant outstanding
questions concerning them. One of those unresolved questions is the absolute
mass scale of the neutrino, and I conclude the chapter by discussing previous
experiments and proposals for measuring the neutrino mass.

2.1
2.1.1

Background
Neutrino Discovery

Wolfgang Pauli first proposed the existence of the neutrino in 1930 in a desperate attempt to preserve such sacred principles as the conservation of en5

ergy, conservation of momentum, and conservation of angular momentum.
Although the neutron had not yet been discovered, experiments observed that
some atomic nuclei decayed into a proton and an electron, a process we now
understand to be β decay of the neutron:
n → p + e− + ν

(2.1)

If this decay were a simple two-body decay, the electron ought to always emerge
with the same energy, but experiments confirmed that the β energy spectrum
was quite broad. Pauli hypothesized that an undetected particle was carrying
away the observed difference between the initial and final state energies. Although he originally named this particle a neutron, that name ultimately fell
to the much heavier neutral particle discovered by James Chadwick in 1932.
Enrico Fermi, who later developed the theory of β decay more fully, named
the new elusive particle a neutrino.
The process of β decay suggests the possibility of detecting neutrinos
by observing β capture. In 1956 the Cowan-Reines experiment [1] detected
neutrinos created in a nuclear reactor by observing the neutrons and positrons
from inverse β decay, for which they received the 1995 Nobel Prize in physics.
In 1962 Leon M. Lederman, Melvin Schwartz, and Jack Steinberger demonstrated that more than one neutrino flavor exists by detecting interactions of
the muon neutrino [2], which earned them the 1988 Nobel Prize in physics.
The first direct detection of tau neutrino interactions was seen by the DONUT
collaboration at Fermilab in 2000 [3], making ντ the latest particle of the Standard Model to have been directly observed.

6

2.1.2

Neutrinos in the Standard Model

The Standard Model of particle physics is a theory of three of the four fundamental interactions (electromagnetic force, weak force, and strong force),
as well as the elementary particles that take part in those interactions. One
of the first major cornerstones of the Standard Model was the 1967 paper by
Steven Weinberg and Abdus Salam, which incorporated the Higgs mechanism
into electroweak theory and outlined the currently accepted incorporation of
leptons into the Standard Model. Because no chirally right-handed neutrinos
had been observed1 , the Standard Model developed with the assumption that
only left-handed neutrinos exist in nature. Under this assumption the Dirac
mass term in the Standard Model Lagrangian must be zero since the neutrino
mass component of the general Lagrangian is of the form
Lν = m(ψR ψL + ψL ψR )

(2.2)

where ψL and ψR are SU(2) doublets:




νL 
ψL = 


eL



and



νR 
ψR = 


eR

The Lagrangian term indicates that if neutrinos have mass, both right
and left- handed neutrinos should exist. The right-handed neutrino has never
been experimentally observed. The weak interaction, however, only couples to
1

Particles are considered to have left-handed helicity if the directions of spin and velocity
are opposite, while particles with right-handed helicity have their spin and velocity vectors
aligned. Chirality is defined more abstractly by whether a particle transforms in a righthanded or left-handed representation of the Poincaré group, and it can be thought of as
being somewhat like “apparent helicity.”
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chirally left-handed particles, which means that detecting right-handed neutrinos would be even more difficult that detecting left-handed ones. An interaction between a right-handed neutrino and the Higgs boson has been predicted
but never observed. The Majorana picture of neutrinos differs in its treatment
of νL and νR since it views them as two different versions of the same particle, but it still requires the existence of right-handed neutrinos if the neutrino
mass is nonzero. The Standard Model, therefore, certainly did not predict that
neutrinos had mass, but its original formulation did not exclude the possibility.

2.1.3

Neutrino Oscillations

The first experimental sign that the neutrino mass could be nonzero came
from the sun. The Standard Solar Model (SSM) predicts that a significant
number of electron neutrinos are produced in solar core reactions, while other
neutrino flavors would not be expected. In 1968 Ray Davis began an experiment to measure the flux of electron neutrinos from the sun, and much to
everyone’s surprise, he found a large deficit of electron neutrinos compared to
the SSM predictions [4]. Subsequent experiments such as SAGE [5, 6] and
GALLEX [7, 8] confirmed Davis’s result, and this discrepancy became known
as the solar neutrino problem. Although many people believed that the SSM
was incorrectly modeling the interior temperature or pressure of the sun, an
alternative explanation was that neutrinos could be changing flavor as they
traveled to terrestrial detectors, which would require neutrinos to be massive.
The physics community became more convinced of massive neutrinos
after Super-Kamiokande released their 1998 results. Super-Kamiokande is a
50 kiloton water Cherenkov detector located under 2700 meter-water-equivalent

8

of rock in Kamioka, Japan. Over 11,000 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) monitored the water and detected Cherenkov radiation from charged particles moving inside the detector. Their primary sensitivity was to elastic scattering reactions (i.e. ν +e− → ν +e− ), in which the νe flavor participates approximately
six times more than the other flavors since it can scatter via the W or Z channel. The collaboration observed fewer muon neutrinos coming through the
earth than coming directly above the detector, and their results were consistent with the hypothesis that muon neutrinos were oscillating as they traveled
through the earth.
The first direct evidence of solar neutrino oscillations came in 2001 from
the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO), which will be discussed more fully
in Chapter 6. Unlike Super-Kamiokande, they could detect neutral current
neutrino interactions, in which all neutrino flavors participate equally. The
neutral current interactions yielded a measurement of the total solar neutrino
flux, and the charged current neutrino interactions measured the fraction of
that flux coming from νe . While the total number of solar neutrinos agreed
quite well with the SSM, only about 35% of those neutrinos were electronflavored, implying that neutrino flavor oscillations were occurring.
Neutrino oscillations occur because neutrinos are created in flavor eigenstates, but they propagate in the mass basis. A similar phenomenon had already been studied in the quark sector, where the eigenstates of the free particle
Hamiltonian differ from the flavor eigenstates because the free particle Hamiltonian and the weak interaction Hamiltonian do not commute. The analogue
to the CKM matrix for quarks is the unitary Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-

9

Sakata (PMNS) matrix:




 νe


 νµ




 Ue1




 =  Uµ1





ντ







Ue2 Ue3   ν1 




 ν2 
Uµ2 Uµ3 



Uτ 1 Uτ 2 Uτ 3



ν3



If neutrino flavor conservation held, then this matrix would have to be diagonal. Neutrino oscillation data indicates, however, that non-zero off-diagonal
elements exist for the PMNS matrix, and that matrix can be written in a more
expanded form:




 1

U =
 0



0
c23





0 


 
 
×
s23 
 
 

0 −s23 c23

c13

0 s13 e

0

1

−s13 e−iδ 0

iδ

0
c13





  c12
 
 
 ×  −s12
 
 

0

s12 0 



c12 0 


0 1

where cij = cosθij , sij = sinθij , θij is the mixing angle, and δ is the CP violating
phase. Although there are three known lepton generations, neutrino mixing
can be treated in a simpler way as mixing between two groups, either (νe ,
νµ ) or (νµ , ντ ). This simplification is appropriate because θ13 is small and
∆m223 >> ∆m212 .
Exploring the two-neutrino mixing picture, the neutrino can be represented by two different flavors traveling at different speeds. These two propagating wave packets create an interference pattern with each other. We can
write the flavor eigenstates in terms of the mass eigenstates:






 cosθ
 νe 
=


νµ





sinθ
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−sinθ   ν1 
cosθ



ν2



From the time-dependent Schrödinger equation, the time evolution of the mass
states is:









x, t) 
 ν1 (~

iE1 t
|ν1 (0)i 
 e

ν2 (~x, t)

eiE2 t |ν2 (0)i



=



which can be written in matrix form:










x, t)   e−iE2 t
0   ν1 (0) 
 ν1 (~

=


ν2 (~x, t)
0
e−iE2 t
ν2 (0)
By combining the expressions for the flavor eigenstates as a function of mass
and the mass eigenstates as function of time, one can determine the timeevolution of the flavor eigenstates, assuming that they are free-particles:




x, t) 
 νe (~


νµ (~x, t)





−iE1 t
 e

 = U

0
e−iE2 t

0





 †  νe (0) 
U 

νµ (0)

If we take the mass of the neutrino m1 to be much less than its momentum, we can expand E1 :
q

E1 =

p2 + m21 ≈ p + m21 /2p ≈ p + m21 /2E

(2.3)

which implies that:




x, t) 
 νe (~


νµ (~x, t)



−ipt
U
≈e



2

0

0

e−im2 t/2E

−im1 t/2E
 e
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2





 †  νe (0) 
U 

νµ (0)

By expanding the exponential one obtains:






x, t) 
 νe (~
 1−
−ipt
U

≈e



im21 t/2E

νµ (~x, t)

0
1 − im22 t/2E

0





 †  νe (0) 
U 


νµ (0)

The unitarity of U implies that:
µ
−ipt

|να (~x, t)i ≈ e

−im† mt/2E
eαβ

¶

(2.4)

|νβ i

A solution to the Schrödinger equation is now
i

d
|να (~x, t)i ≈ (m† m/2E)|να i
dt

(2.5)

where the phase factor e−ipt has been omitted. In order to determine the
survival propagation probabilities for any initial flavor state, one can write:



|να (~x, t)i = 

2
)t
cos( ∆m
4E

−

2
isin( ∆m
)tcos2θ
4E

2
−isin( ∆m
)tsin2θ
4E



2
−isin( ∆m
)tsin2θ
4E
2
cos( ∆m
)t
4E

+

2
isin( ∆m
)tcos2θ
4E


 |νβ i

If a neutrino traveling through vacuum is initially an electron neutrino, then
at time t = 0, |νe (0)i = (1, 0)T , and the transition rate is:
hνe (x, t)|νe i = cos(∆m2 /4E)t − isin(∆m2 /4E)tcos2θ

(2.6)

The probability for the νe to be measured in the same flavor eigenstate after
a time t has passed is:
Pνe →νe = |hνe (x, t)|νe (x, 0)i|2 = 1 − sin2 2θsin2 (∆m2 /4E)t
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(2.7)

This equation helpfully describes neutrino oscillations in terms of a mixing
angle, θ, which indicates the degree to which mixing occurs between different
flavors. Since neutrinos propagate very near the speed of light, t is on the
order or L, the distance between the source of the neutrinos and the detector,
indicating that the probability of transition depends upon sin2 (∆m2 /4E)L.
That dependence highlights the importance of the distance between a neutrino
source and a detector for neutrino oscillation experiments.

2.1.4

MSW Effect

When neutrinos are traveling through matter instead of through vacuum,
Equation 2.7 that describes the survival probability must be modified. This
matter effect is named the MSW effect after the three men who developed the
theory describing it, Mikheev, Smirnov, and Wolfenstein. At solar neutrino
energies the muon and tau neutrinos are limited to only neutral current interactions in matter, while electron neutrinos can also undergo charged current
interactions. The electrons in matter enhance the oscillation probability of
electron neutrinos due to the fact that they can interact via the exchange of
both W and Z bosons. The possibility of undergoing a charged current inter√
action for the νe adds an effective potential Vef f = 2GF Ne , where GF is the
Fermi constant and Ne is the electron number density. The Hamiltonian can
then be written:




 −cos2θ + Vef f

H = ∆m2 /4E 

sin2θ

sin2θ 
cos2θ



(2.8)

This Hamiltonian must be re-diagonalized to find the propagating states.
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For the simple case in which the matter density is uniform, the survival probability is similar in form to Equation 2.7, except that the vacuum mixing angle
term sin2 2θ must be replaced by sin2 2θm [9]:
sin2 2θm =

sin2 2θ
(ω − cos2θ)2 + sin2 2θ

where ω is given by

√
ω=−

2GF Ne Eν
∆m2

(2.9)

(2.10)

The MSW resonance occurs at a critical electron density:
1
∆m2
Ne = √
cos2θ
2 2GF E

(2.11)

With a large mixing angle the MSW effect predicts a transition from the
matter-dominated regime (Equation 2.9) to the vacuum-dominated regime
(Equation 2.7) as a function of neutrino energy [10]. In the matter-dominated
regime the survival probability is:
Pνe →νe = sin2 θ12

(2.12)

which does not depend on the neutrino’s energy. In the vacuum-dominated
regime neutrinos produced in the sun are all at different phases in their oscillation when they reach earth, and the survival probability can be written as
the average of Equation 2.7:
1
Pνe →νe = 1 − sin2 2θ12
2

(2.13)

which is also independent of the neutrino energy. In between these two limits
14

the survival probability does depend on energy.
Figure 2.1 illustrates three various density regions in which solar neutrinos can begin in the sun (so the initial state is a νe ). The flavor conversion depends on how far from the resonance layer (in the density scale) the
neutrino is produced, and in the figure the resonance is marked by a yellow
line. In the first case, the production is far above the resonance; the initial mixing is strongly suppressed, and the flavor transformations follow the
matter-dominated probability of sin2 θ. In the second case, the production is
above the resonance, but the initial mixing is not suppressed, and the survival
probability is a more complicated expression. In the third case, the production is below resonance, and the MSW effect gives only small corrections to
the vacuum oscillation survival probability. The resonance density is inversely
proportional to the neutrino energy, so for the same density profile the first
case is realized for high energies, the second case for intermediate energies,
and the third case for low energies.
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Figure 2.1: Evolution of νe state for three different initial conditions as the
propagation medium decreases in density. The yellow vertical line indicates
the position of resonance. The colors represent the flavors, which follow the
density change. Figure taken from [11].

2.2

Neutrino Applications

As we learn more about neutrinos and how to detect them, new ideas continue
to emerge for how to utilize these elusive particles. While they began as the
objects under investigation for their own sake, they are becoming the tools
through which we can explore other processes and phenomena. The following
section highlights just a few of the developing ideas that utilize neutrinos as
investigative aids.
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2.2.1

Supernova Detection and the DSNB

SN 1987A was a supernova in the Large Magellanic Cloud, approximately 51.4
kiloparsecs (kpc) from earth. It was so close that it could actually be seen with
the naked eye, and it was the closest observed supernova since 1604, when a
star went supernova within the Milky Way itself. Approximately three hours
before the visible light reached earth on February 23, 1987, three separate
neutrino observatories detected a burst of neutrinos. Kamiokande-II detected
11 antineutrinos [12], IMB detected 8 [13], and Baksan detected 5 [14]. These
24 events marked the first time supernova neutrinos had been detected, and
even though the statistics were not high, the observations were consistent
with theoretical supernova models in which 99% of the energy of the collapse
is radiated in neutrinos.
Another nearby core collapse supernova during the runtime of an underground water Cherenkov experiment could provide a wealth of information
to both neutrino physics and astrophysics. A high statistics observation would
reveal details about the core collapse process, possibly allowing various supernova models to be distinguished. Additionally, the matter-enhanced oscillations in a core-collapse supernova are sensitive to small variations in the mixing
angle θ13 as discussed in Section 2.3.4, and the neutrino spectra might reveal
information about that angle. Supernova neutrinos may also contain information about the neutrino mass hierarchy. Although some difficulties could arise
in separating questions concerning supernova models from questions concerning neutrino properties, no one doubts that a statistically significant supernova
neutrino detection would contain a wealth of information.
Future underground neutrino experiments also have the potential to de-
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tect the Diffuse Supernova Neutrino Background (DSNB), which is the weak
glow of MeV neutrinos from distant core-collapse supernovae. The DSNB is
made up of all the past supernovae in the universe. The current upper limit
on the ν e flux from Super-Kamiokande is close to theoretical predictions for
the DSNB. If Super-Kamiokande were modified with dissolved gadolinium to
reduce detector backgrounds and increase the analysis energy range, then theorists predict it could detect the DSNB at a rate of a few events per year [15].
This rate could establish a new probe of supernova neutrino emission and the
cosmic core-collapse rate.

2.2.2

Astrophysics and the Relic Neutrino Background

The cosmic neutrino background is analogous to the cosmic microwave background (CMB), but while photons decoupled from matter when the universe
was ∼ 380, 000 years old, neutrinos decoupled when the universe was less than
1 s old. The relic neutrino background is estimated to have a temperature of
approximately 1.95 K, which is actually colder than the CMB temperature of
2.725 K. Neutrinos and photons were certainly in thermal equilibrium when
the neutrinos decoupled at around 2 × 1010 K, but until the universe cooled
to 1.2 × 1010 K photons were still being created through e+ + e− → γ + γ,
which explains the CMB’s slightly higher temperature today. Although these
low energy relic neutrinos would be extremely difficult to detect, they contain potentially enormous amounts of information about the formation of the
universe from its earliest moments. Although many people have discussed using nuclei that could undergo neutrino capture to detect the cosmic neutrino
background, no experimentally viable approach has yet been found.
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2.2.3

Geoneutrinos

Geoneutrinos are electron antineutrinos produced by natural radioactivity in
the earth, such as β decays of the nuclei in the decay chains of 238 U and 232 Th.
KamLAND detected the first geoneutrinos in 2005 and published an upper
limit on the radiogenic power of U and Th in the earth based on geoneutrino
detection [16]. Geoneutino detection offers a new avenue through which to
explore the inner workings of the earth and to distinguish between geophysical
models.

2.2.4

Quantum Gravity Investigations

Quantum gravity investigations are limited by the inability to probe Planckscale energies. Many quantum gravity theories suggest that Lorentz invariance
may be violated or spontaneously broken. For example, if neutrinos have a limiting velocity other than the speed of light, VLI-induced neutrino oscillations
could occur, producing experimental signatures in high energy atmospheric
neutrino searches. Theorists predict that violation of Lorentz invariance, the
equivalence principle, or the superposition principle would leave distinctive
energy-dependent signatures on the transition probability of neutrino flavor
oscillations. Some signatures of violations may be suppressed by many orders
of Planck energy, but even those might be observable for ultra-high energy
neutrinos that have originated from cosmological distances. As experiments
like Amanda and IceCube attempt to detect these high energy atmospheric
neutrinos, any deviations from the expected flavor ratios could point to physics
beyond the Standard Model.
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2.3

Open Questions

Neutrinos are the least understood particles in the Standard Model, even
though they are the second most abundant in the universe. Our universe
contains approximately three million neutrinos per cubic meter, but because
they are difficult to detect, many fundamental questions about their nature
remain unanswered. The following section highlights a few of the most significant open questions in neutrino physics.

2.3.1

Absolute Mass Scale and Hierarchy

The discovery that neutrinos have mass was the first hint of new physics
beyond the Standard Model. While neutrino mass was not terribly difficult
to include in the Standard Model, it was unexpected. The neutrino mass is
now known to be at least 100,000 times lighter than the electron mass, which
means that probing the neutrino mass is probing a new mass regime, in which
new physics may become evident.
As accurate as neutrino oscillation experiments have become, they cannot convey any information about the absolute mass scale. If the neutrino
masses are degenerate, then the absolute mass scale is large compared to the
mass splittings, which may put it within the reach of several experiments currently under development. If the neutrino masses are hierarchical, then the
neutrino mass splittings are large compared to the absolute mass scale. Theories, such as various seesaw models, try to explain the smallness of the neutrino
mass relative to the much larger charged fermions. Precise determination of
the absolute mass scale of the neutrino may allow one to distinguish between
these various models. The best current experimental measurements of the
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neutrino mass splittings are [17]:
¯
¯
¯
¯
2
¯∆m232 ¯ = (2.43 ± 0.13) × 10−3 eV

(2.14)

∆m221 = (7.59 ± 0.20) × 10−5 eV2

(2.15)

These measurements provide a lower limit on the sum of the neutrino masses
of 0.056 eV.
Neutrino mass also features prominently in cosmology. In the early
universe neutrinos acted as hot dark matter, which disrupted structure formation. Although neutrinos have been ruled out as the dominant source of
dark matter, their masses still need to be included in cosmological data fits,
as discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.5.
In addition to the absolute mass scale, the sign of ∆m32 is unknown,
meaning that the neutrino masses could be ordered two different ways. Both
hierarchies are shown in Figure 2.2, and future experiments hope to distinguish
which ordering is correct.

2.3.2

Majorana or Dirac

One of the most important outstanding questions in neutrino physics is whether
neutrinos are Majorana (meaning that they are their own antiparticles) or
Dirac particles. If neutrinos were massless and traveled at the speed of light,
then the difference between the two types of particles would not be an experimental question because a Lorentz transformation to a faster moving frame
would not be possible. If neutrinos are Majorana, then the differences we
observe between neutrinos and antineutrinos are actually due to the two dif-
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Figure 2.2: The neutrino mass hierarchy could be normal or inverted, and
the absolute scale of the neutrino mass could lead to degenerate or hierarchical neutrino masses. Figure taken from the Lawrence-Berkeley National
Laboratory.

ferent helicity states of a single particle. Direct observations of the Dirac or
Majorana nature of neutrinos are difficult because the effects are suppressed
by the small neutrino mass, but some processes, such as neutrinoless double
β decay, may allow for an experimental determination of the question.
Majorana neutrinos carry no conserved quantum number that could
distinguish particles from antiparticles, where Dirac neutrinos maintain conservation of lepton number. Majorana neutrinos lead to a violation of lepton
number conservation, which could open the door for an explanation of the
puzzling matter/antimatter asymmetry that had to exist shortly after the Big
Bang in order to produce the current observable universe. Since the current
Standard Model does not require lepton number conservation, many theorists
favor the idea that neutrinos are Majorana. Majorana neutrinos also allow
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for a natural explanation of the smallness of neutrino masses through a seesaw mechanism in which the right handed partners of neutrinos are extremely
massive. The theoretical attractiveness of Majorana neutrinos is, however,
currently without experimental confirmation; neutrinos have often proven surprising in the past, and no experiment has yet detected a conclusive Majorana
neutrino signature.

2.3.3

Electromagnetic Moments

If neutrinos are Majorana particles, they cannot contain any internal electromagnetic structure; their electromagnetic moments must be zero, or they
would lead to reversals under CP conjugation that would distinguish neutrinos from antineutrinos. If neutrinos are Dirac, however, they could possess
nonzero electromagnetic moments.

2.3.4

θ13

The neutrino mixing angle θ13 is one of the most important unknown parameters of the Standard Model.

This angle is the key parameter regu-

lating three-neutrino oscillations, and it regulates at first order the ability
of oscillation experiments to measure the sign of ∆m223 and δCP . By combining data from SNO and KamLAND, one can set the experimental limit
sin2 θ13 < 0.057 C.L. = 95% [18].
Supernova neutrinos are sensitive to extremely small values of θ13 and
could possibly determine the neutrino mass hierarchy at θ13 as low as 10−10 [19]
by studying MSW resonances inside the star. Supernova neutrinos must pass
through two resonance layers, the H-resonance layer at ρH ∼ 103 g/cc and
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the L-resonance layer at ρL ∼ 10 g/cc. The dynamics of conversions is determined by an adiabaticity parameter γ, which depends on the mixing angle
and the mass-squared difference between the involved flavors: θ13 and ∆m213 at
H-resonance, and θ12 and ∆m212 at L-resonance. When γ >> 1 the resonance
is called adiabatic, and the fluxes of the two involved mass eigenstates are
completely exchanged. When γ << 1 the resonance is nonadiabatic, and the
conversion does not occur. The H-resonance also carries information about
the mass hierarchy since it will appear in the neutrino channel for a normal
hierarchy and the antineutrino channel for an inverted hierarchy. Other distinctive signals particular to certain mixing and hierarchy schemes could be
seen through earth matter effects if a signal were observed by two detectors,
only one of which is shadowed by the earth. If the νe signal from a supernova
neutronization burst were observed to be suppressed, that would indicate a
normal mass hierarchy and a value of θ13 > 10−3 [19]. Various shock wave
effects that results in sharp changes in the characteristics of the observed spectra for a short time while the shock wave is passing the H-resonance may also
convey information about neutrino properties. If a nearby supernova were to
occur while a neutrino detector were operating, allowing high statistics measurements of neutrino spectra, significant questions like the value of θ13 and
the neutrino mass hierarchy could be resolved.

2.3.5

Role in Astrophysics and Cosmology

Many open questions in astrophysics and cosmology are being explored through
neutrinos. For example, ultra high energy (UHE) cosmic rays can have energies up to and even exceeding 1020 eV, and as they interact with the CMB,
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they produce UHE neutrinos. UHE neutrinos could also come from other interesting phenomena like the decay of exotic massive particles or the warped
space near black holes. Detection of these UHE neutrinos could yield important information about the underlying physics behind their astrophysical
sources.
In addition to supernovae, which I have already mentioned, other high
energy astrophysical objects include active galactic nuclei (AGN), gamma-ray
bursts (GRB), and black holes. Neutrinos, unlike cosmic rays, point back at
their source of origin, and they carry information about some of the most
dense and energetic regions of high energy sources. Astrophysicists hope to
utilize neutrinos coming from these types of objects as probes of energy and
gravitational regimes far exceeding anything we could hope to produce in a
terrestrial laboratory.
Big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) is the cosmological theory of the origin
of the light element isotopes such as D, 3 He, 4 He, and 7 Li. The number of
light neutrinos, Nν , would directly influence the ratio of neutrons to protons,
which in turn affects the 4 He abundance. Through measurements of 4 He,
therefore, astrophysics can set limits on Nν ; actually the BBN bound is not
solely restricted to neutrinos but applies to any relativistic particle species
present at the time of BBN, which implies that Nν > 3 could point to a new
particle species.
The CMB also conveys interesting information regarding neutrinos.
Changing Nν changes the expansion rate of the universe, which leads to a
change in the sound horizon and damping length of the photon-baryon fluid,
ultimately resulting in a shift in the position of the peaks and troughs in the
anisotropy spectrum, as well as some amplitude changes. Additionally in the
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presence of radiation the gravitational potential changes with time, and the
photons traversing these potential wells pick up a net red-shift or blue-shift
which enhances the amplitude of the anisotropy spectrum. (These effects are
similar to those caused by neutrino mass, which are discussed further in Section 2.4.5, though the changes from mν are not degenerate with those caused
by Nν [20].)

2.4

Measuring Neutrino Mass

The unknown absolute mass scale of the neutrino can be investigated through
multiple means. This section describes several of the previous and on-going
experiments that attempted to measure the neutrino mass. Against this backdrop, I will later propose a new idea for measuring the neutrino mass in Chapter 4.

2.4.1

Previous Beta Decay Experiments

Tritium β decay offers a unique opportunity to probe the absolute mass scale
of the neutrino. By studying the highest region of the β energy spectrum,
one hopes to detect small distortions due to the energy required to create a
massive neutrino. The shape of the β spectrum with nonzero neutrino mass
is:
1
dN
= C × F (Z, E)pE(Eo − E)[(Eo − E)2 − m2ν ] 2 Θ(Eo − E − mν )
dE

(2.16)

where E is the electron energy, p is the electron momentum, Eo is the total
decay energy (18.6 keV for tritium), F (Z, E) is the Fermi function, Θ(Eo −
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E − mν ) ensures energy conservation, and C is a constant. In Appendix A
I discuss this equation in greater detail, but its relevance to the neutrino
mass is clear. The effect of nonzero neutrino mass emerges as a cut-off of
the spectrum at Eo − E = m2ν c4 . To observe this cut-off would be a clear
signature of this effect, but the paucity of statistics in the significant region of
the β spectrum makes detection of an obvious signature unlikely. For example,
only 2 × 10−13 of all tritium decays produce β energies in the last 1 eV of the
spectrum, and that fraction only gets worse for other β decaying atoms with
higher endpoint energies. Typical experimental energy resolutions exceed the
absolute mass scale of the neutrino, and background events also contribute
to washing out the measured result. To extract the neutrino mass from an
experimental measurement of the β spectrum, therefore, requires doing a fit
of the spectrum with several free parameters, one of which is m2ν . Generally,
any factor causing an additional concave bend of the experimental spectrum
produces a more negative value of m2ν , and any additional convex bend results
in a more positive value of m2ν .
For more than 50 years physicists have been searching for a nonzero
neutrino mass signal in tritium beta decay. In 1980, the ITEP group from
Moscow reported observing a neutrino mass effect corresponding to a rest
mass of 30 eV/c2 [21]. This result stimulated a large number of experimental
proposals to check the claim, and after several years, experimental groups
from Zurich [22], Tokyo University [23], Los Alamos [24], and Livermor [25]
produced results refuting the ITEP claim. These experiments also highlighted
many difficulties in extracting m2ν from the tritium β spectrum. For example,
all four of those experiments obtained an obviously nonphysical negative fit
value of m2ν .
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Two collaborations in the early 1990s, the Troitsk group at the Institute for Nuclear Research and the Mainz group at the Institute for Physics,
independently developed a new spectrometer technology that significantly advanced the study of tritium β decay. These spectrometers, known as MAC-EFilters (Magnetic Adiabatic Collimation combined with an Electrostatic Filter), combine the attractive features of high luminosity, low backgrounds, and
high energy resolution. Figure 2.4 illustrates the main principle of the MAC-EFilter. Two superconducting solenoids produce a magnetic guiding field. The
electrons, which start from the tritium source in the left solenoid, are guided
magnetically on a cyclotron motion around the magnetic field lines into the
spectrometer, thus allowing for an extremely large solid angle acceptance. On
their way into the center of the spectrometer, the magnetic field drops by many
orders of magnitude; therefore, the magnetic gradient force transforms most of
the cyclotron energy E⊥ into longitudinal motion. This process is illustrated
in Figure 2.4 by the momentum vector shown below the schematic. Due to
the slowly varying magnetic field, the momentum transforms adiabatically,
keeping the magnetic moment µ approximately constant. The practical result
of this transformation is that the electrons, which are isotropically emitted
at the source, are transformed into a broad beam flying almost parallel to
the magnetic field lines. This parallel beam of electrons encounters an electrostatic potential formed by a system of cylindrical electrodes. All electrons
with enough energy to pass the electrostatic barrier are reaccelerated and collimated onto a detector, and the other electrons are reflected by the barrier.
The spectrometer, therefore, acts primarily as an integrating high-energy pass
filter. Figure 2.3 shows how dramatically the MAC-E-Filter technology improved the size of the error bars on the neutrino mass compared to previous
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tritium β decay experiments.

Figure 2.3: History of neutrino mass measurements performed using tritium
β decay. Figure from the KATRIN Collaboration.
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Figure 2.4: Summary of the MAC-E-Filter, utilized by Mainz, Troitsk, and
KATRIN. The electrons are guided by the field lines until their momentum
vectors are perpendicular to an electrostatic barrier, meaning the spectrometer
operates much like an integrating high-pass filter. Figure from the KATRIN
Collaboration.
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The major difference between the Mainz and Troitsk experiments was
their tritium source. The Troitsk experiment used a windowless gaseous tritium source (WGTS), which is based on the adiabatic transport of electrons in
a strong magnetic field and circulation of tritium gas at low pressure by means
of a differential pumping system. While this technology was first developed by
the Los Alamos experiment, Troitsk made the critical addition of strong magnetic fields for electron transport, which allowed for smooth coupling to the
MAC-E-Filter spectrometer. Mainz used a film of molecular tritium quenchcondensed onto a substrate of pyrolytic graphite. Once these two experiments
were optimized, their count rates, backgrounds, and energy resolutions were
comparable.
The Troitsk experiment observed a small anomaly in the β energy spectrum located a few eV below the endpoint. The distortion resembled a sharp
step in the count rate, and the position of the distortion seemed to oscillate.
The cause of this anomaly was unknown, and the Troitsk group corrected for
it phenomenologically in their fit by adding free parameters to describe the
amplitude and position of the distortion. Figure 2.5 shows the β spectrum fit
for the Troitsk experiment, as well as the anomaly.
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Figure 2.5: β spectrum data from the Troitsk experiment, along with their
best-fit to the data. The inset shows the unexplained “Troitsk anomaly” that
had to be parametrized in the fit in order to obtain sensible results. Figure
taken from [26].

The Mainz experiment experienced many difficulties related to their
quench-condensed source such as the scattering of the β particles within the
tritium film, the excitation of neighbor molecules due to the β decay, and the
self-charging of the tritium film by its radioactivity. Figure 2.6 shows the initial
(obviously incorrect) β spectrum obtained from their early quench-condensed
source, as well as the much-improved spectrum they obtained years later when
they had solved some of their source difficulties. The Mainz experiment set a
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limit of
m(νe ) ≤ 2.2 eV

(95% C.L.)

(2.17)

This limit is the best direct experimental limit on the neutrino mass.

Figure 2.6: β spectrum data from the Mainz experiment, along with their
best-fit to the data. The 1994 data is clearly unreasonable due to problems
with their tritium source; by 1999 the improved source allowed better data to
be taken. Figure from [27].

Table 2.1 summarizes the most significant of the tritium β decay experiments that have already occurred.
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Table 2.1: Summary of previous tritium β decay experiments .
Experiment Source
Resolution E − Eo in m2ν (eV2 )
(eV)
Analysis
(eV)

LANL

Zurich

Tokyo INS
Livermor

Mainz

Troitsk

T2
gas
solenoidal
transport
R-CH2 T
T-impl.
in carbon
R-CH2 T
monomol.
T2
gas
solenoidal
transp.
T2
frozen on
graphite
T2
gas
magnetic
transp.

Upper
limit
mν
(eV),
95%
C.L.
< 9.3

23 FWHM

2030

−148 ± 68 ± 41
(stat., syst.)

17 FWHM

925

−24 ± 48 ± 61

< 11

16 FWHM

625

−65 ± 85 ± 65

< 13

18 FWHM

160

−72 ± 41 ± 30

<8

6 FW

70

−1.6 ± 2.5 ± 2.1

< 2.2

3.7 FW

170

−1.0 ± 3.0 ± 2.5

< 2.5
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2.4.2

KATRIN

The Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino (KATRIN) experiment will be the first direct
experimental measurement of the neutrino mass in the sub-eV range, and it
hopes to set a limit of
m(νe ) < 0.2 eV

(90%C.L.)

(2.18)

Figure 2.7 shows an experimental overview of KATRIN. KATRIN utilizes a
WGTS and a MAC-E-Filter spectrometer, but its scale is significantly larger
than the Troitsk experiment. The WGTS is 10 m long with a 9 cm diameter
and a column density of 5x1017 molecules/cm2 , corresponding to 9.5x1010 decays/s. Its energy resolution is a ∆E = 1 eV, a factor of 4 improvement on
Mainz and Troitsk, which it achieves with a spectrometer that is 23.23 m long
and 9.8 m in diameter. In addition to improved energy resolution, KATRIN
is also increasing the isotopic purity of their source to 95% and optimizing the
distribution of electron energy thresholds, as well as the time spent collecting
data at each threshold. They have studied their systematics extensively and
estimate that their background count rate will be no more than 10−2 counts/s
near the endpoint region. KATRIN also utilizes a pre-spectrometer located
between the source and the main spectrometer, which acts as a pre-filter to
eliminate the β particles that are more than 100 eV away from the endpoint.
The pre-spectrometer reduces the number of electrons entering the main spectrometer by 7 orders of magnitude, helping to eliminate residual tritium in the
spectrometer that could decay and lead to errors.
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Figure 2.7: Overview of the KATRIN experiment. Figure from the KATRIN
Collaboration.

KATRIN has not yet begun taking data, and it will need 3-5 years of
data to make a significant statement regarding neutrino mass. Figure 2.8 shows
how similar the β spectrum curves measured by KATRIN would look for a
neutrino of 0.5 eV compared to 0 eV, and the similarity in the curves highlights
the importance of obtaining sufficient statistics and eliminating systematic
errors.
KATRIN’s enormous spectrometer was delivered in 2006, and they have
performed their first commissioning tests. They expect to be able to start
taking their first measurements in 2012.
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Figure 2.8: Simulation results of the β spectrum KATRIN anticipates measuring after three years of running for a neutrino mass of either 0 or 0.5 eV.
Figure from the KATRIN Collaboration.

2.4.3

MARE

The Microcalorimeter Arrays for a Rhenium Experiment (MARE) will consist of arrays of low temperature calorimeters measuring the β decay of

187

Re,

which has an endpoint energy of 2.47 keV, the lowest known in nature. The
low endpoint energy means that the fraction of β decays occurring in the in37

teresting region below 1 eV will be 350 times larger than for tritium. MARE
would have completely different systematics than KATRIN, and its modular
design could allow for extensive scalability. A quantum calorimeter detects the
energy of individual quanta as a thermal signal at low temperatures, typically
less than 0.1 K. It consists of a photon or particle absorber and a sensor to
determine the temperature rise due to the energy deposited. In a neutrino
mass experiment, the absorber would be the element that contains the isotope
that is decaying, which in the case of MARE would mean rhenium crystals.
Each crystal has a typical mass of a few hundred micrograms, and it is cooled
below 100 mK, which allows a semiconductor thermistor to detect the energy
deposited in a β decay. Since the source and detector are the same device, one
does not have to worry about β energy loss in traveling from the source to the
detector. The main intrinsic limitation of a microcalorimeter experiment is the
effect of unresolved pileup near the endpoint energy, which affects the spectral
shape.

187

Re has an extremely long half-life of 4.4x1010 years, which explains

why experiments have traditionally chosen to work with tritium, which has
a half-life of 12.3 y. MARE phase I is planned to include 300 detectors and
reach a sensitivity of 2-3 eV. MARE phase II, which could reach a sensitivity of 0.2 eV, is planned to include 10000-50000 detectors and would require
significant research and development to achieve such large scalability.

2.4.4

Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay

In ordinary double β decay two neutrons within a nucleus decay into protons,
emitting two β particles and two neutrinos (or antineutrinos). If neutrinos
are Majorana, meaning they are their own antiparticles, then the first emitted
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neutrino can be absorbed by the second neutron, meaning that no neutrinos
are emitted from the nucleus. Obviously this process cannot occur if neutrinos
are Dirac particles instead of Majorana ones. Neutrinoless double β decay can
be observed in a few isotopes for which all other decay channels are forbidden
for energetic reasons. This process would violate lepton number conservation
by two units, and its observation would definitively establish the Majorana
or Dirac nature of neutrinos. Figure 2.9 shows the Feynman diagram for
neutrinoless double beta decay.
When neutrinoless double β decay is mediated by the exchange of a
light virtual neutrino, the ββ(0ν) rate is expressed as
0ν −1
[T1/2
] = G0ν |M 0ν |2 |hmν i|2

(2.19)

where G0ν is the calculable phase space integral, |M 0ν |2 is the nuclear matrix
element, and hmν i is a linear combination of the neutrino masses:
hmν i =

3
X

L 2
|Uek
| mk eiφk

(2.20)

k=1

which, for small masses becomes
hmν i = c212 c213 m1 + s212 c213 eiα1 m2 + s213 eiα2 m3
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(2.21)

Figure 2.9: Feynman diagram of neutrinoless double beta decay. The two
W bosons exchange a massive Majorana neutrino, resulting in no emitted
neutrinos in the final state.

Unfortunately the Majorana phases αk in the neutrino mass expression
imply that cancellations are possible. A Dirac neutrino would be equivalent
to two degenerate Majorana neutrinos with opposite CP phases, which would
lead to complete cancellations, further illustrating why neutrinoless double β
decay can only occur if neutrinos are Majorana particles.
Extracting the neutrino mass from neutrinoless double beta decay also
requires accurate determination of the nuclear matrix element for the decay.
Many evaluations are available in the literature, but they often conflict. The
two main calculation methods are the Shell Model and the Quasiparticle Ran-
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dom Phase Approximation (QRPA). QRPA calculations include many singleparticle levels outside a small inert core, but they do not include complicated
correlations. The Shell Model includes arbitrarily complicated correlations,
but it can only include a few single-particle orbitals outside the inert core.
Although these methods ought to be complementary, their calculated nuclear
matrix elements disagree by a factor of about two. Current investigations are
underway to carefully check both models for missing physics and to better
understand their basic assumptions.
Most neutrinoless double β decay experiments are designed to measure
the energy of the two β particles, and the signal will be a sharp line at the
transition energy for ββ(0ν), compared to a continuous distribution from ordinary double β decay, as shown in Figure 2.10 . The daughter nucleus can
carry almost no energy due to the kinematic effects of its large mass, and
without neutrinos to carry away energy, the measured energy of the β will be
a peak at the endpoint energy, smeared by the detector resolution. The major
considerations in building an experiment are, therefore: a detector with good
energy resolution, a stable detector technology that can run for a long time,
large isotopic abundance of the isotope under investigation, and an effective
background suppression strategy.
Many neutrinoless double β decay experiments are currently being developed, and since they focus on different isotopes with different nuclear matrix
elements, their results may ultimately be complementary. MAJORANA [28]
and GERDA [29] are both large scale extensions of past successful experiments
using 76 Ge. CUORE [30] uses 130 Te, which has a large natural abundance and
can be investigated through the use of many TeO2 bolometric arrays. EXO [31]
plans to use isotopically enriched

136

Xe, which does not allow for as high of
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Figure 2.10: Idealized double β decay energy spectrum. In an actual experiment the neutrinoless double β decay peak would be smeared by the detector
resolution. Figure from the SuperNEMO Collaboration.

an energy resolution, but it does enable excellent background suppression if
the resulting

136

Ba++ can be tagged. SuperNEMO [32] has the advantage of

working with multiple isotopes simultaneously, where each source consists of
approximately 5 kg of a double β decaying isotope as a thin foil, surrounded
by a tracking chamber with drift cells in Geiger mode and colorimetric walls
with plastic scintillators and photomultipliers (PMTs). SNO+ [33] is pursuing
the goal of studying

150

Nd by adding anywhere from 50 to 500 kg of enriched

neodymium to liquid scintillator in the acrylic vessel previously utilized by
SNO, and I will discuss SNO+ in greater detail in Chapter 5. The primary
goal of all of these experiments is the determination of the Dirac or Majorana
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nature of neutrinos, but by measuring the observed rate of neutrinoless double β decays, they also obtain some (model-dependent) sensitivity to neutrino
mass.
A collaboration led by H. V. Klapdor-Kleingrothaus has recently published a series of papers claiming to see a neutrinoless double β decay signal
that would place the neutrino mass in the 0.15-0.5 eV range, depending on
the nuclear matrix element [34]. This claim has not yet been verified, and it
has been highly criticized within the neutrino physics community [35]. Those
skeptical of the claim believe that the group’s peak finding procedure may
return spurious peaks; many are not convinced that the candidate neutrinoless double β decay peak is anything other than a spurious peak or a real
but unidentified background peak. This on-going debate within the neutrino
community only highlights the need for more sensitive neutrinoless double β
decay experiments, preferably utilizing a variety of different isotopes, since the
Klapdor-Kleingrothaus claim may be related to properties unique to

2.4.5

76

Ge.

Cosmological Limits

Neutrino mass is also an important target in cosmology, and cosmology is becoming an increasingly useful tool in probing neutrino properties. All standard
Big Bang models predict that an enormous number of neutrinos and antineutrinos were generated shortly after the birth of the universe. The present
contribution to the matter density of the universe from massive neutrinos is
estimated to be [36]:

P

2

Ων h =

mν
92.5 eV
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(2.22)

where h is the Hubble constant. This equation shows that even a sub-eV
neutrino mass gives a significant neutrino contribution to the energy density,
meaning it affects structure formation.
Neutrinos are called hot dark matter because they were extremely relativistic around the time of matter-radiation equality. Their high velocities
interfered with their clustering gravitationally, meaning matter in a universe
with massive neutrinos is more clustered than if neutrinos were massless. Since
neutrinos cannot cluster due to gravitational instabilities on scales shorter than
their free-streaming distance, a characteristic length scale is introduced into
the problem. The free-streaming distance decreased with time as the neutrinos
slowed down, and the effect of neutrino free-streaming is more significant on
the scale of galaxies than on the scale of clusters of galaxies. On larger scales
neutrinos can participate in gravitational collapse (when the free streaming
scale becomes smaller than the length scale in question), which means the suppression of clustering is less noticeable. Analyzing galaxy surveys, such as the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey, can provide a useful power spectrum of matter distribution, but because the galaxy distribution does not necessarily accurately
trace the mass distribution, bias is difficult to remove from these calculations.
Varying other cosmological parameters can also produce similar effects on the
power spectrum of matter distribution, meaning that degeneracies are hard to
remove.
The neutrino mass limit can be further tightened by using observational
data on the Lyman-α forest because they go deeper into the range of scales affected by the neutrino mean free path. Spectra of distant quasars show absorption at wavelengths corresponding to the Lyman-α transition. The clustering
of lines in the spectra encodes information about the clustering of the neutral
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hydrogen, and by extension the entire matter distribution. Strong systematic
effects continue to be of concern with the Lyman-α data, however, meaning
that the reliability of constraints obtained from it is difficult to determine [37].
Gravitational lensing also has the potential to convey important information about structure formation. As light from distant galaxies passes
through the fluctuating gravitational potentials along the line of sight, it is
deflected. The advantage to this approach is that there is no bias; the technique depends on one of the simplest principles of general relativity, as opposed
to using galaxies or absorption lines as mass tracers. In order to take full advantage of the information contained in structure formation data, however,
one must understand how massive neutrinos affect nonlinear growth. Most of
the past work with this data has concentrated on how massive neutrinos affect linear growth, while ignoring nonlinear effects. A consistent treatment of
massive neutrinos in nonlinear structure formation using cosmological perturbation theory and numerical simulations is in its infancy and may eventually
lead to conclusive constraints [38].
The anisotropy of the CMB temperature has provided a wealth of cosmological information over the past decade, and it also contains some sensitivity to the neutrino mass. Figure 2.11 shows how the CMB power spectrum
is affected by various neutrino masses, assuming all other fit parameters are
held constant. The neutrino mass causes a shift in the first peak due to the
fact that a larger mν implies that the distance to the last scattering surface is
shorter. This shift, however, is easily compensated for by the uncertainty in
the Hubble constant, meaning that the position of the first peak cannot place
a particularly strong constraint on the neutrino mass. The first peak is also
visibly suppressed if the neutrino mass is greater than ∼ 0.6 eV because that
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implies neutrinos became non-relativistic prior to the epoch of recombination;
in this case the neutrinos cause a shift in the time of matter-radiation equality, which leads to observable modifications in the CMB temperature power
spectrum. If the largest neutrino mass is below ∼ 0.6 eV, then neutrinos are
not expected to affect the CMB power spectra very dramatically.
Neutrino mass can therefore be investigated through both the CMB
anisotropy and large-scale structure data. Multiple data sets can be combined
to obtain constraints on the sum of the neutrino mass species. The most
generally accepted fit includes WMAP’s CMB data as well as baryon acoustic
oscillation (BAO) data and type Ia supernovae (SN) data, and it limits the
sum of the neutrino masses to be

P

mν < 0.67 eV [39]. The BAO and SN

datasets aid the CMB constraint primarily by reducing fit degeneracies related
to the Hubble constant. Tighter constraints have been published making use
of structure formation data, but those constraints are more questionable due
to systematic effects, bias, and nonlinearities.
Astrophysics and particle physics are developing an ever-closer collaboration as their interests in certain questions like neutrino mass converge, and
their investigative tools are complementary. Experiments currently underway
like the Planck Surveyor CMB satellite could conceivably provide the first hints
of a positive neutrino mass signal, but cosmological constraints on the neutrino
mass are necessarily based on a particular cosmological model, making them
indirect and inherently model-dependent constraints. While they are currently
better constraints than any terrestrial-based particle physics experiment has
provided, the ideal neutrino mass measurement would be direct and devoid of
model dependencies. Such a direct measurement would enable cosmologists to
input the neutrino mass as a known value rather than having to include it in
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their multi-parameter fits of astrophysical data.

Figure 2.11: Effects of massive neutrinos on the CMB temperature power
spectrum. All other fit parameters are held constant. Figure from [40].
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Chapter 3
Recent Advances in Atomic
Control
The mass of the neutrino is an important but elusive measurement, and
few model-independent avenues exist through which to pursue it. As particle physics searches for new ideas through which to investigate neutrinos,
one under-utilized approach is collaboration with seemingly unrelated fields
of physics. Because tritium atoms have long been the favorite medium for
neutrino mass investigations, studying progress in controlling and manipulating atoms could lead to better sources for tritium β decay experiments. This
chapter provides a brief overview of developments in atomic physics that could
enable the slowing, trapping, and cooling of atomic tritium for the purpose
of a new type of tritium β decay measurement proposed in Chapter 4. These
techniques are general in their applicability to almost the entire periodic table,
and they also lay the groundwork for the general methods of isotope separation
proposed in Chapter 5.
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3.1

General Method of Atomic Slowing: Atomic
Coilgun

Recent advances in trapping and cooling atoms open the door to new possible experiments and have applications even in the realm of neutrino physics.
Nearly all atoms have an unpaired electron in the outer orbital, leading to
paramagnetic effects that can be harnessed for atomic control. Those atoms
that do not exhibit paramagnetic behavior in the ground state often exhibit it
in a metastable state, meaning that techniques designed to manipulate atoms
through magnetism can possess almost completely general applicability to the
entire periodic table. Atoms in a laboratory are typically at room temperature
and often in solid phase, and any general technique must accept these starting
conditions before proceeding to trap and cool the atoms.

3.1.1

Supersonic Beam

The starting point for these new methods of slowing and cooling is a supersonic
beam [41]. The basic working principle of a supersonic beam is that an inert gas
under high pressure expands through a small aperture into vacuum, undergoing
adiabatic cooling in the process since the mean free path of the particles is
much smaller than the size of the aperture. The resulting beam of atoms is
moving very fast in the laboratory frame (hundreds of meters per second), but
in the co-moving frame the atoms are very cold, with temperatures of a few
tens of millikelvin. Supersonic beams often operate in a pulsed mode, and
the elements used are typically noble gases due to their stability under high
pressures. The beam of noble gas atoms, however, can become a carrier gas
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into which atoms of almost any other element can be entrained. As atoms of
the two elements collide, they quickly come into thermal equilibrium, and the
newly entrained atoms are swept along at the same high laboratory velocity
but low co-moving frame velocity. In order to trap the atoms, however, one
must slow them down in the laboratory frame.
The Raizen Laboratory, which developed this slowing method, produces
a supersonic beam using an Even-Lavie supersonic nozzle that is cooled with
liquid nitrogen so that the atoms’ laboratory velocity is as low as possible from
the outset. The Even-Lavie supersonic nozzle is capable of creating pulses as
short as 10 µs FWHM. The flux intensity is very bright, 4 × 1023 atoms/s/sr,
which makes supersonic beams the brightest source of atoms currently available [42, 43].

3.1.2

The Coilgun

Military coilguns utilize electromagnetic coils to launch projectiles at high
velocities, and by applying that principle in reverse, one can create an “atomic
coilgun” that slows atoms by a series of pulsed electromagnetic coils [42].
Depending on the orientation of the atoms’ magnetic moments, they can be
classified as either low-field seekers or high-field seekers. Low-field seekers
minimize their potential energy by going to a lower magnetic field, and these
atoms can be conveniently trapped in a magnetic trap. As a low-field seeking
atom enters the first coil in the atomic coilgun, the atom sees a potential hill
that it must climb as it moves into the center of the coil. As it climbs the hill,
it loses kinetic energy equal to the energy shift induced by the magnetic field:
∆E = µB gj mj H
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(3.1)

where µB is the Bohr magneton, gj is the Landé factor, mj is the projection
of the total angular momentum on the quantization axis, and H is the peak
magnetic field. If the atom were allowed to continue through the coil normally,
it would simply roll down the hill and regain its lost kinetic energy. As shown
in Figure 3.2, however, just as the atom reaches the center of the coil, the
magnetic field is turned off. The atom has no choice but to continue to the
next coil, having lost some of its original kinetic energy. Through a series of
64 coils, the atoms can be brought to rest over the space of just a meter in
the laboratory. The slowing coils consist of 30 copper wire windings (0.5 mm
diameter) with a bore diameter of 3 mm. The coil is encased in a magnetic
steel shell with Permendur discs that confine the field and minimize inductance
between adjacent coils. The peak magnetic field density is ∼ 5 T. The timing
of the coils is optimized using the principles of phase stability similar to those
originally developed for synchrotrons. A low phase angle corresponds to turning off the coils before the atoms reach the peak magnetic field, which enhances
the stability of the process. More stages of slowing allow one to slow a larger
flux of atoms. When the atoms leave the coils, their co-moving temperature
is still cold, but their laboratory velocity has been reduced dramatically. This
cooling technique relies on the Zeeman effect in much the same way that a
Stark decelerator relies on the Stark effect.
The Raizen Laboratory has demonstrated this technique by slowing
both metastable neon and molecular oxygen. Figure 3.1 shows results of the
slowing of metastable neon from an initial velocity of 447 m/s to 56 m/s.
Their experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 3.3 part a) which gives a
general overview of the design, and in part b) which shows a more detailed
schematic. The skimmer has a diameter of 5 mm and is placed 15 cm from the
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nozzle in order to ensure a well-behaved beam. The microchannel plate (MCP)
placed after the coils detects the metastable neon after it has been slowed. (In
this particular setup some final velocity is necessary so that the atoms can
reach the detector). Parallel work has also been done by another group who
independently developed a similar coilgun and demonstrated slowing of atomic
hydrogen [44].

Figure 3.1: Atomic coilgun slowing results for metastable neon. The atoms’
time-of-flight is shown, indicating a reduction in velocity from 447 m/s to
56 m/s. Figure from [43]
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Figure 3.2: The slowing process for the atomic coilgun (taken from [42]). a)
Low-field seeking atom enters coil and climbs magnetic hill b) Atom reaches
center of coil where it has lost the maximum amount of kinetic energy c) Coil
is turned off, and atom travels to the next coil with reduced kinetic energy
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Figure 3.3: The top figure shows a conceptual drawing of the atomic coilgun
(not to scale) that highlights the most important elements [43]. The bottom
figure shows a schematic drawing of the 64-stage slower constructed in the
Raizen Laboratory. Figure from [45].
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3.1.3

Trapping

After the atoms have been slowed to a velocity near zero, they can be trapped
in static magnetic fields that create a field minimum. The simplest way to
produce these static fields is through an anti-Helmholtz pair of coils, in which
the current in the coils flows in opposite directions. Anti-Helmholtz coils
produce magnetic gradients of approximately 10 gauss/cm over a trap size of
∼ 1 cm. The trap potential is on the order of 10 mK deep, and the quadrupole
magnetic field has a zero at the center of the trap.
Once the atoms are trapped at temperatures of ∼ 10 mK, they need to
be further cooled to enable applications such as precision spectroscopy. The
ideas discussed in Chapter 4 for measuring neutrino mass depend on having an
extremely cold source of atomic tritium; the initial temperature of the tritium
is, in fact, the biggest source of uncertainty in that chapter’s proposed experiment. The following discussion of cooling the atoms further once they have
been trapped is essential groundwork for any further investigations, including
neutrino studies.

3.2

General Method of Atomic Cooling: Single Photon Cooling

3.2.1

Methods of Cooling

For more than 30 years trapping and cooling has been a primary research focus
in atomic physics. Trapping and cooling atoms enables precision research in
the study of spectroscopy and fundamental symmetries. The standard method
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for cooling atoms has been laser cooling, which requires an available cycling
transition so that the atoms can scatter many photons.
One implementation of laser cooling relies on the Doppler effect and
utilizes a laser whose frequency is tuned slightly below a transition, which
means that atoms will absorb more photons if they move towards the light
source. The atom receives a momentum kick when it absorbs the photon,
and it receives a second kick when it emits a photon in a random direction,
meaning that the net effect of the momentum kicks acts to slow the atoms.
Other laser cooling implementations include optical molasses, Sisyphus cooling, lattice cooling, VSCPT, and Raman cooling [46], but all of these still rely
on the momentum transfer from photons to atoms. If an atom does not have
a cycling transition that can be reached with a tunable laser, laser cooling will
be ineffective since the momentum transfer from a single photon absorption
is very small. A surprisingly small fraction of the periodic table is actually
amenable to laser cooling, and molecules are also excluded. Even hydrogen,
the simplest atom in the periodic table, cannot be laser cooled because of the
lack of far-ultraviolet lasers that can access 121 nm. Laser cooling has enabled
a tremendous amount of work, particularly in alkali atoms, but new methods
with more general applicability could stimulate investigations of other atoms
and ultimately lead to new discoveries.
Once atoms have been slowed by the atomic coilgun and trapped in
a magnetic trap, their temperature is tens of millikelvin, but further cooling
is required in order to probe interesting physics. Evaporative cooling allows
the most energetic atoms to leave the magnetic trap, thereby lowering the
kinetic energy of the entire ensemble as the remaining atoms re-equilibriate
through collisions. In addition to the obvious problem of reducing the number
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of trapped atoms, evaporative cooling can be difficult to achieve within the
lifetime of the trap since the trap density is not high and re-equilibriation
times are often long.

3.2.2

Single Photon Cooling

Single photon atomic cooling begins with the idea of creating a one-way barrier
for atoms [47]. In this method cooling is not based on the momentum of the
scattered photon; scattering a photon is merely an irreversible step through
which atoms cross a one-way barrier. If atoms can be made to cross this barrier
at a time when their kinetic energy is low, they can be cooled. This method
relies not on photon momentum but on the compression of phase space. The
essential components of single photon cooling are a conservative potential and
an irreversible step. The conservative potential can be created using magnetic
fields, as discussed with anti-Helmholtz coils, or using light, as is done with
optical tweezers.
The principle of single photon atomic cooling is best illustrated in one
dimension. Figure 3.4 shows atoms trapped in a conservative potential, with
a one-way wall in the wings of the main trap. The one-way wall is slowly
swept through the main trap, and atoms encounter the wall when they have
converted most of their kinetic energy to potential energy and are at their
classical turning points. The one-way barrier is essentially a laser that causes
the atom to scatter a single photon, putting it in a different internal state
than it occupied previously. A three-level atom is the simplest case in which
single-photon cooling can be applied. In a two-level atom, which is ideal for
laser cooling, single photon cooling would not work because a one-way barrier
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could not be created.

Figure 3.4: One dimensional illustration of single photon cooling in which
atoms begin in a magnetic trap. As the one way wall is swept through the
trap, atoms that were in an initial (red) state are converted to a different final
state (blue) by scattering a single photon. A) The one way barrier begins in
the wings of the trap. B) It sweeps slowly through the trap, catching atoms
at their classical turning points. C) All atoms are eventually caught. Figure
taken from [45].

Currently single photon cooling has been demonstrated in

87

Rb atoms,

and the phase space was compressed by a factor of 350 [48, 49]. Since

87

Rb

can also be laser cooled, the next important step will be demonstrating the
technique on an atom like hydrogen that cannot be cooled via traditional
laser cooling methods. While traditional cooling methods depend on photon
momentum transfer, single photon cooling relies on phase space compression
and is made possible by the concept of informational entropy. As discussed
in the next section, single photon cooling is a kind of realization of Maxwell’s
demon paradox.

3.2.3

Maxwell’s Demon

James Clerk Maxwell envisioned a “very observant and neat-fingered being,”
who later became known as Maxwell’s demon, who was able to open or close
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a hole between two partitions. In this thought experiment the two partitions
are full of a gas, and the demon can open and close the hole so as to allow the
faster atoms to accumulate on one side of the partition and the slower atoms
to accumulate on the other side. The paradox of the thought experiment is
that this demon could lower the entropy of the gas apparently without doing
any work, thus violating the second law of thermodynamics. Maxwell was
attempting to demonstrate that the second law was only statistical and could
be violated under certain circumstances. In 1929 Leo Szilard proposed an
interesting solution to Maxwell’s demon by suggesting that the demon collects
information about the atoms before deciding whether or not to open the door,
and that information could carry entropy [50]. This “exorcism” of Maxwell’s
demon foreshadowed Shannon’s later work in developing information theory,
which establishes an analytical link between information and the entropy it
carries [51].
In single photon atomic cooling, the one-way wall plays the role of
Maxwell’s demon. When the atom scatters its photon, a detection of that
photon would provide experimental information about the turning point and
kinetic energy of the atom. One can calculate the entropy increase due to the
scattered photon, and computationally it exactly balances the entropy decrease
for the cooled atoms [52, 53]. One does not actually have to measure all of
the scattered photons; the fact that the information is available and could be
collected is enough to save the second law of thermodynamics.
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3.3

Isotopes of Hydrogen

Single photon atomic cooling is capable of cooling hydrogen and its isotopes,
which cannot currently be cooled via laser cooling. Figure 3.5 shows the
transitions in atomic hydrogen that could be utilized in single photon cooling.
The 1S ground state of hydrogen is split into two hyperfine states, F = 1
and F = 0, separated by 1.42 GHz. The F = 1 state is further split into
three states by the magnetic field, m = −1, m = 0, m = 1. Using a 243 nm
laser, one can drive a two photon transition from the ground state to the 2S
state. The 2S state couples to the 2P state, which decays by emitting a Lyman
alpha photon near 121 nm. Atoms in the F = 0, m = 0 state can be optically
trapped in a standing wave of light inside a build-up cavity.
The slowing and cooling methods described here are well suited to hydrogen and its isotopes, including tritium. Beginning with a supersonic beam
of metastable neon, one could entrain tritium atoms in the carrier gas. An
atomic coilgun could slow the tritium until it could be trapped, and single
photon cooling could reduce its temperature even further. The applications of
such a source of atomic tritium will be discussed in the following chapter.
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of the transitions in atomic hydrogen that could be
utilized for single photon cooling. Figure taken from [45].
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Chapter 4
Using Cold Atoms to Measure
Neutrino Mass
The atomic coilgun and single-photon atomic cooling are tools that simply
did not exist a decade ago. These techniques may enable a wide variety of
interesting experiments, and this chapter explores one potential application of
these tools in neutrino physics. If we could create an ultracold source of atomic
tritium, then both the β and the helium ion could leave the source without
scattering and be detected, which implies that the neutrino mass squared peak
could be directly reconstructed from basic kinematics. This chapter begins by
describing a potential experiment to perform such a kinematic reconstruction
of mν . I outline the necessary detectors and the resolutions required in order
to achieve an interesting measurement. The chapter describes the simulation I
created of this experiment, and it presents results of a two-dimensional fitting
technique that simultaneously utilizes both the β spectrum and neutrino mass
squared peak information. I conclude by discussing the future prospects for
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this type of experiment.

4.1

Introduction

The past decade has transformed our understanding of the neutrino; nevertheless, the absolute scale of the neutrino mass remains unknown. The best
neutrino mass limits from direct measurements come from the tritium endpoint experiments Mainz and Troitsk [27, 26] discussed in Chapter 2, both
of which place mν < 2.2 eV. Measurements of the cosmic microwave background, coupled with cosmological models, have led to somewhat better (but
model-dependent) constraints of Σmν < 0.67 eV [39].
The next generation of tritium endpoint measurement is now being
pursued by the KATRIN experiment [54]. They expect to push the limit on
the neutrino mass as low as mν < 0.2 eV. An independent avenue of research
is neutrinoless double β-decay, which could test the Majorana nature of the
neutrino and possibly determine its mass, though uncertainties in the nuclear
matrix elements make extracting the neutrino mass from neutrinoless double
β decay quite difficult [55].
Of the established avenues for exploring the absolute mass scale of the
neutrino, KATRIN is the only one that does not suffer from significant model
dependencies. It has the best chance of observing an unambiguous measurement of mν . Unfortunately KATRIN struggles to control a large number of
systematics, and an independent means of verifying any potential signal they
might observe is desirable. KATRIN also represents the largest possible implementation of a tritium β decay experiment utilizing a windowless gaseous
tritium source and MAC-E-Filter spectrometer; it cannot be scaled up an or63

der of magnitude in sensitivity. Ideas are scarce for future experiments with
more potential scalability than KATRIN, and as cosmologists continue to extend their limits closer to the edge of KATRIN’s potential sensitivity, now is
an appropriate time to brainstorm unconventional approaches to the question
of the neutrino mass scale.
The recent developments in trapping and cooling atoms discussed in
Chapter 3 raise the possibility of a fundamentally new type of tritium β decay
experiment. A small source of ultracold atomic tritium would allow not only
the β but also the ion to exit the source without scattering and be detected.
This approach combines the direct kinematic reconstruction of the neutrino
mass squared peak with the information from the β energy spectrum itself,
providing two handles on determining the neutrino mass. Before discussing
how the kinematic construction could be implemented, I will first discuss in
greater detail how the neutrino mass affects the β spectrum and why additional information from the kinematic reconstruction could prove significantly
helpful.

4.1.1

Beta Decay Spectrum

In ordinary β decay experiments like the ones discussed in Chapter 2, the
only experimental observable is the energy of the electron from the decay.
The neutrino mass appears directly in the equation for the shape of the β
spectrum curve:
1
dN
= C × F (Z, E)pE(Eo − E)[(Eo − E)2 − m2ν ] 2 Θ(Eo − E − mν )
dE
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(4.1)

where E is the electron energy, p is the electron momentum, Eo is the total
decay energy (18.6 keV for tritium), F (Z, E) is the Fermi function, Θ(Eo −E −
mν ) ensures energy conservation, and C is a constant. Appendix A includes
a derivation of this equation, as well as a detailed discussion of the final state
effects that are accounted for in the Fermi function. Figure 4.1 emphasizes
the troubling fact that only 2 × 10−13 of the decays produce betas in the last
1 eV of the spectrum that is most sensitive to the neutrino mass.

Figure 4.1: Beta energy spectrum from tritium beta decay, highlighting the
fact that only 2 × 10−13 of the events occur in the critical last 1 eV. Figure
taken from [54].

The β spectrum is often represented in the form of a Kurie plot [56],
where it is linearized and written as:
Ã

K(E) ≡

dN/dE
pEF (Z, E)

!1
2

·

³

2

∼ (Eo − E) (Eo − E) −

m2ν

´ 1 ¸ 12
2

(4.2)

Figure 4.2 shows the shape of a Kurie plot, which visually accentuates the
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distortion due to the mass of the neutrino.

Figure 4.2: Linearized beta spectrum near the endpoint, known as a Kurie
plot. Figure taken from reference [56]

Although the β spectrum is obviously sensitive to the mass of the neutrino, its greatest sensitivity lies in the part of the spectrum near the endpoint
where the statistics are small. If a large enough number of β decay events
could be measured, Figure 4.2 indicates that the neutrino mass could simply
be read off of the spectrum by looking at the intersection point on the Kurie
plot. Unfortunately even large experiments such as KATRIN cannot hope to
obtain sufficient statistics to see clearly where their Kurie plots intersect the
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x-axis, meaning that multi-parameter fits must be performed on the measured
β spectrum. Rather than merely looking for the precise endpoint, data analysts must attempt to extract the neutrino mass from the overall distortion of
the spectrum, using free parameters for m2ν , the endpoint energy, background,
and overall normalization. Additionally the smaller the neutrino mass is, the
smaller the spectrum distortions it causes and the more problematic systematic
errors in the experiment become. As the Chapter 2 discussion of the Mainz
and Troitsk experiments makes clear, tritium β decay experiments have historically proven to be difficult and plagued by systematics. The kinematic
reconstruction of the neutrino mass itself could allow a neutrino mass measurement to be made utilizing more than just the events that happen to fall
within last few eV of the β spectrum.

4.2
4.2.1

Kinematic Reconstruction
Overview

The idea of directly reconstructing the neutrino mass is an approach fundamentally different from both KATRIN and neutrinoless double β-decay. This
section will give an overview of an experiment to observe the β decay of ultracold atomic tritium. The decay produces an outgoing 3 He+ ion and a β, both
of which can be detected. We need a spectrometer to measure the energy of
the β, along with a non-invasive technique for measuring two components of its
momentum. By utilizing the coincidence between the β and the 3 He+ ion, we
can determine the ion’s three momentum components from its time-of-flight.
Measurement of the four-momenta of the ion (p̃He ) and the β (p̃β ) yields the
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neutrino mass squared:
m2ν = p̃ν · p̃ν = (p̃3 H − p̃He3 − p̃β ) · (p̃3 H − p̃He3 − p̃β )

(4.3)

The advantages of this approach include: an extremely thin source that
results in low scattering; an atomic tritium source with simple final state
effects; a coincidence measurement with the β to reduce background; a direct
neutrino mass peak reconstruction; and the utilization of at least 500 eV of
the β energy spectrum. Nevertheless, this approach faces several experimental
challenges, particularly regarding the measurement of the β momentum to
sufficient precision, and trapping enough tritium atoms to obtain sufficient
statistics.
We address these challenges with an experimental setup that would
consist of three detectors shown in Figure 4.3: a microchannel plate (MCP)
to detect the helium ion, a spectrometer to measure the β’s energy, and an
optical lattice of rubidium Rydberg atoms capable of measuring two of the β’s
three momentum components.
We can place the β-spectrometer close to the source, with the MCP
for the 3 He+ ion detection several meters away from the source. Using the β
event detected by the spectrometer as the initial time, we can determine the
time-of-flight of the ion to the MCP. Combining the time-of-flight with the
MCP hit position yields the three momentum components of the helium ion.
For example:
px = γmvsinθcosφ

(4.4)

where v = z/(T OF )cosθ and θ and φ are reconstructed from the MCP hit
position assuming the tritium decay came from the center of the source. Here
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z is the distance from the MCP to the source.

Figure 4.3: Experimental setup of the three detectors proposed for kinematic
reconstruction of the neutrino mass: a microchannel plate (MCP), optical
lattices of rubidium Rydberg atoms, and a spectrometer.

4.2.2

ROOT Simulation

Unlike most particle physics simulations, a simulation of this experiment does
not depend sensitively on energy loss or propagation of particles through
matter. While most experiments require the tracking of individual particles
through various detectors, this experiment is governed primarily by the phase
space available to the decay products, which can be determined analytically.
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Consequently I developed a simulation of this experiment that did not involve
individual particle tracking, which allowed me to simulate large numbers of
events without expending outrageous computing resources.
I wrote my simulation in ROOT, which is an object-oriented program
and library developed and maintained by CERN. ROOT includes many useful
packages such as implementations of histogramming, graphing, curve fitting,
minimization, data analysis, matrix algebra, and four-vector computations.
One of the basic building blocks of ROOT is a data container called a tree,
which has substructures known as branches and leaves. A tree is like a sliding
window to the stored raw data, and data from the next entry in the file can
be retrieved by advancing the index in the tree. Trees extend the concept
of ntuples to all complex objects and data structures found in the raw data.
ROOT is used for data analysis primarily in high energy physics, meaning
many of its packages are tailored to the needs of particle physics.
For example ROOT includes packages that greatly simplify the simulation of tritium β decays. The phase space calculations are performed using
ROOT’s TGenPhaseSpace class, which is an adaptation of the widely used
FORTRAN program GENBOD [57]. In order to account for information about
the weak interaction that TGenPhaseSpace does not include, the interaction
weight calculated by ROOT must be multiplied by (Eν )(Eβ ). Because the
phase space calculation is computationally intensive, I store all of the kinematic information of the resulting decays in a large ntuple that can be easily
read as input to the main simulation that models the detectors.
For each decay, the simulation reads from the ntuple the four-vectors
of the three resulting particles. Those particles then propagate until they
encounter the various detectors shown in Figure 4.3. Rather than model the
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particles in a step-by-step way as they move through the detectors, I model
most of the detectors as Gaussian smearings that represents those detectors’
resolutions. In the following sections I discuss each of the detectors and their
resolutions in greater detail, and I also discuss the atomic tritium source, which
is the starting point for the simulation of this experiment.
In choosing the detector specifications, I attempted to select state-ofthe-art devices that represent the best that is currently available. In exploring
the potential of this reconstruction technique, I made optimistic but feasible
assumptions about the devices under consideration. Thus this simulation deliberately approaches the limits of what is currently possible in detector technology, and simultaneously it delineates the detector resolutions that would
be required in order to make such an experiment worthwhile.

4.3

Atomic Tritium Source

The recently developed atomic coilgun and single-photon cooling technique
enable the creation of an atomic tritium source. As discussed in Chapter 3,
the tritium would be entrained into a supersonic beam, slowed with a series
of magnetic coils, and trapped in a magnetic trap. The temperature of the
tritium in the magnetic trap would be a few tens of millikelvin. In order to
enable adequate kinematic reconstruction, the tritium would have to be further
cooled. Laser cooling is not possible on hydrogen or any of its isotopes, and
evaporative cooling has the disadvantage of sacrificing statistics. Single photon
atomic cooling occurs as the tritium is transferred into an optical trap, and
estimates indicate that the final tritium temperature could be as low as 1 µK,
which is the temperature assumed in the simulation. Although the optical
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trap would probably not be spherical, the simulation assumes a spherical trap
with a 100 µm diameter.
The simulation assumes a Maxwell-Boltzmann temperature distribution
where the average kinetic energy of the atoms is defined as 23 kT and the average
2
momentum of the atoms is (pc)2 = Ekin
+ 2Ekin mc2 . Each component of an

individual atom’s initial momentum is then defined by a Gaussian whose mean
is zero and whose variance is mkT . Since the source is assumed to be a sphere,
the atom’s initial decay position is chosen with a random radius inside the
sphere and a random θ and φ.
We would like our tritium β decay source to be strong, but we also
need to minimize scattering within the source. The density of this atomic
source must be small enough that both the β and the ion have a high probability of escaping with any multiple scattering. The source cannot exceed
1015 atoms/cm3 without introducing non-negligible scattering. Fortunately if
either particle does multiple scatter, the β and ion are very unlikely to emerge
at the near-180◦ opening angle necessary for them to both be detected. What
little multiple scattering does occur, therefore, is almost certainly simply a
statistical loss and not a source of error in the neutrino mass reconstruction.
Consequently the simulation does not directly include multiple scattering effects because we assume our source density will remain below 1015 atoms/cm3 .

4.3.1

Final State Effects

In tritium β-decay, the helium ion is formed in the ground state in 70% of
the decays, and our simulation simplifies the true spectrum of final states by
assuming that the helium ion goes into the first excited state for the remaining
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30% of the decays. For more than 99.9% of the events, the magnitude of the
reconstructed neutrino mass is larger when the wrong state is assumed for the
helium ion, which provides us with a simple method of determining the true
state of the helium ion. This method does not bias the neutrino mass fit in
any significant way.

4.4
4.4.1

Helium Ion Detection
Microchannel Plate

Detection of the helium ion as it leaves the source can be accomplished with a
microchannel plate (MCP). The MCP is capable of measuring the ion’s time of
flight, as well as its hit position. We assume that our MCP has a high spatial
resolution of 2 µm, which is in keeping with the capabilities of devices currently
being manufactured by BURLE Electro-Optics, Inc. While BURLE currently
manufactures the only 2 µm MCP available for commercial sale, 5-10 µm
devices are fairly standard. BURLE’s device, shown in Figure 4.4, shows holes
2 µm wide with 3 µm center-to-center spacing. Using a 5 µm MCP with holes
spaced 6 µm center-to-center actually allows for larger geometrical acceptance
and therefore does not represent a significantly worse option. We would require
a large MCP, 15 cm x 15 cm, which would be a significant engineering challenge
both to construct and to read out, though not prohibitively complex. In the
simulation I assume that the acceptance of the device is equal to its geometrical
acceptance as determined by the sizes and spacings of the MCP holes.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of 5 micron pore and 2 micron pore MCP’s (same
magnification) BURLE’s 2-micron pore MCP is currently offered in an 18 mm
diameter.

Each microchannel acts like an electron multiplier. The helium ion
enters the channel, collides with the walls of the channel, and begins a cascade
of electrons that propagate through the channel to amplify the signal. This
process yields both the spatial hit position of the ion and its time-of-flight,
assuming that the β’s hit in the spectrometer is used to define t=0. Since
we do not know exactly where inside the tritium source the decay occurred,
our momentum reconstruction improves as the distance between the source
and the MCP is increased, but our geometrical acceptance of events decreases.
Simulations indicate that the optimal distance for the MCP is 5 m from the
source, and Figure 4.5 shows simulated results of the hit pattern observed on
the MCP positioned at that distance. The MCP’s necessary size is determined
by the size and position of the Rydberg atom detectors for the β, which will
be discussed in Section 4.6. We have chosen 15 cm × 15 cm because that
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is large enough to accept all of the ions whose β particles pass through the
Rydberg detectors. The simulation assumes a timing resolution of 20 ps, which

y position on MCP plate

is achievable by the best devices on the market [58].
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Figure 4.5: Simulation results of the hit pattern on MCP.

While most particle physics experiments can safely ignore gravity in
their simulations, this experiment does require the inclusion of gravitational
effects on the ion, which travels approximately 5 m at a v/c of approximately
4.9 × 10−5 , as can be seen in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Simulation results of velocity of 3 He ion

4.4.2

Background Rate

The background event rate from the MCP would be < 1 event/cm2 /s [59],
where cosmic ray events are eliminated either by deploying the detector in an
underground laboratory or by implementing an efficient veto. Although the
coincidence in the β-spectrometer would be helpful, for any given β event of
the correct energy there will be a 7% chance of seeing a background MCP hit,
given that the coincidence time between the β and the ion will be on the order
of 0.3 ms, as is shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Simulation results of the TOF of the 3 He ion to the MCP

In order to evaluate our ability to discriminate true events from backgrounds, we simulated data in which the MCP hit position was randomized,
and we studied how our reconstruction algorithm evaluated the neutrino mass
for such random events. Such events typically reconstruct to be more negative
than −106 eV2 and would be clearly separated from true helium ion hits. Our
simulations indicate it is possible to reduce backgrounds to 1.0 × 10−5 , not
including the rejection due to the coincidence requirement, simply by cutting
any events that reconstruct the neutrino mass squared to be more negative
than −5000 eV2 . This cut introduces negligible bias into the neutrino mass
squared peak. Figure 4.8 shows the reconstructed neutrino mass values for
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background MCP hits where the time-of-flight to the MCP was left unchanged
but the MCP hit position was randomly chosen, and the neutrino masses reconstruct extremely negative. The negative reconstruction is due to the fact
that most of the energy of the ion comes from its rest mass, so changing the
momentum of the ion by selecting a false MCP hit position does not alter
the total energy of the system by a large amount. The neutrino, however,
must acquire a large amount of momentum in order to enforce conservation of
momentum, leading to a very negative neutrino mass in the reconstruction.
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Figure 4.8: The neutrino mass squared in tests in which the MCP hit position
has been randomized to simulate MCP background hits. a) The neutrino mass
reconstructs extremely negative for these simulated background events. b) A
zoomed in view of the above plot, showing the most positive of the neutrino
mass squared reconstructions coming from the background events.
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4.5

Beta Energy Measurement

We cannot use the same detection technique for the β that we used for the
ion because we need to know its energy quite well in order to reconstruct the
β energy spectrum that we use in our two-dimensional fits.
The detailed inner workings of the energy detector were not included
in the simulations since one of the simulation’s goals was to determine what
energy resolution would be necessary to make such an experiment possible.
The β energy detector was modeled as a simple Gaussian energy smearing
whose width corresponded to the energy resolution of the detector. Figure 4.9
illustrates that the necessary energy resolution is between 5-50 meV, and the
best tool for achieving energy resolutions in the meV range is probably a
hemispherical analyzer.
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Figure 4.9: Illustration of the effect of various detector resolutions on the
quality of the two-dimensional fit for the neutrino mass.

A hemispherical analyzer consists of two concentric hemispheres of radii
R1 and R2 . A potential ∆V is placed across the hemispheres such that the
outer hemisphere is negative and the inner hemisphere is positive with respect
to the potential at the center line, Ro = (R1 + R2 )/2. The center line potential
is known as the pass energy, and most analyzers operate with a constant pass
energy, which corresponds to a constant ∆E resolution. The pass energy can
be written as:
Epass =

Ro
Ri

eV
−

Ri
Ro

(4.5)

Figure 4.10 gives a basic overview of the operation of a standard hemi81

spherical analyzer. The electrons are counted after they have passed through
the energy analyzer. The electrons arrive at the analyzer exit with a variety
of different energies based on their curvature through the device, and they are
typically detected using a multichannel array to count the electrons arriving
at the various energies.
As shown in Figure 4.10, one can arrange the array to be two-dimensional
to provide information concerning not only the electron’s energy but also one
component of its momentum. For the purposes of this experiment the momentum measurement is not necessary and would be used only as a confirmation
check on the momentum measurements described in the next section.
SPECS PHOIBOS analyzers are among the best currently available for
commercial sale. In discussions with engineers from that company, they have
drawn up a quote for a hemispherical analyzer that would be suitable for this
experiment.
We do not intend to rely on the hemispherical analyzer for a momentum
measurement because it could provide only one component of the β momentum, and we need to measure two components to adequately reconstruct the
neutrino mass. The most difficult experimental challenge in a reconstruction
experiment like this one would be finding a way to measure two components
of the β’s momentum without significantly disturbing its energy. In order to
accomplish such a non-invasive measurement, we can use the effect of a passing
electron on a Rydberg atom.
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4.6
4.6.1

Beta Momentum Measurement
Rydberg Atoms

Rydberg atoms have at least one electron with a very high principle quantum
number. These atoms have a number of interesting properties, including being
easily perturbed or ionized by collisions or external fields. The core electrons
shield the outer electron from the nucleus, making the potential similar to that
seen by electrons in hydrogen atoms.
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Despite the limitations of Bohr’s atomic model, it is quite useful in
explaining the peculiar properties of these atoms. Classically the orbit of an
electron about a proton can be described by:
ke2
mv 2
=
r2
r

(4.6)

Orbital momentum is quantized in units of h̄, where mvr = nh̄. By combining
those expression, one obtains:
n2 h̄2
r= 2
ke m

(4.7)

The radius and dipole moment increase like n2 , while the geometrical cross
section increases like n4 . Because the binding energy of a Rydberg atom’s
electron is proportional to 1/r, it falls off like 1/n2 , and the energy level spacing
falls off like 1/n3 , leading to ever more closely spaced levels converging on the
first ionization energy. When one takes into account quantum mechanical
effects, the energy levels can be written as:
−1
2(n − δl )2

(4.8)

where δl is a quantum defect term that corrects for the core electrons, n is
the principle quantum number, and l is the orbital angular momentum of the
electron. The lifetimes of these Rydberg states scale like n3 , meaning that
rubidium n = 50, l = 1 has a lifetime of 238 µs, compared to just 0.026 µs for
the 5p state. For more than a decade now rubidium Rydberg atoms have been
trapped in optical lattices so that their unique properties could be studied [60],
and the ability to hold Rydberg atoms in such a lattice creates the opportunity
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for a new kind of particle detector.

4.6.2

Rydberg Atom Detector Design

In order to measure the momentum of the β without significantly altering its
energy, we can use the effect of a passing electron on Rydberg atoms [61]. No
other detection technique currently exists that can measure the momentum of
an electron as accurately without noticeably disrupting its energy. While this
technique would require significant research and development to implement, it
represents a fundamentally new detection scheme that may have applications
beyond those described here.
In the β’s flight path before it reaches the spectrometer, we create an
optical lattice filled with rubidium atoms in the ground state [62, 60]. Using
laser excitation, we can excite the atoms to a high Rydberg state [63, 64].
When the β passes one of these atoms, it can excite the atom from a 53s
state to a 53p state, and the atom will remain trapped in its optical lattice
position. The electrons would have to be slowed with a controlled voltage soon
after they leave the source so that by the time they reach the optical lattice,
they have a maximum energy of 900 eV, which increases their cross section for
exciting a Rydberg atom to 0.36 x 10−9 cm2 .
We calculated this transition cross section using the first order Born
approximation, which is applicable because the electron energy is more than
107 times larger than the transition energy, and the transition is dipole allowed.
The radial part of the transition matrix element is found numerically using a
Numerov algorithm that computes the radial orbits on a square root mesh
in r. Using 4th order integration, the product of the radial orbits and the
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Bessel function, j1 (qr), was numerically integrated. To obtain the total cross
section, we numerically integrated over the momentum transfer q from qmin =
√
k − k 2 − 2∆E to a qmax = 0.25/n using equally spaced points in q with a
∆q = 0.01/n2 .
When a β signal is detected downstream in the spectrometer, the 53s
atoms are optically de-excited using STIRAP (stimulated Raman adiabatic
passage) [64], and an electric field of 100 V/cm is ramped within ∼130 ns to
ionize any Rydberg atoms in a 53p state. Once the atoms are ionized, they
will be detected by an MCP. Based on realistic density limits, the β will excite
several Rydberg atoms as it passes through the optical lattice, so we will be
able to obtain the projection of a track from the passing β.
In order to obtain the two β momentum components necessary for reconstruction, we need to have a second optical lattice to project the momentum component in a direction orthogonal to the first. By combining the track
projections from these two MCPs with the energy measurement from the spectrometer, we can reconstruct the momentum of the β that traversed the optical
lattices using equation 4.4 and the reconstructed velocity:
v = c(1 − 1/(T /m + 1)2 )1/2

(4.9)

where T is the kinetic energy of the β as measured in the spectrometer and θ
and φ are obtained from the β tracks in the optical lattices. Using Rydberg
atoms with a principle quantum number n=53 would result in a negligible
change in the β’s four-momentum as it passes. We estimate that we can
obtain a density of 1011 atoms/cm3 in the optical lattice [46], and we expect the
passing β to excite an atom within 5 µm, leading to a high spatial resolution.
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The two major sources of backgrounds that must be eliminated for
this Rydberg technique are collisions and black body excitations. Holding
the Rydberg atoms in an optical lattice eliminates collisions that could cause
spurious transitions to the 53p state [62]. By surrounding the optical lattice
with a wire mesh, we can eliminate most of the black body radiation that could
excite atoms from the 53s to the 53p state. The spacing of the mesh would be
small compared to the microwave wavelength, suppressing blackbody emission
of the mesh itself. Additionally, the rubidium atoms can be periodically cycled
back to the ground state and then up to the Rydberg 53s state [63, 64], which
will prevent background 53p events from accumulating, while still allowing the
atoms to spend most of their time in the 53s state. This non-invasive method
may find other applications in the detection of low-energy electrons.

4.7
4.7.1

Simulation Results
Simulation Parameters and Detector Resolutions

Our current experimental simulation makes several assumptions about detector precision in order to determine the required equipment, and the most
important parameters are summarized here. We assume an MCP of 15 cm
x 15 cm with a timing resolution of 20 ps and a high spatial resolution of
2 µm [65, 66, 67]. It is placed 5 m from the tritium source and has a 44% acceptance for detecting an ion when it is hit. The tritium source is modeled as a
100 µm sphere at a temperature of 1 µK. Given that the density of the source
cannot exceed 1015 atoms/cm3 and that the radius of the source is 50 µm, the
column density of the source is less than 1013 atoms/cm2 . We therefore esti-
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mate multiple scattering within the source to be small and do not include it in
the simulation. The β-spectrometer is a hemispherical analyzer with an energy
resolution of 5 meV, which is reasonable given current devices [68]. Simulations indicate that the Rydberg atom method of measuring the β momentum
results in a resolution that varies from 40 meV/c to 2.8 eV/c depending on
the β’s four-momentum. We assume a large Rydberg atom optical lattice with
dimensions 10 cm x 10 cm x 1 cm placed 2 m from the source, which optimizes
the detector’s resolution and solid-angle acceptance.
The reconstruction of the neutrino mass requires large statistics to obtain accurate results, as can be seen in a simple error propagation. The neutrino mass squared is simple:
pν · pν = m2ν

(4.10)

where pν is the four-vector momentum of the neutrino. Conservation laws
dictate:
pν + pion + pβ = ptritium

(4.11)

The neutrino mass squared is, therefore:
m2ν = pν · pν = (ptritium − pion − pβ ) · (ptritium − pion − pβ )

(4.12)

Writing the initial tritium energy as W ,
m2ν = W 2 − 2W Eion − 2W Eβ + m2ion + m2β + 2|pion ||pβ |cosθ

(4.13)

where θ is the opening angle between the β and the ion. This formula raises a
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disturbing question because when you look at the uncertainty in the neutrino
mass squared due the uncertainty in θ,
δθ

∂m2ν
= −2δθ|pion |pβ |sinθ
∂θ

(4.14)

Plugging in some typical values for the ion and β momentum leads to the
unfortunate conclusion that
δθ

∂m2ν
∼ δθsin(θ)1010 (eV/c)2
∂θ

(4.15)

This calculation implies that the uncertainty in any one reconstructed tritium
decay is going to be very large, but there are two mitigating factors that
prevent disaster. The first factor is that we are primarily interested in events
near the end of the beta spectrum, and these events have an opening angle
that is almost 180◦ . As shown in Figure 4.11, the uncertainty in a particular
given event increases dramatically as the opening angle increases, which is
what our error propagation estimate would lead us to expect. Given a large
enough number of tritium decays, however, one can measure a neutrino mass
squared peak. Even if that peak is very broad, the uncertainty in the mean
√
of the peak will go like 1/ N , which means that given enough statistics, the
neutrino mass could be determined accurately. An actual estimate of the width
of the neutrino mass peak and the error bars on the neutrino mass squared fit
value is unhelpful because the fit is two-dimensional and utilizes β spectrum
information as well. This calculation does highlight, however, that while eventby-event smearings can be tolerated by increased measurement statistics, any
systematic shifts in the detector measurements would introduce problems for
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Opening angle between β and ion

such a reconstruction experiment.
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Figure 4.11: As the opening angle between the β and the ion increases, the
uncertainty in the reconstructed neutrino mass increases dramatically.

Figure 4.12 illustrates one of the worst smearings in the neutrino mass
reconstruction, and that is the initial tritium momentum. The colder the
tritium can be initially, the better the neutrino mass can be reconstructed.
Currently the simulation assumes a starting temperature of 1 µK, but the
possibility of creating a BEC of tritium at a temperature closer to a few nK
might dramatically improve the prospects for this kind of experiment. While
single-photon cooling might be capable of creating a tritium BEC, creating
such a sample with sufficient statistics would be quite challenging.
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Figure 4.12: As the initial momentum of the tritium atom increases, the uncertainty in the reconstructed neutrino mass rapidly increases.

4.7.2

Two-Dimensional Fit for Neutrino Mass

Both the neutrino’s reconstructed mass peak and the shape of its β-spectrum
contain information about its mass. The β spectrum information obtained in
this type of experiment is insufficient to set an interesting constraint on the
neutrino mass, and fitting the neutrino mass squared peaks alone also falls far
short of the power available in a fit that tries to fit both spectra simultaneously.
In order to utilize all of the available information, I perform a maximumlikelihood fit using two-dimensional probability density functions (pdfs). These
pdfs cannot be analytic since we have no way of knowing the expected shape of
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the neutrino mass squared peak except through the simulation itself. I create
a series of 2D pdfs using an order of magnitude more statistics than we use
for our simulated data. Each of the six pdfs I create has a different assumed
neutrino mass, and the assumed mass values are 4.0 eV apart. Figure 4.13
shows the 2D pdf for the case of zero neutrino mass. By interpolating between
the pdfs, I find the most likely value for the neutrino mass for a particular data
set. Since I do not have an analytical expression that depends on the neutrino
mass, the only way to vary mν in performing the fit is to create separate pdfs
that correspond to different values of mν , and the pdfs must be separated by
a sufficient distance in mν to allow meaningful interpolation between them.
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Figure 4.13: One of the six 2D probability distribution functions used in the
fitting process. This sheet corresponds to a neutrino mass of 0.0 eV, and the
data set was fit by interpolating between pdfs of different assumed neutrino
mass.

To interpolate between the pdfs I simply utilized a spline fit. What
was more difficult was interpolating on the two-dimensional pdf itself in order
to evaluate the pdf for a given β energy and neutrino mass squared. To
interpolate on the two-dimensional surface I used two different interpolation
techniques, and I required the results of the neutrino mass fits from the two
interpolation techniques to agree within the fit error. The first technique
employed Delaunay triangulation, which is illustrated in Figure 4.14. Delaunay
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triangulation for a set of P points inside the plane is a triangulation such that
no point in P is inside the circumcircle of any triangle. Delaunay triangulation
maximizes the minimum angle of all the angles in the triangles, so it tends
to avoid skinny triangles. The Voronoi diagram, illustrated in Figure 4.15, is
the partitioning of the plane into n convex polygons such that each polygon
contains exactly one point, and every point in a given polygon is closer to its
central point than to any other. Delaunay interpolation then uses a “nearest
neighbor” calculation such as
n
G(x, y) = σi=1
wi f (xi , yi )

(4.16)

where G(x, y) is the estimation at the point (x, y), n is the number of nearest
neighbors used for the interpolation, f (xi , yi ) is the observed value at (xi , yi ),
and wi is the weight associated with f (xi , yi ). Two points are considered
neighbors if they lie on the same circumcircle, as shown in Figure 4.14. The
weights are determined by the areas of the voronoi polygons, as opposed to
the distance between points, which is utilized in the inverse distance weighting
method.
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Figure 4.14:

Delaunay triangulation for a set of P points inside the

plane is a triangulation such that no point in P is inside the circumcircle of any triangle.

Delaunay triangulation maximizes the min-

imum angle of all the angles in the triangles.

Figure taken from

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delaunay_triangulation
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Figure 4.15:

The Voronoi diagram is the partitioning of the plane

shown in Figure 4.14 into n convex polygons such that each polygon contains exactly one point, and every point in a given polygon
is closer to its central point than to any other.

Figure taken from

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delaunay_triangulation

This method would have become too computationally intensive if I had
tried to apply Delaunay triangulation to each entire two-dimensional pdf every
time I had to evaluate its value at a particular point, so I defined a small surface
consisting of 11 bins in the x direction and 11 bins in the y direction over which
I could apply Delaunay interpolation. The point whose value I was attempting
to estimate was chosen to be in the center of this 121-point surface.
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I still found that obtaining a good fit using Delaunay interpolation
required a lot of time, so I began to rely on a faster interpolation technique.
The method first applies a boundary-safe interpolation of the weights in one
dimension at a particular value, followed by a second interpolation of the
resulting array. The results of the fits from this technique agreed well with
the results of the fits from the more complicated Delaunay triangulation, as
shown in Table 4.1.
Assumed mν (eV)

Slow interpolation result (eV)

Fast interpolation result (eV)

0.2

0.268

+0.153
−0.159

0.235

+0.174
−0.141

0.4

0.506

+0.188
−0.165

0.494

+0.176
−0.163

1.0

0.781

+0.271
−0.214

0.767

+0.260
−0.202

Table 4.1: Fit results comparing Delaunay triangulation, which is computationally time-intensive, with a faster spline interpolation technique. Note that
these results are not the final fit results discussed in section 4.7.4 because they
were performed with an earlier version of the simulation, but they serve to
illustrate the generally good agreement between the two interpolation techniques.
Because the pdfs needed to be high-statistics, I developed a method of
creating higher statistics pdfs without increasing the required runtime significantly. For both the simulated data and the simulated pdfs I created ntuples
with the decay information from TGenPhaseSpace, meaning that changing the
detector specifications did not require recalculating the phase space and kinematic parameters for the decays. Since we ignore all events below 18 keV, most
of the β spectrum events are below our region of interest and are not recorded.
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Consequently I created high-statistics pdfs using the following procedure. I
simulated an “unweighted” β spectrum for which the β is equally likely to
emerge at any energy, and I created my ntuple of events using this spectrum.
I also simulated a “true” β spectrum that accurately represented the likelihood
of an electron emerging with an energy above 18 keV. For runs intended to
simulate real data, the probability of my using any particular event from the
ntuple was simply the ratio of the true spectrum to the unweighted spectrum.
For runs intended to simulate pdfs I wanted the statistics to be higher, so the
probability of my keeping an event from those ntuples was the spectrum ratios
multiplied by a factor of 10. This procedure allowed me to create pdfs that
had 10 times the statistics of my simulated data runs without unnecessarily
wasting computational resources. I tested the procedure to ensure that the
probability of an event being used was never greater than 1.
Unlike previous tritium β-decay experiments that utilize information
only a few eV away from the endpoint, our fit extends back to 18.1 keV, a
full 500 eV from the endpoint. The statistics gained by moving away from
the endpoint substantially improve the precision on the neutrino mass even
as the spread in reconstructed mass gets broader. Figure 4.16 shows how
individual detector and reconstruction uncertainties contribute to broadening
the reconstructed neutrino mass squared peak, especially the β momentum
measurement and the initial 3 H temperature. These smearings create large
uncertainties for each reconstructed event, but the uncertainty in the mean of
the peak decreases with added statistics. Combining this neutrino mass peak
information with the information from the beta spectrum fit allows for a subeV determination of the neutrino mass. Clearly, systematic shifts in the mean
of the reconstructed mass spectrum would have to be controlled at a very high
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level, but calibrations of the spectrometer using the conversion electron from
83m

Kr as well as information from the energy spectrum itself should allow us

to mitigate these effects.
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Figure 4.16: Reconstructed neutrino mass squared peak broadenings caused by
various uncertainties and detector resolutions. a) All smearings turned off. b)
β energy resolution. c) 3 He ion’s MCP binning resolution. d) 3 He ion’s MCP
timing resolution. e) β momentum resolution. f) 3 H 1µK initial temperature.
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4.7.3

Maximum Likelihood Fits

In fitting the simulated data to the probability density functions, I utilized
the technique of maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). MLE tunes model
parameters in order to make the observed data more likely than they would
be with any other parameter values.
Suppose that there is a sample of n independent data observations,
x1 , x2 , ..., xn , coming from an unknown distribution that depends on the model
parameter θ. MLE attempts to find θ̂, an estimation of θ that is as close to the
true value as possible. The joint density function for all of the observations
can be written
f (x1 , x2 , ..., xn |θ) = f (x1 |θ) · f (x2 |θ) · · · f (xn |θ)

(4.17)

If we assume that the observations x1 , x2 , ..., xn are fixed parameters of this
function and we allow θ to vary freely, then we can write what is called the
likelihood:
L(θ|x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) = f (x1 , x2 , ..., xn |θ) =

n
Y

f (xi |θ)

(4.18)

i=1

Taking the log of the likelihood yields:
Λ = ln L(θ|x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) =

n
X

ln f (xi |θ)

(4.19)

i=1

The average log-likelihood estimates the expected log-likelihood of a single
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observation in the model, and it is written as:
ˆl = 1 ln L
n

(4.20)

The MLE method estimates the true value of θ by finding the value of
θ that maximizes ˆl(θ|x). Obviously the estimated value of θ will be the same
regardless of whether one maximizes the likelihood or the log-likelihood. As
the sample size increases, the MLE method tends to a Gaussian distribution
with a mean θ. Under fairly basic conditions the MLE method is consistent,
meaning that as the sample size increases to a sufficiently large number n,
the estimate of θ can become arbitrarily precise. Since the log-likelihood is
generally much easier to manipulate, one tends to maximize Λ:
∂Λ
= 0, j = 1, 2, ..., k
∂θj

(4.21)

where θj indicates that there could be more than one parameter whose value
is being estimated. For practical reasons, one generally chooses to maximize
the log-likelihood by minimizing the negative log-likelihood.
I perform the minimization using MINUIT, a physics analysis tool originally written in FORTRAN by Fred James [69]. The FORTRAN code has
since been translated into C++ and is incorporated into CERN’s distribution
of ROOT. The minimization itself is performed with a variable-metric method
with an inexact line search, a stable metric updating scheme, and the ability to
check positive definiteness (since the covariance matrix of a physical function
must be positive-definite at the minimum).
Standard errors from MINUIT account for correlations between parame-
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ters, but they do not account for non-linearities. MINUIT contains a processor
called MINOS that can correct for non-linearities, and its error intervals are
generally asymmetric. All of the errors I quote with my fits were calculated
using MINOS.
Figure 4.17 shows the negative log-likelihood space for the MINUIT
minimization of the simulated data in which the neutrino mass was assumed
to be 0.4 eV. The error is determined by the steepness of the log-likelihood
parabola. The 68% confidence interval is defined by the point at which the
parabola has risen to

1
2

its maximum value. The smooth parabolic negative log-

likelihood space lends confidence to the fit’s ability to avoid false-minima and
calculate errors accurately. Figure 4.18 shows a similar negative log-likelihood
space for a significantly larger 5 eV neutrino mass.
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Figure 4.17: Negative log-likelihood space for the MINUIT fit of the data in
which the neutrino mass was assumed to be 0.4 eV.
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Figure 4.18: Negative log-likelihood space for the MINUIT fit of the data in
which the neutrino mass was assumed to be 5.0 eV.

4.7.4

Fit Results and Number of Decays

In order to reach an mν limit comparable to KATRIN’s, on the order of 1012
tritium decays would have to occur, which corresponds to trapping ∼ 2 ×
1013 tritium atoms as a source if the experimental live runtime is one year.
That many atoms cannot be contained in a single 100 µm diameter trap,
which cannot have a density exceeding 1015 atoms/cm3 without contributing
significant scattering in the source. Any feasible experiment, therefore, will
require an array of tritium traps spaced far enough apart to allow the fit
reconstruction to accurately determine the decay origin. A third optical lattice
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filled with Rydberg atoms could also be used to detect a track from the beta as
it leaves the source, aiding in the reconstruction of where the decay occurred
in the extended source. Tritium sources can be stacked by repeated launching
and trapping. The primary limitation to the number that can be stacked is
the trap lifetime. This trap lifetime can be on the order of 5-10 minutes using
appropriate cryogenic cold fingers and careful bake-out of the chamber. We
estimate that the necessary 1013 tritium atoms can be accumulated in this
fashion.
Table 4.2 shows the results of the fit assuming 1012 tritium decays for
six different assumed neutrino masses. The fit does quite a good job of finding
the correct value of the neutrino mass that was assumed in the simulated data.
Of course the same pdfs were used to find all of the results shown in Table 4.2,
and the parameters for the fit were set uniformly for all of those datasets. In
Section 4.7.5 I will discuss the stability of the fit results when those parameters
are varied. The fit’s ability to utilize both the reconstructed neutrino mass
squared peak and the β spectrum information to accurately determine the
neutrino mass is encouraging for this type of experiment.
One of the most helpful tests for determining whether or not a fit contains hidden bias is to examine the pull distribution. In this case the pull
distribution is easily calculated since there is only one parameter being fit
and we know what the correct value of the parameter ought to be for each
simulated data set. We calculate the pull for each simulated data set as:
Pull(mi ) =

mi − mtrue
σmi

(4.22)

where mi is the fit value returned for the neutrino mass, mtrue is the assumed
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value of the neutrino mass in the simulation, and σmi is the average error returned by MINOS for the fit results. (I calculated the pull with the average
error since the MINOS errors were approximately symmetric). The distribution of the pulls for many fits should tend toward a normal distribution with
a mean of zero and a width of one. A normally distributed pull indicates that
if the experiment were repeated many times, the error bars on the fit correctly
predict the variation that would be observed. If the log-likelihood space is
not sufficiently parabolic, then the pull distribution can be greater than one,
indicating that the error estimation on the fit results is not accurate. If the
fit includes multiple parameters with constraints placed on highly correlated
parameters, one can also obtain pull distributions with a width less than one.
Figure 4.19 shows the pull distribution of the fit results shown in Table 4.2,
and its shape is consistent with a normal Gaussian. Figure 4.20 indicates
how the size of the fit uncertainties increases as the number of tritium decays
decreases.
Assumed mν

Fit mν

(+)error

(-)error

0.2

0.239

0.174

0.153

0.4

0.354

0.166

0.150

0.6

0.690

0.270

0.203

0.8

0.794

0.247

0.215

1.0

0.813

0.246

0.207

5.0

5.188

0.402

0.378

Table 4.2: MINUIT fit results and MINOS errors for simulated data runs
which had different assumed neutrino masses.
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Figure 4.19: Pull distribution comparing the fit results shown in Table 4.2 to
the neutrino mass that was assumed in the various simulation trials.
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Figure 4.20: MINUIT fit results and MINOS errors from simulated data runs
in which the neutrino mass was 0.4 eV.

Figures 4.21 and 4.22 show an example of the two dimensional fit results. These are projections of the fit compared with the simulated data
when the neutrino mass was assumed to be 0.2 eV and the best fit value
was 0.239+0.174
−0.153 eV. The one-dimensional projections, however, do not clearly
convey the potential accuracy of the fit since much of the fit’s power comes
from the simultaneous two-dimensional utilization of information.
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Figure 4.21: Maximum likelihood fit to the simulated mν =0.2 eV data projected in m2ν
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Figure 4.22: Maximum likelihood fit to the simulated mν =0.2 eV data projected in β energy

4.7.5

Tests of the 2D Fit

One of the checks that I performed to test the two-dimensional fit was to
perform the fit in energy slices. I only allowed the fit to see a 150 keV portion
of the full β spectrum, and Table 4.3 summarizes those results. I chose 150 keV
in order to allow the fit to have enough statistics in each slice to produce stable
results. The fit performs well in each energy slice, finding the correct neutrino
mass within the quoted minos errors. The error bars are not drastically larger
for this limited energy slice fit than for the full fit, summarized in Table 4.2.
This highlights the fact that our fit is not determined by the highest energy
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events near the endpoint; we are obtaining meaningful information even out
to 18.1 keV. The cutoff of 18.1 keV could be further investigated in order to
determine if one could gain interesting information from events whose β energy
is even lower.
Assumed mν

Energy slice (keV)

Fit mν

(+)error

(-)error

0.2

18.1-18.25

0.180

0.239

0.170

0.2

18.25-18.4

0.359

0.314

0.252

0.2

18.4-18.55

7.7E-6

0.227

0.227

1.0

18.1-18.25

0.482

0.302

0.256

1.0

18.25-18.4

1.131

0.326

0.298

1.0

18.4-18.55

0.433

0.656

0.0

Table 4.3: MINUIT fit results and MINOS errors for simulated data runs.
Each fit was limited to a 150 keV slice of the β spectrum.
Similarly we can perform the two-dimensional fit on neutrino mass
squared slices, where only a limited portion of the neutrino mass squared
peak can be utilized. The results are shown in Table 4.4. The fit behaves
as expected for the negative values of the neutrino mass squared, but for the
slices in which the neutrino mass squared is positive, the fit does not perform
well and tends to return the upper limit of the neutrino mass. Almost all of
the information, therefore, is contained in the negative neutrino mass squared
events. We have examined many kinematic considerations, and we conclude
that the events that reconstruct with negative neutrino mass are not more
likely to have had a large opening angle, a low temperature, or any other kinematic advantage. The advantage is most likely related to the asymmetry that
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appears in the probability density functions as the neutrino mass increases.
Assumed mν

m2ν slice (eV2 )

Fit mν

(+)error

(-)error

0.2

-5000 - 0.0

0.163

0.177

0.147

0.2

-5000 - (-1000)

0.480

0.262

0.214

0.2

-5000 - (-3000)

9.3E-7

0.286

0.0

0.2

-3000 - 0.0

0.241

0.200

0.184

0.4

-5000 - 0.0

0.510

0.213

0.197

Table 4.4: MINUIT fit results and MINOS errors for simulated data runs.
Each fit was limited to a particular slice of the neutrino mass squared peak.
I also tested the stability of the fit by varying parameters like the starting value that I gave MINUIT for the neutrino mass. Table 4.5 shows how
stable the fit remained for a wide variety of starting values, which lends confidence that the fit is finding a true minimum in the log-likelihood space as
opposed to merely a local minimum. The fit even performed well when the
starting value was negative.
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Starting value (eV)

Fit value (+)error

(-)error

0.0

0.23943

0.174

0.153

0.25

0.23902

0.174

0.153

0.5

0.23930

0.174

0.153

0.75

0.23946

0.174

0.153

1.0

0.23926

0.174

0.153

-1.0

0.23941

0.174

0.153

Table 4.5: MINUIT fit results and MINOS errors for the simulated data run
mν =0.2 eV. Each fit was done with a different assumed starting value, and the
fit results did not depend on the initial starting value.
The fit result also did not depend on the range over which I allowed the
neutrino mass parameter to vary. Table 4.6 shows the results of several fits
over which the neutrino mass parameter was constrained differently, and the
results are essentially independent of the allowed range.
Allowed fit range (eV)

Fit value (+)error

(-)error

-5.0 to 5.0

0.23930

0.174

0.153

-10 to 10

0.23982

0.173

0.153

-20 to 20

0.23984

0.173

0.153

0.0 to 5.0

0.23992

0.173

0.153

Table 4.6: MINUIT fit results and MINOS errors for the simulated data run
mν =0.2 eV. Each fit was done with a different allowed range for mν , and the
fit results did not depend on the allowed range.
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In considering the stability of the fit, I also varied how the data was
binned. Table 4.7 illustrates how changing the binning does not significantly
affect the central value returned by the fit, but it does alter the MINOS error
calculation somewhat, which is to be expected. Table 4.7 shows four different
binning combinations for both the 0.2 eV and 1.0 eV cases.
mν (eV)

Size of m2ν bins (eV2 ) Size of Eβ bins (eV)

Fit results

(+)error

(-)error

0.2

100

2

0.313

0.131

0.122

0.2

100

4

0.221

0.167

0.163

0.2

200

2

0.243

0.173

0.156

0.2

200

4

0.076

0.269

0.195

1.0

100

2

0.820

0.180

0.172

1.0

100

4

0.786

0.264

0.209

1.0

200

2

0.816

0.277

0.209

1.0

200

4

1.072

0.506

0.340

Table 4.7: MINUIT fit results and MINOS errors for simulated data runs.
Each fit was done with a different binning of the data, and the fit performed
well for a wide variety of binnings

4.8

Future Prospects

These simulation results illustrate what would actually be required in order to
kinematically reconstruct the neutrino mass, and admittedly the experiment
would be difficult to construct. My work defines the detector requirements
that would be necessary in order to pursue such an effort. From an R&D
perspective, the most important intermediate development project would be
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building prototypes of the Rydberg atom optical lattices, which could be valuable even apart from this particular experiment. Other significant R&D efforts
would include designing a specialized hemispherical analyzer, as well as improving MCP timing and resolution, which is already being actively pursued
since many experiments would benefit from better MCPs.
The most discouraging aspect of such an experiment is the large number of atomic sources that currently appear to be required. I believe the most
promising direction for improving the outlook for a neutrino mass reconstruction experiment like this one is in lowering the source temperature. Since the
source temperature is by far the most dominant smearing, if techniques like
single-photon atomic cooling progress to the point of being able to create a
BEC of tritium, an experiment like this could become significantly easier. I
would recommend that future investigations of neutrino mass reconstruction
should explore the neutrino mass limits that would be possible with significantly colder sources.
Ultimately the kinematic reconstruction of the neutrino mass could have
the potential to establish an interesting limit. While KATRIN represents
the largest possible tritium endpoint experiment of its kind, this approach
is scalable and offers a measurement free of model dependencies. Although
several engineering challenges remain, a kinematic reconstruction experiment
could provide an independent and complementary method of measuring the
neutrino mass.
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Chapter 5
Separating Isotopes to Measure
Neutrino Mass
While neutrinoless double β decay experiments are primarily focused on determining whether neutrinos are Majorana or Dirac particles, they also provide
an avenue through which to investigate the absolute mass scale of neutrinos.
This chapter begins by describing SNO+, a double β decay experiment that
could benefit from acquiring tens of kilograms of highly enriched 150 Nd. I summarize the strengths and weaknesses of current methods of isotope separation
before introducing the basic principles of a new method of isotope separation
that we developed known as single-photon atomic sorting. This chapter outlines the development of this method, beginning with several implementations
in Section 5.4 that are feasible but unnecessarily expensive to construct. In
Section 5.5 I describe an improved design for single-photon atomic sorting that
is inexpensive, scalable, and generally applicable to almost the entire periodic
table. I conclude by discussing a demonstration experiment currently under
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construction for 6 Li as well as exploring how this technique could be applied
specifically to

5.1

150

Nd.

Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay

Measurement of the lifetime of neutrinoless double β decay would determine
the Dirac or Majorana nature of neutrinos and could also provide insight
into the absolute mass scale of neutrinos, as discussed in detail in Chapter 2.
Only a handful of elements have isotopes that undergo double β decay. While
some experiments can search for neutrinoless double β decay using only the
natural abundance of the isotope of interest, many experiments would gain a
distinct advantage from working with isotopically enriched samples. Current
techniques for isotope separation have significant limitations discussed in detail
in Section 5.3, meaning that a new inexpensive and scalable method of isotope
separation could have a meaningful impact in neutrino physics, as well as in
other fields such as medicine, energy, basic research, and defense.
Table 5.1 summarizes data for the nuclei that have relatively high energies for double β decay. Since neutrinoless double β decay has never been
observed, the 0ν lifetimes are all calculated and should be considered uncertain by approximately a factor of 2 because of uncertainties in calculating the
nuclear matrix elements. Table 5.1 also shows the ratio of 2ν to 0ν rates because the tail of the 2ν double β decay process is a background for the 0ν
process. Several nuclei stand out as being promising:
energy,

150

Nd has the highest 0ν decay rate, and

natural abundance [70]. Although the

130

Te and

130

136

48

Ca has the highest

Te has a very favorable

Xe 2ν rates look very fa-

vorable, these are the two cases for which recent, clear 2ν measurements are
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missing.
Isotope

48

Ca

Energy

2ν T1/2

0νT1/2 · m2ν

2ν/0ν Rates

Abundance

(MeV)

(yr)

(yr eV2 )

Ratio

(%)

4.27

4 × 1019

3 × 1024

7.5 × 104

0.19

150

Nd

3.37

7 × 1018

3 × 1022

4 × 103

5.6

96

Zr

3.35

2 × 1019

5 × 1023

2.5 × 104

2.8

Mo

3.03

8 × 1018

1 × 1024

1.3 × 105

9.6

82

Se

3.00

9 × 1019

6 × 1023

7 × 103

9.2
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Cd

2.80

3 × 1019

5 × 1023

1.7 × 104

7.5

Te

2.53

3 × 1021 G

5 × 1023

1.7 × 102

34.5

Xe

2.48

5 × 1021 C

2 × 1024

4 × 102

8.9

Ge

2.04

1 × 1021

2 × 1024

2 × 103

7.8

100

130
136
76

Table 5.1: High energy double β decay emitters [70]. G indicates a value
determined by geochemical measurement, and C indicates a value calculated
rather than measured.
In considering which double β decay emitters would be ideal to focus on
separating isotopically, one must consider not only the basic information given
in Table 5.1 but also how one would eliminate other potential background
signals. Internal radioactivity inside the detector is problematic since the
detector functions much like a calorimeter, recording the total energy of β − γ
decays. The thorium chain activity (particularly the daughter

208

Tl) has an

endpoint ∼ 5 MeV, which implies that this background will have to be carefully
controlled.
External radioactivity can create problematic backgrounds from gam118

mas whose energies are similar to the energy of the signal. Of particular
concern is the 2.6 MeV gamma from

208

Tl, which is in the thorium chain. As

shown in Table 5.1, 136 Xe and 130 Te both have energies such that this 2.6 MeV
gamma would be a problem.

150

Nd has a high Q-value of 3.37 MeV, meaning

that the 2.6 MeV external gamma is not a concern, and its phase space is
relatively large. The calculation of the neutrino mass from the half-life of neutrinoless double β decay depends on the phase space involved and the nuclear
matrix element:
0ν −1
[T1/2
] = G0ν |M 0ν |2 |hmν i|2

(5.1)

where G0ν is the calculable phase space integral, |M 0ν |2 is the nuclear matrix
element, and hmν i is a linear combination of the neutrino masses, as discussed
in Chapter 2.

150

Nd is a large atom, strongly deformed compared to the ideal

spherical nuclei for which nuclear matrix element calculations are typically
performed. Uncertainties in how to include the deformation effects are more
significant for larger atoms, which is a drawback for 150 Nd. Nonetheless its high
energy endpoint and 5.6% natural abundance make it a very strong candidate
for a neutrinoless double β decay search.

5.2

SNO+

The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) has finished taking data, but a
large amount of the experimental equipment is being re-used for a follow-up
experiment called SNO+. One of the primary physics goals of SNO+ is to
utilize a large amount of

150

Nd for a double β decay experiment. The acrylic

vessel used in SNO is capable of holding ∼ 1000 tonnes of liquid, and it is
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placed in a very low-background environment at a depth of ∼ 6000 m water
equivalent in the Inco., Ltd. Creighton mine near Sudbury, Ontario, Canada.
The vessel is observed by photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs), and their effective
volume coverage is approximately 60%. More details concerning the SNO
detector are discussed in Section 6.1.2.
For the SNO+ experiment the acrylic vessel will be filled with liquid
scintillator, an organic material similar to mineral oil that emits light when
charged particles interact with it. Liquid scintillator emits ∼ 50 times more
light than the heavy water utilized by SNO, meaning that SNO+ will be
able to detect lower energy events than SNO could and will have an energy
threshold of 200-500 keV. Figure 5.1 shows the predicted solar neutrino flux
as a function of energy, which includes several solar reactions that can be
studied well with SNO+’s low energy threshold. The liquid scintillator will
involve interactions with protons rather than deuterons, which will enable the
detection of electron antineutrinos from the earth (geo-neutrinos), as well as
electron antineutrinos from distant nuclear power reactors. SNO+ will be
able to detect supernovae explosions utilizing both charged current (CC) and
neutral current (NC) reactions on protons and carbon. Most significantly,
150

Nd could be added to the liquid scintillator, allowing SNO+ to make a

measurement of the half-life of neutrinoless double β decay.
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Figure 5.1: Predicted solar neutrino flux vs. energy. SNO’s energy threshold
gave it sensitivity to neutrinos produced in both the hep and 8 B chains, while
SNO+ will have a much lower threshold of 200-500 keV that will allow it to
observe many solar neutrinos that SNO could not have seen. Figure taken
from [71].
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5.2.1

Neodymium-Loaded Liquid Scintillator

Neodymium can be dissolved in an organic solvent by reacting with a carboxylic acid [72]. In the range of 370-415 nm the light attenuation length
within SNO+ would be several meters, enabling scintillation light to propagate through the Nd-loaded liquid and be detected by PMTs. SNO+ intends
to utilize linear alkylbenzene as its scintillating solvent because of its optical
properties, purity, and low cost. A 1% Nd-loading would correspond to 560 kg
of neodymium, and such a scintillator has been successfully produced in the
laboratory. Figure 5.2 shows simulation results of what SNO+ would expect
to measure after one year of data-taking assuming 1% natural Nd-loading and
assuming a Majorana neutrino mass of 0.15 eV.
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Figure 5.2: Simulation of one year of data taking with 1% Nd-loading, assuming a Majorana neutrino mass of 0.15 eV. Due to the energy resolution the
signal appears as a kink at the end of the spectrum rather than a peak. The
tail of the 2νββ-decay spectrum of

150

Nd is shown, as well as two potential

background components from natural decay chains. Figure taken from [72]

5.2.2

Expected Sensitivity

The simulated light absorption for the 1% natural Nd-loaded scintillator discussed above is 47 ± 6 photoelectrons/MeV [72], which leads to rather poor
energy resolution. For 0.1% Nd-loaded scintillator, simulations predict 400±21
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photoelectrons/MeV, which the SNO+ collaboration has determined is good
enough to motivate an experiment. Even an experiment with 0.1% natural
Nd in 1000 tons of scintillator would provide 56 kg of

150

Nd, which would be

enough to detect a Majorana neutrino mass at the 0.15 eV level [34], though
a much more sensitive experiment would be enabled by enrichment of

150

Nd.

Figure 5.3 shows the light output as a function of the Nd-concentration
of the scintillator, and the benefits of Nd enrichment are readily apparent.
As the Nd-concentration increases, the light output and therefore the energy
resolution of the experiment worsens significantly. Enriching tens of kilograms
of Nd is quite challenging given current isotope separation techniques. A
new method of large-scale isotope separation that would apply to almost any
element on the periodic table would enable SNO+ to acquire the 50-100 kg of
150

Nd that they need to optimize their experiment.
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Figure 5.3: Simulated light output, given in the number of hit PMTs (NHIT)
per MeV as a function of Nd-loading. Going to smaller Nd-loadings results in
large improvements in light output, and therefore in energy resolution. Figure
taken from [72]

5.3

Established Methods of Isotope Separation

The long standing efforts to separate isotopes date back to the 1930’s and
fall into several categories. Two standard methods of separation are gaseous
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diffusion and the ultra-centrifuge [73, 74, 75]. These methods require many
stages of enrichment and are very inefficient. Furthermore, these methods are
only suitable for a few elements that can be kept in gas phase, which is a
common limitation of isotope separation schemes [76].
Gaseous centrifuges utilize centripetal acceleration to separate molecules
according to their mass. A cylinder containing the isotopically mixed gaseous
compound is rotated, and the heavier molecules move toward the outer wall,
while the lighter ones remain close to the center. One popular centrifuge design applies a thermal gradient in the perpendicular direction, which creates
a convection current that carries the lighter molecules to the top of the centrifuge. Centrifuges typically operate in a continuous cascade, allowing the
sample to become more and more isotopically pure with each successive stage.
Centrifuges are a very economic way of separating isotopes, and they are used
primarily for separating

235

U from

238

U using the quite dangerous compound

uranium hexafluoride UF6 . UF6 is solid at room temperature, but it is easily
vaporized. While it is a stable compound, it is corrosive to most metals and
readily reacts with water to form hydrofluoric acid. Despite the difficulties
inherent in working with UF6 , it is the only compound of uranium sufficiently
volatile to use in a centrifuge, and since fluorine consists of only one isotope,
the difference in molecular weights comes only from the different uranium
isotopes. Unfortunately many elements, such as neodymium, do not have a
gaseous compound suitable for separation in a centrifuge.
Gaseous diffusion predates the centrifuge, and it also utilizes a stable
gaseous compound for isotope separation. The process relies on the fact that
particles in a closed box will have on average the same energy. Lighter particles, therefore, will be moving on average at a slightly faster velocity. If the
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box contains a semi-permeable membrane, then more of the lighter molecules
will escape than the heavier molecules. Like the centrifuge, gaseous diffusion
must operate in cascades, often with thousands of stages, in order to achieve
meaningful enrichment. The gas must be compressed at each stage because of
pressure loss across the diffuser, and the compression leads to heating, meaning the gas must then be cooled before entering the next stage of diffusion.
The energy requirements for the cooling and pumping make gaseous diffusion
plants very expensive.
Both centrifuges and gaseous diffusion share a common drawback, which
is that they require a stable gaseous compound with an element such as fluorine
that has only one isotope. One device that overcomes this drawback and is
capable of separating almost any element on the periodic table is the calutron,
which relies on mass spectrometry [77, 78]. In a calutron high energy electrons
bombard a vaporized sample, creating positively charged ions which are then
accelerated and deflected by magnetic fields. The magnetic fields bend the
heavier ions less, allowing for collection of the desired isotope. This method
has high isotopic selectivity due to the use of a quadrupole mass filter, but it is
very inefficient due to the low probability of electron-bombardment ionization,
and it is limited by space-charge. Although only extremely limited quantities
can be collected in a calutron, Figure 5.4 shows the number of elements whose
isotopes are still produced today for commercial sale using calutrons. The
limitations of centrifuges are evident in Figure 5.4 in that more isotopes for
commercial sale are produced in calutrons than by all other methods combined,
even though the calutron is extremely inefficient in its energy use and can
produce only very small quantities. The majority of calutron plants operating
in the world today are located in Russia, and given the increasing applications
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Figure 5.4: Although centrifuges are very efficient, most isotopes cannot be
separated in centrifuges. The majority of isotopes available for commercial sale
are produced using calutrons. Figure taken from Trace Sciences International,
www.tracesciences.com

of isotopes in medical research and diagnosis, the United States may have
a vested political interest in developing isotope separation methods that are
implemented by American companies [79].
In recent years, the method of isotope separation by laser ionization has
been developed [80]. This approach is highly selective but requires multiple
(typically three) high-powered lasers for efficient ionization. One implementation of laser isotope separation is known as AVLIS (atomic vapor laser isotope
separation). Utilizing the different laser excitation energies for various isotopes, AVLIS selectively ionizes only the isotopes of interest, and then utilizes
electromagnetic fields to deflect those desired isotopes for collection. In ad128

dition to requiring multiple lasers for ionization, the production rate is also
limited by resonant charge exchange. Although AVLIS could theoretically
be applied to enrich neodymium, no AVLIS facilities will be available to the
SNO+ collaboration. Another related method is called MLIS (molecular laser
isotope separation). While AVLIS works with vaporized uranium, MLIS utilizes UF6 , which it irradiates with an infrared laser, followed by a second laser
that is either infrared or ultraviolet, which preferentially excites the

235

UF6 .

The second laser breaks the hexafluoride into fluorine and a pentafluoride,
which forms a solid and is filtered out of the UF6 gas. MLIS must be operated in a cascade mode to achieve sufficient enrichment. AVLIS and MLIS
are focused primarily on enriching uranium, and they are difficult to apply in
general to the entire periodic table.
The cost of producing isotopically pure samples is currently extremely
high. For example, high-purity 43 Ca, which is used in medical research, costs a
staggering $400,000 per gram. Even those isotopes that are less exotic tend to
possess only-slightly-less-shocking price tags of ∼ $20,000 per gram. As isotope
use continues to increase, especially in medical research, the need for a less
expensive method of production also increases, and if the price of isotopically
pure samples were more reasonable, their applications would almost certainly
multiply.
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5.4

Introduction to Single Photon Atomic Sorting

Given that a new general technique for isotope separation could be beneficial
not only to neutrino experiments but also in many diverse areas of physics
and medicine, we have developed a new method for separating isotopes called
single photon atomic sorting. This section describes the basic principles of single photon atomic sorting, using simulations of simplistic magnetic gradients
that would require potentially complex superconducting magnets to construct.
Section 5.5 introduces simulations of magnetic gradients that could be more
easily and inexpensively constructed in a laboratory or industrial setting. Although all of the implementations of single photon atomic sorting discussed
could be realistically constructed, we believe the implementation discussed in
Section 5.5 is the most economically efficient.
We start with a generic prototype for isotope separation: a collimated
atomic beam of a single element, composed of multiple isotopes. The key
question is how to pick out the desired isotope from the beam. To be more
specific, we consider a three-level atom with an initial ground state |i>, an
electronic excited state |e>, and a final (metastable) state |f>, as illustrated
in Figure 5.5.
We further assume that the magnetic moment of state |i>, mi , is different than the magnetic moment of state |f>, mf . Now suppose that an atom
crosses a laser beam which induces an irreversible transition from state |i>
to state |f> by absorption followed by spontaneous emission. The atom then
passes through a magnetic gradient ∇B(x), as shown in Figure 5.6, and experiences a deflection that is proportional to the ratio of mass-to-magnetic
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Figure 5.5: A three level atom with ground state |i>. The atom absorbs a
photon at wavelength l, making a transition to an excited state, |e>, and
decays via spontaneous emission to final state |f>. The magnetic moment in
the final state is different than the initial state of the atom.

moment. Thus an atom in state |i> will be deflected differently than an atom
in state |f>.
Now assume that a beam of atoms consists of two species. These could
be two different isotopes of the same element. The laser is tuned to one
isotope, changing its magnetic moment, while not affecting the other. We
call this process single-photon atomic sorting because each atom is sorted by
scattering exactly one photon. It is closely related to a one-way barrier for
atoms that was used as a general method for cooling the translational motion
of atoms [81]. In the present case, the goal is to lower the entropy of the atomic
beam by separating the isotopes. This process can be viewed as a realization
of Maxwell’s Demon in the sense proposed by Leo Szilard in 1929. In this case
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Figure 5.6: Schematic of the set-up for isotope separation. Atoms from two
ovens are entrained into the flow of a carrier gas from a supersonic nozzle.
The beam is collimated with a skimmer. A laser beam excites a certain isotope into a metastable which has a nonzero magnetic moment. The resulting
metastables are deflected using a magnetic field gradient.

the Demon acts as a sorter, sending each isotope in a different direction. The
entropy of the beam cannot be lowered with any time-dependent Hamiltonian
such as an RF drive [82], and an irreversible step is required. The atom scatters
one spontaneous photon from the laser beam, increasing the photon entropy.
This increase compensates for the decrease in the entropy of the beam.
The starting point for this approach must be an atomic beam that has
the lowest possible entropy of translational motion. Collimation of an effusive
beam is not a viable approach since the resulting flux is too small [83]. The
best candidate is a supersonic beam which is generated with a high pressure
carrier gas expanding through a small aperture [84]. The properties of such
beams are remarkable, with an angular divergence of only a few degrees and a
velocity spread that is 1% of the mean velocity [85]. These beams are typically
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pulsed, but for the purpose of isotope separation they should be run quasicontinuously to maximize throughput. The desired element can be entrained
into the flow near the output of the nozzle, acquiring the characteristics of
the carrier gas. Efficient entrainment can be accomplished using two ovens
mounted opposite to each other and perpendicular to the supersonic flow of
atoms, illustrated in Figure 5.6. A temperature gradient in each oven can
produce a collimated effusive beam. The ovens are aligned so that atoms which
are not entrained into the supersonic flow are deposited into the opposite oven.
This “atomic ping-pong” between ovens reduces the need of recycling through
vacuum pumps, reduces the background pressure, and greatly reduces the
initial amount needed for separation. Once entrained, the beam is collimated
with a skimmer and propagates into the laser region. The desired isotope will
then undergo an irreversible change in magnetic moment, different from the
other isotopes which are unaffected by the laser beam. The force due to the
inhomogeneous magnetic field is:
F = µB gJ mJ ∇B

(5.2)

where µB is the bohr magneton, gJ is the Landé-g factor, mJ is the projection of the total angular momentum on the quantization axis, and ∇B is the
gradient of the magnetic field. The Landé-g factor in atomic physics refers
to a multiplicative factor in the expression for the energy levels of an atom
in a weak magnetic field, which breaks the degeneracy that ordinarily exists
in atomic energy levels. A first-order perturbation calculation of an atom’s
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energy levels in a weak magnetic field yields the factor:
gJ = gL

J(J + 1) − S(S + 1) + L(L + 1)
J(J + 1) + S(S + 1) − L(L + 1)
+ gS
2J(J + 1)
2J(J + 1)
(5.3)

Under the common assumption that gL = 1 and gS = 2, the equation becomes
the familiar expression for the Landé-g factor:
gJ = 1 +

J(J + 1) − L(L + 1) + S(S + 1)
2J(J + 1)

(5.4)

The maximum magnetic field of the gradient would be strong enough
to cause a few elements, such as lithium, to enter the Paschen-Back regime, in
which the Landé-g factor must be calculated differently. Most of the periodic
table, however, would remain in the weak field limit because of the strong
LS coupling present in heavier atoms. All of the elements discussed in the
following examples are in the weak field regime.

5.4.1

Single Gradient Simulation Results

In order to determine the viability of single-photon atomic sorting, I developed
a simulation of the experimental setup shown in Figure 5.6. I utilized the
same ROOT software described in Chapter 4, and in the magnetic gradient
region I modeled the atoms’ motion in a step-by-step way with a sufficiently
small stepsize. In this section I describe several different implementations of
single-photon atomic sorting that illustrate how the method developed, and in
Section 5.5 I discuss the most promising experimental implementation of the
technique.
Rather than begin the simulation at the nozzle, I begin the simulation
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after the atoms have passed through the skimmer. The simulation assumes a
beam with a mean velocity of 500 m/s and an initial Gaussian spread of 10 m/s
in each component of the supersonic beam velocity. The skimmer shown in
Figure 5.6 is simulated as a slit 5 mm high in the direction of the magnetic
gradient. Since the deflection occurs in only one dimension, the skimmer slit is
4 cm wide, which allows 17% of the initial supersonic beam to pass the skimmer. The magnetic gradient is a constant 500 T/m acting over the distance
of 1 m, which can be generated with superconducting magnets. Although the
cost of superconducting magnets might inhibit large-scale industrial scalability, Section 5.5 discusses an alternative magnetic gradient implementation that
is much less expensive. The simulation assumes that the isotopes are collected
immediately after leaving the magnetic gradient, although if the collection occurred further downstream, the isotopes would continue to separate further
during the time-of-flight.
Many elements have metastable states whose magnetic moments are
distinct from the ground state. In particular, atoms with no magnetic moment
in the ground state are particularly well suited for single photon atomic sorting.
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show simulation results of single photon atomic sorting
applied to alkaline-earth metals.
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Figure 5.7: Simulation results of single-photon atomic sorting for

44

Ca using

the method illustrated in Figure 5.6

Figure 5.7 demonstrates the separation of

44

Ca. By using a 272 nm

laser, one can excite only a specific isotope of calcium to the 1 Po1 state, which
quickly decays to the metastable 1 D2 state. The deflection in the magnetic
field gradient results in 80% of the

44

Ca being collected at 90% purity. As

shown in Figure 5.8, a heavier isotope such as

137

Ba can also be separated

using single photon atomic sorting. In order to achieve 90% purity, only 48%
of the available isotope can be collected. One could easily collect less of the
137

Ba but at a higher purity; at 99% purity, 32% of the 137 Ba could be collected.
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Figure 5.8: Simulation results of single-photon atomic sorting for
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the method illustrated in Figure 5.6.

Single photon atomic sorting does not depend on the atoms having zero
magnetic moment in their ground state. Figure 5.9 shows results for the separation of
71

71

Ga, which has a ground state of 2 Po1/2 . In this example, 67% of

Ga can be collected at 90% purity using the setup outlined in Figure 5.6. We

summarize our results for a variety of elements in Table 5.2. These are just
taken as representative examples. Other elements, such as Hg, can be separated with the use of two lasers to promote atoms into a suitable metastable
state.
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Figure 5.9: Simulation results of single-photon atomic sorting for
the method illustrated in Figure 5.6.
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186

W
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Ga

71

137
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Isotope
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39.9%

2.1%
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2

1
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3
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D2

5
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2

1

State
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1

1

2/3

1

Initial

Landé-g

3/2

1/2, 7/6, 1

4/3

5

Final

Landé-g

90%

90%

90%

90%

Enrichment

ure 5.6. The reported collection percentages assume that collection occurs on either side of the

Table 5.2: Examples of isotopic separation from single-photon atomic sorting as illustrated in Fig-

32.1%

47.8%

67.5%

80.0%

Isotope %

Collected

Some elements do not have a suitable metastable state that allows for
isotope separation by this method. Furthermore, even if the metastable state
has a distinct magnetic moment from the ground state, that does not guarantee
efficient separation. This limitation is illustrated in Figure 5.10 which shows
the separation of 50 Ti, which has been excited from the 3 F2 ground state to the
a5 F1 metastable state; but the difference in the magnetic moment is insufficient
to allow for collection of the specific isotope using the experimental setup from
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Figure 5.10: Simulation results of single-photon atomic sorting for

50

Ti using

the method illustrated in Figure 5.6. This method does not effectively separate
titanium isotopes.
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5.4.2

Double Gradient Simulation Results

While the implementation discussed above works only for atoms with an appropriate metastable state, I now discuss an alternate implementation of single
photon atomic sorting that is more general. This method will work on any element that has a nonzero magnetic moment in the ground state, which includes
most of the periodic table.

Figure 5.11: Schematic for isotope separation in the more general case of an
atom with a magnetic moment in the ground state. The first magnetic field
gradient is a Stern-Gerlach setup, separating the internal states of the beam.
The mj = 1 state is extracted. A laser with σ − polarization drives a particular
isotope to a lower magnetic moment ground state. The desired isotope is the
one that is least deflected.

The second method for separation, illustrated in Figure 5.11, is similar
to the first except that a second deflection gradient is added between the
skimmer and the laser. This gradient acts like a Stern-Gerlach apparatus,
splitting the atomic beam into different magnetic sublevels. Figure 5.11 shows
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an example in which the initial ground state is J = 1. In the weak-field
limit, the atomic beam is in a statistical mixture of its three sublevel states
mj = − 1, 0, 1. Each of the three sublevels has a distinct magnetic moment
and will be deflected differently through a magnetic field gradient. After the
beam traverses the first magnetic gradient, the three resulting branches are
state-separated, but they are not yet isotopically separated. Before the stretch
state mj = 1 atoms enter the second magnetic gradient, a laser applies an
isotopically selective irreversible step. A σ − polarized laser beam optically
pumps the mj = 1 of our desired isotope into the mj = 0, -1 states. Having
become an isotopically distinguished ensemble, the beam then goes through
the second magnetic gradient, in which the desired isotope is deflected less
than the other isotopes, which were unaffected by the laser. A small biased
magnetic field is maintained between the two magnetic gradients to preserve
the quantization axis and prevent spin-flips. This method does not rely on
a long-lived metastable state and is general to all atoms that have a ground
state magnetic moment.
Figure 5.12 shows this general method applied to 50 Ti, which could not
be separated effectively by relying upon a metastable state.
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Figure 5.12: Simulation results of single-photon atomic sorting for

50

Ti using

the method illustrated in Figure 5.11. To effectively separate 50 Ti, the simulation assumed magnetic gradients 2 m in length. a) The first stage of magnetic
gradient produces Stern Gerlach splittings. b) The second stage of magnetic
gradient separates the desired isotope.
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Titanium’s ground state is a J = 2 state, so after the first stage of
magnetic gradient the atoms are separated into five branches. The mj = 2
branch interacts with a laser as shown in Figure 5.11 that drives an isotopically selective transition to a J’ = 2 excited state; for titanium, the 294 nm
transition is one of several that would be appropriate. If the excited

50

Ti iso-

tope decays back to the mj = 2 state, it has another chance to be excited by
the laser. The simulation assumes that the laser effectively depopulates the mj
= 2 state, meaning that every

50

Ti atom has an mj that is different from the

other titanium isotopes before entering the second stage of magnetic gradient.
If one collects

50

Ti at 90% purity after the second magnetic gradient, one can

collect 98.7% of the

50

Ti that enters the second gradient. Since only 20% of

the initial isotope is in the mj = 2 stretch state, this method allows for the
collection of 19.7% of the overall

50

Ti that survives the skimmer.

Figure 5.13 shows isotope separation results for a heavier isotope, 150 Nd.
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Figure 5.13:

Simulation results of single-photon atomic sorting for

using the method illustrated in Figure 5.11. To effectively separation
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Nd,

the simulation assumed magnetic gradients 5 m in length. a) The first stage
of magnetic gradient produces Stern Gerlach splittings. b) The second stage
of magnetic gradient separates the desired isotope.
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Its ground state is 5 I4 , meaning that we see nine branches after the first
stage of magnetic gradient. Using a laser that promotes the ground state to
a J’ = 4 excited state, such as a 471.9 nm laser [86], one could collect 75.7%
of the

150

Nd from the stretch state at 90% purity, which corresponds to 8.4%

of the total

150

Nd that survives the skimmer. This isotope is of particular

interest because it is the double-beta emitter intended for use in the upcoming
SNO+ experiment, as discussed in Section 5.2.

5.4.3

Optical Pumping

Looking at Figure 5.11, one obvious problem is that a lot of potential isotope
collection is wasted because only the stretch state enters the second magnetic
gradient. In order to avoid this problem, one could implement optical pumping.
By introducing additional laser frequencies, one could pump the undesired
isotopes into the plus stretch state, while pumping the desired isotope into the
stretch minus state. Typically isotopic energy level shifts are on the order of
a few GHz, so a single laser whose power is divided and whose frequency is
then shifted should suffice.
Optical pumping works by taking advantage of selection rules. When
an atom absorbs a photon and goes into an excited state, its m value can only
change by 1. Whether m changes by +1, 0, or −1 depends on the polarization
of the photon. If the applied magnetic field is parallel to the direction of
propagation of the photon, then a right-circularly polarized photon will always
induce transitions that have a ∆m = +1. Similarly a left-circularly polarized
photon will produce transitions having a ∆m = − 1. When the atom emits
a photon and falls back to its original state, it is equally likely to emit a
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left or right circularly polarized photon, meaning that we cannot control the
change in m due to emission. If the atom absorbs several photons, its ∆m
due to emission will on average be zero. Since we can control the ∆m of
the absorption process, then repeated absorption and emission of photons will
“walk” the electrons into a stretch state in m.
The advantage of this approach is that it maximizes the mass-to-magneticmoment ratio that is being used as a handle for isotope separation. The magnetic gradients, therefore, do not have to be as long in such a setup. Simulations indicate that separation of 150 Nd would become feasible with a magnetic
gradient that was less than 1 m in length.

5.5

Single Photon Atomic Sorting With Magnetic Guiding

5.5.1

Experimental Setup

The schematic designs discussed so far have the basic limitation that the
atomic beam is spreading as it traverses the magnetic gradient region. The
longer that region needs to be to effectively separate the isotopes, the more
the beam diverges, leading to a larger and more complicated experimental apparatus. A more efficient and scalable design would employ magnetic guiding.
Figure 5.14 shows a schematic of the experiment currently under construction in the Raizen laboratory using lithium. Lithium serves as a simple example because it has two stable isotopes, 6 Li and 7 Li, with natural
abundances of 7.5% and 92.5% respectively. In this experiment lithium is entrained into the supersonic beam, and a 670.96 nm laser tuned the 7 Li D2 -line
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Figure 5.14: Schematic for single-photon atomic sorting using magnetic guiding.

(22 S1/2 (F=2) → 22 P3/2 (F=1 or F=2)) optically pumps the 7 Li into a highfield seeking state. The laser depletes the 2 S1/2 F=2 manifold and optically
pumps all of the atoms into the 2 S1/2 F=1 manifold. The atoms then propagate into the magnetic guiding region, which is a tube surrounded by guiding
magnets [87]. For separation of lithium the inner diameter of the tube we
intend to use is 1.5 cm, and it is placed 10 cm from the skimmer, which allows
99.7% of the atoms from the skimmer to enter the tube. Once inside, the 7 Li is
antiguided and quickly pushed into the walls of the tube, where it sticks. The
6

Li is not affected by the laser, so half of the 6 Li atoms are naturally in the

mj = − 21 guided state. Since we do not excite 6 Li, we take a statistical loss
of one half of the 6 Li due to the magnetic sub-level projections. For magnetic
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fields greater than about 50 G, the entire F=1 manifold becomes high-field
seeking. This process allows us to efficiently pump all of the unwanted 7 Li
atoms into an anti-guiding mode using a single laser wavelength. In an industrial scale experiment, the tube used for the magnetic guiding would have to
be periodically changed after a sufficient amount of buildup occurred on the
walls, but the tube can be made out of inexpensive stainless steel.
Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show a closer view of the hexapole and quadrupole
magnet configurations that we utilized in our simulations. Those figures were
produced using a finite element analysis program called COMSOL. Since we
are only interested in collecting the atoms that successfully traverse the entire
tube, no magnetic focusing is required. The magnets used are quite inexpensive, making scalability very feasible. We purchased our magnets from K&J
Magnetics, Inc., and when bought in bulk the magnets cost only $3.75 a piece.
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Figure 5.15: COMSOL finite analysis simulation of hexapole magnet for magnetic guiding.

150

Figure 5.16: COMSOL finite analysis simulation of quadrupole magnet for
magnetic guiding.

5.5.2

Theoretical Field Equations

The basic characteristics of a hexapole field can be described by a simple
equation [88]:

µ

|B(r)| = Br
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r
ro

¶2

(5.5)

where Br is the remnant field, r is the distance from the center of the hexapole,
and ro is the radius of the tube. This equation describes an ideal hexapole,
and some simple corrections can be added to make it more realistic [89, 90].
The more realistic equation modeling a hexapole magnetic field is:
µ

|B(r, θ)| = Br

r
ro

¶2 Ã

µ

1 − Ao

r
ro

¶6

!

cos(6θ)

(5.6)

where Ao is the amplitude of the oscillation term.
Figure 5.17 shows a comparison between the analytical expression and
the more realistic COMSOL simulation for a hexapole configuration. The comparison shows when the 6 Li collides with the wall in the simulation. While the
general agreement is confirmation that the COMSOL simulation is working
properly, even when the angular correction terms are included, the analytical
expression is not as accurate as the COMSOL finite element analysis. Figure 5.18 shows a similar comparison for 7 Li. In the simulation for both of
these comparisons, the collection tube was 1 m long with an inner radius of
1.0 cm and an outer radius of 1.05 cm. While this tube was not the one we ultimately chose to use in our final designs, it serves to demonstrate the general
agreement between the COMSOL simulation and our analytical expectations.
The equation for an ideal quadrupole is quite simple:
µ

|B(r)| = Br

r
ro

¶

(5.7)

Comparisons of this equation with the COMSOL results show a little more
deviation, however, because I did not apply any correction terms to the ideal
quadrupole equation.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of when 6 Li hit the wall in a simulation based on
COMSOL and a simulation based on the analytical expression for a hexapole.
In both cases the tube had an inner radius of 1.00 cm and an outer radius
of 1.05 cm. The hexapole was created using 6 magnets with Br = 0.75 and
Ao = 0.068.
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of when 7 Li hit the wall in a simulation based on
COMSOL and a simulation based on the analytical expression for a hexapole.
In both cases the tube had an inner radius of 1.00 cm and an outer radius
of 1.05 cm. The hexapole was created using 6 magnets with Br = 0.75 and
Ao = 0.068.

5.5.3

Simulation Results for Lithium

These theoretical expressions were helpful in the initial stages of the experimental design, but the final simulation results relied on COMSOL modeling
of the magnetic field. In COMSOL the hexapole and quadrupole magnets illustrated in Figures 5.15 and 5.16 were constructed out of individual magnets
whose properties were defined as realistically as possible. The resulting magnetic field was output to a data file that then served as input to the simulation
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controlling the magnetic guiding.
Figure 5.19 shows the radial distributions of the two lithium isotopes
as they enter the magnetic guiding region, as well as their distributions as
they leave the magnetic guiding region. The isotope-selective guiding and
anti-guiding are clearly evident, and the enrichment can be made arbitrarily
high by optimizing the geometry of the tube. The y-axis of Figure 5.19 has
been scaled to represent atoms/s, even though only 107 atoms were actually
simulated.
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Figure 5.19: Simulation results of the radial positions of the two lithium isotopes as they enter the magnetic gradient that separates them isotopically,
followed by their radial positions upon exiting the magnetic gradient. The
magnetic guiding region was a 0.5 m long series of quadrupole magnets whose
gradients were simulated using finite element analysis as shown in Figure 5.16.
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The results shown in Figure 5.19 were simulated assuming a 0.5 m
long region of quadrupole guiding magnets whose specifications are discussed
below. That geometry yields 95% enrichment of 6 Li, and 36.8% of the 6 Li
that enters the guiding region survives to be collected. The simulation used
for these results assumes a beam with a mean velocity of 800 m/s and an initial
Gaussian spread of 15 m/s in each component of the supersonic beam velocity.
This velocity corresponds to entraining the lithium into a beam of neon. The
skimmer shown in Figure 5.14 is 5 mm in diameter, and approximately 2% of
the beam survives it. Figure 5.20 illustrates how far the 7 Li atoms, which are
being anti-guided, travel down the tube before colliding with the walls, where
the simulation assumes that they stick. Figure 5.22 shows the probability of
a 6 Li atom traveling all the way to the end of the tube to be collected vs.
the atom’s initial starting position when it enters the tube. The probability is
calculated assuming that the 6 Li atoms all have the correct magnetic moment
to be guided (which in our experiment would only be true for half of the
6

Li atoms). Figure 5.21 illustrates that same probability of survival for 7 Li,

which is pumped into an anti-guiding state and has a very small chance of
actually traversing the tube. Figure 5.21 shows that the contamination comes
primarily from 7 Li atoms that begin at the center of the tube with a low
transverse velocity and from 7 Li atoms that begin near the edge of the tube
but with a transverse velocity directing them towards the edge of the tube
farthest away.
We simulated a quadrupole magnetic field produced by four permanent
magnets for the separation of lithium. The magnets are 12 ” × 12 ” ×1” and have
a residual flux density of Br =1.48 T. The magnets surround a 1.5 cm inner
diameter (1.6 cm outer diameter) stainless steel tube. The resulting magnetic
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flux density, illustrated in Figure 5.16, was simulated using finite element
analysis. We chose this geometry to avoid putting the magnets in vacuum
and to maximize the magnetic field gradients. While a smaller diameter tube
will allow for higher field gradients, it will also reduce the total number of
collected atoms of the desired isotope. Although our simulations assume the
magnets are held in place with an aluminum holder, slightly higher gradients
can be achieved by using a carbon steel holder. The simulation assumes that
the isotopes are collected immediately after leaving the magnetic gradient.
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Figure 5.20: Simulation results of the z-position of 7 Li atoms when they hit
the wall
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Figure 5.21: Simulation results of the probability of 6 Li traversing the magnetic
guiding tube vs. initial radial position at the beginning of the tube. The
probability was calculated assuming that all of the 6 Li atoms had the correct
magnetic moment to be guided when they entered the tube.
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Figure 5.22: Simulation results of the probability of 7 Li traversing the magnetic
guiding tube vs. initial radial position at the beginning of the tube. Atoms
have the greatest chance of survival if they enter the center of the tube with low
translational velocity or enter near the edge of the tube with a translational
velocity directing them toward the far side of the tube. The jagged nature of
the curve is statistical because so few of the 7 Li atoms survive the tube.

5.5.4

Additional Simulation Details

The simulation includes a variety of different effects describing how atoms behave in a magnetic gradient, and a good general discussion of these effects can
be found in [91]. As long as an atom’s Larmor frequency is much greater than
the rate of the change of direction of the magnetic field, then the orientation
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of the atom’s magnetic moment will adiabatically follow the direction of the
magnetic field [92]. In the simulation, therefore, as long as the atom’s Larmor
frequency is at least an order of magnitude greater than the rate of change
of the magnetic field direction, then its magnetic moment is assumed to be
aligned with the field. This condition is usually fulfilled except when the magnetic field becomes extremely small near the center of the tube. When the
condition is not met, then the atom’s magnetic moment precesses around the
magnetic field until the condition is again fulfilled. The larmor frequency of
the atom is determined by:
ΩL = gL µB B/h̄

(5.8)

where gL is the Landé factor, µB is the Bohr magneton, and B is the magnitude of the magnetic field. The magnetic gradient applies a torque to the
atom’s magnetic moment that tends to cause the magnetic moment to be either aligned or anti-aligned to the field. In the simulation, I assume that the
magnetic moment follows the field unless the atom’s larmor frequency falls
within a factor of ten of the rate of change of the direction of the magnetic
field. In that case, I assume that the magnetic moment precesses around the
magnetic field with the larmor frequency. This precession effect is very small;
when I turn it off completely in the simulation, I see only a slight increase in
the percent of the available isotope that is collected.
Atoms in a magnetic field gradient can behave differently depending on
the strength of the gradient. The so-called Paschen-Back regime occurs when
the magnetic field is so strong that it disrupts the coupling between the orbital
and spin angular momenta, and the LS-coupling is broken. In that case L and
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S remain “good” quantum numbers, and the Landé-g factor becomes simply
(L+2S). The Paschen-Back regime applies when µB Bz >> ∆Espin−orbital , which
for lithium is when the magnetic field reaches:
Bz >> ∆Espin−orbital hc/µB = 0.3cm−1 hc/µB = 0.64T

(5.9)

For most elements, this regime does not have to be considered. The spin-orbit
interaction increases as the mass of the atom increases, as one can see by
comparing energy levels published by NIST [93] for the same states but with
different J values. Even for an atom as light as calcium, the Paschen-Back
regime would not begin to apply until the magnetic field was at least 10 T
(for the 3P state). For lithium, however, this Paschen-Back regime does need
to be included in the simulations since our magnetic field strength exceeds
0.6 T near the very edge of the tube. In the case of lithium, the deflection
force caused by the magnetic gradient actually decreases in the Paschen-Back
regime, so for lithium we actually would not benefit from stronger magnets
because the atoms would spend even more time in the Paschen-Back regime. In
the simulations, I do not include an intermediate transition region. As soon as
the magnetic field reaches 0.6 T, I assume that the spin-orbit coupling is broken
and the atom’s Landé-g factor has been lowered. Although that kind of on-off
switch implementation is not strictly realistic, it presents a kind of worst-case
scenario because as soon as the atom would begin entering the intermediate
regime, I assume it is already governed by Paschen-Back dynamics. Since the
atoms are rarely in fields above 0.6 T, the effect itself is small, and the effect of
the automatic switch transition is even smaller. If I turn off the Paschen-Back
effect altogether, the purity of the lithium collected increases by about 1%,
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and the percent of the available lithium collected also increases by about 1%.
Another effect that is included in the simulation is hyperfine splitting.
As opposed to the Paschen-Back regime, which occurs when the magnetic
field is very strong, hyperfine splitting must be taken into account when the
magnetic field is very small, approximately 0.005 T for lithium. In this regime
the total angular momentum, F, must be calculated including nuclear spin, I.
The Landé-g factor then becomes:
gF ≈ gJ

(F (F + 1) − I(I + 1) + J(J + 1))
2F (F + 1)

(5.10)

where gJ is the Landé-g factor that applies in the weak-field limit where J is
a good quantum number. In the simulation the hyperfine splitting is implemented like a switch so that once the field drops below 0.005 T, the Landé-g
factor changes to account for the contributions from nuclear spin. The overall
effect of the hyperfine splitting is to lower the purity of the collected sample
by a few percent.
One of the distinct advantages of single-photon atomic sorting is that
the technique can be applied to almost every atom in the periodic table.
Lithium is particularly easy because it has only two isotopes, and its ground
state is 2 S1/2 . The details of the experimental implementation may vary for
different elements. We now discuss two examples that represent qualitatively
different categories of elements.

5.5.5

Simulation Results for Other Elements

The first example illustrates single-photon atomic sorting for elements with
zero magnetic moment in the ground state and a metastable state that has
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a nonzero magnetic moment. Figure 5.23 illustrates the slight adjustments
required to apply single-photon atomic sorting to such an isotope,

44

Ca.

Figure 5.23: Schematic of the set-up for isotope separation for elements with
zero magnetic moment in the ground state but a nonzero magnetic moment
metastable state that can be excited with a laser. The bend in the magnetic
multipole region allows for separation even though the laser only interacts with
the desired isotope.

By using a 272 nm laser, one can excite only a specific isotope of calcium
to the 1 Po1 state, which quickly decays to the metastable 1 D2 state. Although
there are six different isotopes of calcium, those that are unaffected by the
laser will be unaffected by the magnetic gradients since they have zero mag164

netic moment in the ground state. The low-field seeking state of the

44

Ca will

be guided by the magnetic gradients, meaning that a slight bend in the magnetic guiding tube [94] will allow the desired isotope to be collected at high
enrichment. Figure 5.24 shows simulation results of the enrichment of

44

Ca.

That simulation utilized a 2 m long hexapole magnetic field [90] created by
six of the same magnets described above only arranged around a larger 2.1 cm
inner diameter (2.2 cm outer diameter) stainless steel tube. The tube had a
slight bend of 6.0 cm over its 2 m length that served to eliminate the unwanted
calcium isotopes. Since calcium is heavier than lithium, it can be entrained
into a heavier gas such as argon, which corresponds to a beam with a mean
velocity of 500 m/s and a Gaussian spread of 15 m/s in each component of
the supersonic beam velocity. As shown in Table 5.3, our simulated setup collected 9.0% of the available 44 Ca at 99.9% purity. Figure 5.24 shows the radial
positions of the calcium isotopes as they enter and exit the magnetic guiding
tube, and the percentage of

44

Ca goes from 2.1% to 99.9%. Figure 5.25 shows

where the unwanted calcium isotopes hit the wall in the 2 m long tube. The
shape of the curve is qualitatively different from the lithium example shown in
Figure 5.20 because the calcium simulation assume a hexapole, and the desired
purity of 99.9% required a longer tube extending well past the point at which
most of the calcium isotopes collided with the wall.
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Figure 5.24: Simulation results of the radial positions of the calcium isotopes
as they enter the magnetic gradient that separates them isotopically, followed
by their radial positions upon exiting the magnetic gradient. The magnetic
guiding region was a 2.0 m long series of hexapole magnets, and the guiding
tube contained a 6.0 cm bend such as the one in Figure 5.23.
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Figure 5.25: Simulation results of the z-position of Ca atoms other than
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when they hit the wall

Target

Natural

Laser

Ground

Guiding

Enrich-

Collected

Isotope

Abundance

λ (nm)

State

Length (m)

ment

Isotope %

Quad. 0.5

95.0%

36.8%

6

Li

7.6%

670.96

44

Ca

2.1%

272.2

1

S0

Hex. 2.0

99.9%

9.0%

5.6%

471.9

5

J4

Hex. 2.0

97.9%

23.0%

150

Nd

2

S1/2

Table 5.3: Examples of isotope separation from single-photon atomic sorting
as illustrated in Figure 5.14 (6 Li and

150

Nd) and Figure 5.23 (44 Ca).

Many elements, however, do not have a suitable metastable state that
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allows for isotope separation by this method. We discuss one final method
of single photon atomic sorting that is the most general. This method will
work on any element that has a nonzero magnetic moment in the ground
state, which includes most of the periodic table. As the atoms approach the
magnetic multipole guiding, a σ − polarized laser beam optically pumps our
desired isotopes into the stretch low-field seeking state. Simultaneously a σ +
polarized laser beam optically pumps the other isotopes into the stretch antiguided state. The laser beams can be multi-passed through the supersonic
beam until almost all of the atoms have been pumped. While relying on
optical pumping does mean that more than a single photon has to be scattered
on average, the isotope separation is accomplished by the scattering of only
a small number of photons, which still makes extremely efficient use of the
available laser power. This method does not rely on a long-lived metastable
state and is general to all atoms that have a ground state magnetic moment,
although it does typically require multiple laser frequencies shifted by a few
GHz to optically pump all of the isotopes.
Figures 5.27 and 5.26 show isotope separation results for a heavier isotope,

150

Nd, which has a ground state of 5 I4 . Using a laser that promotes the

ground state to a J’ = 4 excited state, such as a 471.9 nm laser [86], one could
collect 23% of the 150 Nd that survives the skimmer at 98% purity. These simulation results assume a beam with a mean velocity of 500 m/s and a Gaussian
spread of 15 m/s in each component of the supersonic beam velocity. The
hexapole magnetic field was a 2 m long tube like the one described for

44

Ca

but without the bend. Similar separation results can be achieved using a 1.8 m
long tube with a slight 1 cm bend to aid in eliminating unwanted isotopes.
The precise shape of this bend could be further tuned to achieve the optimal
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separation geometry for any given element.
Figure 5.28 shows the probability of a

150

Nd atom traveling all the way

to the end of the tube to be collected vs. the atom’s initial starting position
when it enters the tube. The probability is calculated assuming that the 150 Nd
atoms all have been optically pumped and have the correct magnetic moment
to be guided. Figure 5.29 illustrates that same probability of survival for an
undesired neodymium isotope, which is pumped into an anti-guiding state and
has a very small chance of actually traversing the tube. Figure 5.29 shows that
the contamination comes primarily from non-150 Nd atoms that begin at the
center of the tube with a low transverse velocity.
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Figure 5.26: Simulation results of the z-position of Nd atoms when they hit
the wall
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Figure 5.27: Simulation results of the radial positions of the neodymium isotopes as they enter the magnetic gradient that separates them isotopically,
followed by their radial positions upon exiting the magnetic gradient. The
magnetic guiding region was a 2.0 m long series of hexapole magnets whose
gradients were simulated in COMSOL. Before entering the magnetic gradient,
the neodymium atoms were optically pumped into guiding and anti-guiding
states.
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Figure 5.28: Simulation results of the probability of 150 Nd traversing the magnetic guiding tube vs. initial radial position at the beginning of the tube.
The probability was calculated assuming that all of the

150

Nd atoms had the

correct magnetic moment to be guided when they entered the tube.
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Figure 5.29: Simulation results of the probability of

142−148

Nd traversing the

magnetic guiding tube vs. initial radial position at the beginning of the tube.
Atoms have the greatest chance of survival if they enter the center of the tube
with low translational velocity. The jagged nature of the curve is statistical
because so few of the unwanted atoms survive the tube.

5.6

Neodymium Estimate and Entrainment Capabilities

Single-photon atomic sorting is a very general approach to isotope separation.
One of the advantages of scaling the technique is that the laser can be recycled
in a multi-pass configuration until it is depleted. For example, a laser with
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1 Watt power can deliver approximately 1019 photons per second, which means
that even such a modest laser could be used to separate the output from
multiple supersonic nozzles in a mass-production setting. A supersonic beam
can be operated in a continuous or quasi-continuous mode, and the flux is
limited only by available vacuum pump speed. Large scale separation seems
feasible using either diffusion pumps or cryopumps.
Because of neodymium’s potential uses in determining the neutrino
mass, I will estimate the amount of

150

Nd that could be collected over the

course of one year using this technique, even though it is not the optimal case
for separation because of its large mass. Using the above results that we could
collect 23% of the

150

Nd at 98% purity, the significant remaining question is

how much neodymium could be entrained into the supersonic beam. To address that question, our collaboration performed some preliminary entrainment
simulations.
Simulating supersonic beam flows cannot be done using the NavierStokes equation because the transport terms are not valid in that regime. The
Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method [95], proposed by Professor
Graeme Bird of the University of Sydney, is a numerical method often utilized to simulate rarefied gas flows such as supersonic beams in which the
mean free path of the atom or molecule is not negligible. In such a beam the
molecular movement and collision phases can be decoupled over time periods
that are smaller than the mean collision time. The DSMC method models
fluid flows using a large number of atoms in a probabilistic simulation to solve
the Boltzmann equation. Intermolecular collisions and molecule-surface collisions are calculated using phenomenological models. We performed our DSMC
calculation using the freeware program DS2, which is coded in standard FOR173

TRAN 95.
These DSMC simulations were done assuming a supersonic beam of
neon, with an annular oven placed 1 cm from the nozzle. The oven was assumed
to be at a temperature of 900 K, and the lithium was under a pressure of 1 Pa.
Figure 5.14 shows two opposing ovens to illustrate the concept of efficient
entrainment, but the logical extension of that idea is an annular oven that
allows atoms to be entrained into the beam from all directions, not just two.
This kind of annular oven would surround the valve. The inner cylinder that
contains the lithium is made from stainless steel (or Molybdenum if very high
temperatures are required), and a heater element is wound around it. It sits on
a stainless steel base, though its thermal contact with the base is minimized.
Inner and outer heat shields made of stainless steel are attached to the base,
and the based is continuously cooled.
Figures 5.30 and 5.31 show simulation results of lithium being entrained
into a supersonic beam of neon. The entrainment we can achieve is as high as
5 − 10% of the initial beam flux because it occurs in an intermediate region
in which the supersonic beam is no longer opaque, but there is still a large
number of collisions, allowing the atoms to come into thermal equilibrium with
the supersonic beam and continue cooling as the beam expands. Figure 5.32
illustrates this intermediate region by showing the mean free path of lithium
atoms as they are entrained. The simulation assumes an Even-Lavie valve,
which has a beam flux of 4 × 1023 atoms/s/sr. That valve can be operated
in a pulsed mode at 1 kHz, and given available pumping speeds, the average
continuous flux would be ∼ 5 × 1022 atoms/s/sr. Although this beam flux
could probably be improved with a nozzle designed specifically for maximum
throughput, the following estimates will not assume any special modifications
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or optimizations. Figure 5.33 shows simulation results of the number density
of atoms as they emerge from the oven. We intend to place a 5 mm diameter
skimmer 15 cm from the nozzle, which implies that ∼ 3 × 1018 atoms/s will
survive the skimmer. The 10% entrainment shown in Figure 5.30 means that
we expect ∼ 3 × 1017 entrained atoms/s through the skimmer. This beam
flux is orders of magnitude higher that any atomic beam produced directly
from an oven [83]. The intense brightness afforded by utilizing a supersonic
beam will allow this method of isotope separation to be applied in a large-scale
industrial setting, which was previously unrealistic using traditional sources
collimated from an oven. Figures 5.34-5.36 show simulation results of the
speed, temperature, and pressure profiles for the atoms as they are entrained.
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Figure 5.30: Simulation results of lithium entrainment in a supersonic beam
of neon showing the percentage of the beam that is lithium atoms. Figure
from private communications with Professor Uzi Even at the Sackler School
of Chemistry, Tel-Aviv University.
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Figure 5.31: Simulation results of lithium entrainment in a supersonic beam of
neon showing the percentage of the beam that is neon atoms. Figure from private communications with Professor Uzi Even at the Sackler School of Chemistry, Tel-Aviv University.
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Figure 5.32: Simulation results of mean free path of lithium during entrainment. Figure from private communications with Professor Uzi Even at the
Sackler School of Chemistry, Tel-Aviv University.
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Figure 5.33: Simulation results of the number density of atoms during entrainment. Figure from private communications with Professor Uzi Even at
the Sackler School of Chemistry, Tel-Aviv University.
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Figure 5.34: Simulation results of the speed of the lithium atoms following
entrainment. Figure from private communications with Professor Uzi Even at
the Sackler School of Chemistry, Tel-Aviv University.
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Figure 5.35: Simulation results of the temperature of the lithium atoms following entrainment. As the beam continues to undergo supersonic expansion,
it will continue to cool. The beam is heated up by collisions with the lithium,
but as the supersonic expansion continues, the beam cools further downstream.
Figure from private communications with Professor Uzi Even at the Sackler
School of Chemistry, Tel-Aviv University.
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Figure 5.36: Simulation results of the pressure of the lithium atoms following
the entrainment. Figure from private communications with Professor Uzi Even
at the Sackler School of Chemistry, Tel-Aviv University.

SNO+ needs approximately 50 kg of enriched

150

Nd. The following

calculation indicates how this method of isotope separation could ultimately
benefit their experiment. Assuming that one could optimize a nozzle to run
with a continuous flux equal to the Even-Lavie nozzle’s pulsed flux of 4 ×
1023 atoms/s/sr in conjunction with a skimmer that is 5 mm in diameter and
15 cm from the nozzle, then the solid angle that contributes to the percentage
of the beam that survives the skimmer is:
Ω = πr2 /4πd2 = (0.0025)2 /4(0.10)2 = 6.94 × 10−5

(5.11)

where d is the distance from the nozzle to the skimmer and r is the ra182

dius of the skimmer. The flux of atoms through the skimmer is, therefore,
2.77 × 1019 atoms/s, and with 10% Nd-entrainment, 2.77 × 1018 atoms/s are
neodymium, and since the natural abundance of 150 Nd is 5.6%, then 1.56×1017
of those are 150 Nd. If we collect 23% of the available 150 Nd, then in the course
of a year we can collect:
(1.56 × 1017 )(60)(60)(24)(365)(0.150)(0.23)/(6.02 × 1023 ) = 0.29 kg/year
(5.12)
of 150 Nd at 98% purity using a single separation setup with a magnetic guiding
region that is only 2 m long. While this would require approximately 170
individual setups to achieve 50 kg, one could reduce the required scaling by
optimizing the placement of the skimmer, using a single laser for multiple
setups, and using multiple nozzles within a single setup. For example, simply
placing the skimmer 10 cm instead of 15 cm from the nozzle would reduce
the number of required setups by half, assuming that the beam flow was not
disrupted too significantly by the closer placement. One could also consider
entraining neodymium into a heavier gas than neon, which would cause the
beam velocity to be slower than 500 m/s, meaning that more of the

150

Nd

could be collected in each setup. Currently we assume a skimmer with a 5 mm
diameter, which is conservative; beam testing would be required to determine
how much larger the skimmer could be without disrupting the beam flow.
While the ability to change the magnetic state of a particular isotope
and deflect it using a magnetic field is certainly not a new discovery, that
capability alone cannot impact the industry of isotope separation. Previous
experiments conducted decades ago have demonstrated isotopically selective
magnetic deflection [83, 96], but the beam fluxes emerging from their sources
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were typically on the order of 109 atoms/s, not including factors of isotopic
abundance. In the experimental setup discussed here, we estimate achieving
a flux of 1017 − 1018 atoms/s, and rather than being limited to working with
atoms in stable gaseous compounds, we can apply our separation technique to
almost every element in the periodic table. Hopefully this new approach to
isotope separation can aid in the separation of 150 Nd, as well as other isotopes
of interest to physics, medicine, and industry.
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Chapter 6
Searching for Supernova
Neutrino Bursts in SNO
For more than two decades physicists have been exploring the possibility of
using neutrinos to investigate astronomical phenomena like supernovae. Neutrino astronomy is a relatively new field, and as techniques develop to better
explore it, it promises to deliver significant new insights into both neutrino
physics and astrophysics. This chapter discusses one specific example of those
techniques in detail, summarizing work I did with the SNO collaboration in
searching their dataset for a supernova neutrino signal. The chapter begins
with an overview of the SNO detector, followed by an introduction to supernova physics and the process of core collapse. The bulk of the chapter
then details the analysis I developed to search for a supernova neutrino signal
in SNO’s data and differentiate it from any potential background signal. I
conclude by discussing the results of the search and its overall sensitivity to
potential supernovae.
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6.1
6.1.1

Sudbury Neutrino Observatory
Introduction

The energy powering our sun comes from nuclear fusion, in which protons are
converted into α particles, positrons, neutrinos, and surplus energy:
4p →4 He + 2e+ + 2νe + 26.73 MeV

(6.1)

This reaction can proceed through different channels, producing neutrinos of
very different energies. The primary source of neutrinos in the sun is p − p
reactions, which produce neutrinos of very low energies (Eν < 0.42 MeV):
p + p → d + e+ + νe

(6.2)

The largest flux of high energy solar neutrinos comes from the 8 B reaction,
which results in neutrinos of energies as high as 15 MeV:
8

B → 24 He + e+ + νe

(6.3)

As discussed in Chapter 2, the first solar neutrino observations indicated a large deficit of neutrinos coming from the sun compared with what
was predicted by the standard solar model (SSM). Since those experiments
were sensitive almost entirely to electron neutrinos, theorists postulated that
neutrino flavor oscillations could explain the deficit, but the reliability of the
SSM predictions was uncertain. The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO),
which took data from May 1999 to November 2006, was unique in its ability
to determine not only the flux of electron neutrinos but also the total flux of
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all flavors of neutrinos.
SNO ultimately confirmed that the SSM correctly predicted the solar
neutrino flux, but by the time the neutrinos reached earth, they were no longer
all electron flavored. Neutrino oscillation models explained SNO’s results extremely well, and those results played a significant role in establishing that
neutrinos were oscillating and therefore had nonzero mass.

6.1.2

The Detector

The SNO detector [97] is an imaging water Cherenkov detector located at a
depth of 6800 ft (5890 m of water equivalent) in the Vale Inco., Ltd. Creighton
mine near Sudbury, Ontario, Canada. SNO detected neutrinos using an ultrapure (99.917%) heavy water target contained in a transparent acrylic spherical
shell 12 m in diameter, shown in Figure 6.1. The acrylic vessel held 1000
tonnes of heavy water and was suspended by nylon ropes. An acrylic chimney
provided access to the main shell volume for circulation piping to purify the
heavy water and for deployment of calibration sources. Outside the acrylic
vessel was a stainless steel geodesic sphere to which 9546 photomultiplier tubes
(PMTs) were mounted. Between the acrylic vessel and the PMT support
structure (PSUP) was 1700 tonnes of light water to shield the D2 O target
from contamination by external radioactivity from the PMTs and the support
structure.
The PMTs were R1408 Hamamatsu tubes with a 20 cm diameter that
were operated at approximately 2000 V. The PMTs attached to this support
structure were 8.4 m from the center of the main D2 O volume, and including
reflective concentrators that were designed to increase the effective photo-
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cathode coverage, the total photocathode coverage in SNO was ∼ 55%. For
energies typical of 8 B neutrino interactions, the PMTs were likely to only generate one photoelectron at most, meaning that the time of the PMT hit is
a more useful parameter in reconstruction than the charge. Generally SNO
detected 8-9 photoelectrons per MeV of kinetic energy for an electron in the
D2 O volume. Stray magnetic fields affected the trajectories of photoelectrons
within the PMTs, so SNO utilized large “compensation coils” to offset the
vertical component of the earth’s magnetic field, increasing the efficiency of
the PMTs by approximately 10%.
Outside the PMT support structure were 5000 tonnes of light water that
was monitored by 91 outward-looking (OWL) PMTs, which identified cosmicray muons that could create backgrounds that leak into the main detector
volume. The acrylic vessel and the support structure hung from the deck at
the top of the cavity, and that deck provided a space for the data acquisition
electronics.
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Figure 6.1: Diagram of the SNO detector, originally published in [97]

6.1.3

Data Acquisition Electronics

The SNO data acquisition (DAQ) and triggering electronics were organized
into a hierarchy of crates, interface cards, and individual channels. When a
photon was incident on one of the 9500 PMTs in the detector, it had a roughly
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20% change of releasing a photoelectron from the PMT’s photocathode, which
started a cascade down the dynode chain. The resultant pulse was approximately 12 ns wide and a few mV in amplitude, and it traveled through a
∼ 30 m long 75 Ω RG59 coaxial cable from the PSUP to the deck. The cable
was attached to a PMT Interface Card (PMTIC), which provided high voltage
to the PMT as well as provided a connection to the Front End Cards (FECs,
or motherboards) where the signal was processed, digitized, and temporarily
stored. Cables from all of the PMTs were approximately the same length
to ensure that pulses from simultaneously hit PMTs arrive at the FECs at
approximately the same time.
For every group of 32 cables, there was one PMTIC. Each PMTIC had
four high voltage relays that allowed the high voltage to be enabled or disabled
for eight PMTs at a time. For every PMTIC there was an FEC, and for every
FEC there were four daughterboards, each of which received eight PMT signals
from the PMTIC. Each PMT signal was routed through a separate channel in
the electronics, and the channels were organized in groups of 32 with 8 channels
per daughterboard and four daughterboards per motherboard; these groups of
32 channels were referred to as “cards.” The cards were arranged in one of
19 “crates,” where a crate contained 16 cards, meaning a crate contained 512
channels.
Each crate had a Crate Trigger Card (CTC) that communicated with a
detector-wide trigger system, which is described in detail in [98]. The design
of the SNO trigger system had to account for the fact that the rate of PMT
hits due to low-energy backgrounds alone was enough to swamp the electronics
readout setup. Filtering the data in real time was essential, and SNO’s trigger
system acted as the first step in background removal by requiring that a certain
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number of PMTs were hit within a given time. For example, in the D2 O phase
the requirement was that at least 16 PMTs were hit within ∼ 100 ns (NHIT
100 trigger). Although several different triggers were constructed and utilized,
the NHIT 100 trigger was the primary one used in this low-level background
removal stage.
If a channel’s signal had an amplitude larger than that channel’s discriminator threshold, which was normally 1/4 of a photoelectron, then the
discriminator was fired, and the PMT pulse was integrated. The charge and
various channel-specific triggers were then sent to the CTC in the form of
analog sums. Each crate’s CTC would feed that crate’s cards’ summed trigger
information to a Master Trigger Card, Analog (MTC/A). The MTC/A performed the sum of trigger signals from all 19 crates and compared it to the
pre-determined trigger threshold for each type of trigger. If the signal was
above threshold, it was sent to the Master Trigger Card, Digital (MTC/D). If
that trigger was enabled, then the MTC/D issued a global trigger signal to all
crates synchronous with the next tick of an internal 50 MHz clock. It assigned
a universal time to the event using a 10 MHz GPS-synchronized clock, along
with a backup time stamp from the local 50 MHz clock.
If the MTC/D issued a detector-wide trigger, then each pulse read in
through the FECs was processed; otherwise, the event was ignored. A PMT
pulse that passed the discriminator threshold would be integrated in a variety
of ways and stored until a detector-wide trigger arrived. A Time-to-Amplitude
Converter (TAC) recorded the time at which the signal crossed the discriminator threshold. The data was digitized and put into memory to be read out
by an Event Builder, which combined each event’s PMT data with relevant
run header information, which was then stored as part of a run. Even during
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long periods of continuous running, SNO broke its data taking time into runs,
which varied in length but were on average about 7 hours.

6.1.4

Neutrino Reactions

The D2 O target allowed SNO to detect events via three different reactions:
νx + e− → νx + e−

(ES)

νe + d → p + p + e−

(CC)

νx + d → p + n + νx

(NC)

The elastic scattering (ES) reaction involves bound electrons in the water
molecule, so it occurs similarly in both light and heavy water. The charged
current (CC) reaction is mediated by the charged W gauge boson, while the
neutral current (NC) reaction is mediated by the neutral Z.
When a charged particle passes through water, the surrounding atoms
polarize (and subsequently depolarize), and a weak electromagnetic wave spreads
out from the instantaneous position of the particle. For a particle traveling
more slowly than the phase velocity of light in water (∼ 0.75c), the wavefronts originating at different times can never meet; no interference occurs.
For a particle traveling faster than light, the wave-fronts do overlap and cause
a cascade of photons which are in phase with each other and can constructively
interfere. The photons propagate away from where the interaction occurred
in the shape of a cone, and the half-angle of the cone is related to the velocity
of the charged particle:
cosθc =

1
βn(ω)
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(6.4)

where n(ω) is the index of refraction in the medium as a function of angular
frequency and β = v/c. This radiation is known as Cherenkov radiation. By
detecting this radiation, SNO can reconstruct important information about
the original interactions.
The Frank-Tamm formula expresses the amount of Cherenkov radiation
emitted as a charged particle moves through a medium at a velocity faster than
the phase speed of light in the medium. The energy emitted per unit distance
along the path of the particle is [99]:
Ã

dE
dx

!
rad

Ã
!
(ze)2 Z
1
= 2
ω 1− 2
dω
c
β ²(ω)
²(ω)>(1/β 2 )

(6.5)

where ²(ω) is the dielectric constant of the medium. Higher energy particles
have longer pathlengths in the detector and therefore produce more photons.
When the index of refraction can be considered approximately constant, the
intensity of the radiation is approximately:
dI
ωe2 Lsin2 θc
=
dω
c2

(6.6)

Using this formula to express the number of photons per unit wavelength implies that dN/dλ = 1/λ2 . Unlike fluorescence or emission spectra, Cherenkov
radiation does not have characteristic spectral peaks. Higher frequencies are
more intense in Cherenkov radiation, and in fact much of the Cherenkov spectrum emitted within SNO is in the ultraviolet. The acrylic vessel is 5.5 cm
thick, meaning that the Cherenkov photons must pass through at least 5.5 cm
of acrylic in order to be detected by the PMTs. Ordinary acrylic tends to
be UV-absorbing, so SNO had to acquire a special type of UV-transmitting
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acrylic that has an attenuation length of 5.5 cm for 320 nm light.
In the CC and ES reactions the outgoing electron produces Cherenkov
light that SNO can directly detect. The NC current is traditionally more difficult to detect because it does not produce a relativistic charged particle, but
it does produce a free neutron that SNO can detect in several different ways.
In Phase I, also called the “D2 O phase,” the target volume was filled simply with heavy water, and free neutrons were detected through the following
interaction:
n +2 H →3 H + γ(6.25 MeV)

(6.7)

In Phase II, also called the “SALT phase,” NaCl was added to the heavy water
(0.2% by mass), which allowed free neutron detection via:
n +37 Cl →38 Cl + N × γ(ΣEγ = 8.6 MeV)

(6.8)

SNO also ran with a third phase known as the “NCD phase,” in which the
collaboration used proportional counters filled with 3 He to detect neutrons
through the extremely high neutron capture cross section on 3 He, but my
analysis will focus just on Phase I and Phase II.
The NC reaction allowed SNO to detect all neutrino flavors while the
CC reaction was exclusive to νe s because the 8 B neutrinos from the sun are
not energetic enough to produce a muon in the center-of-mass frame of the
interaction. The ES reaction is primarily sensitive to νe s, but to other flavors
as well, with a cross section approximately six times smaller. Additionally,
SNO can see ν¯e s through the inverse β decay on deuterium and hydrogen, as
well as through elastic scattering:
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ν¯e + d → n + n + e+
ν¯e + p → n + e+
ν¯e + e− → ν¯e + e−
The first reaction can provide a triple coincidence between the two neutrons
and the positron, but it has a relatively small cross section. The second reaction has a much higher cross section but occurs only in SNO’s 1700 tonne light
water shield, which sits outside the acrylic vessel. For this analysis we have
focused only on the D2 O region. Additional reactions on oxygen isotopes are
also possible, but the rarity of

17

O and

18

O in either the H2 O or D2 O volumes

makes the event rate from these processes very low.

6.1.5

Standard SNO Backgrounds

SNO’s primary goal was to detect 8 B solar neutrinos via Cherenkov radiation, and the experiment had to carefully remove a number of backgrounds
in order to confidently identify their signal. The most basic background SNO
had to eliminate was spurious neutrons, which could easily mimic the neutrons produced in NC neutrino reactions. Strategically locating SNO under
∼ 6000 meter-water-equivalent (mwe) of rock provided enough shielding that
only about 65 muons per day entered the detector. Figure 6.2 shows how
SNO’s muon rate compares to other underground laboratories. Such muons
were tagged based on their Cherenkov signal in the light water, and a 20 s
deadtime cut was applied after one entered the detector in order to remove
spallation neutrons and short-lived isotopes that could be produced by a muon.
The outer light water provided additional shielding from neutrons that could
come from the cavity’s rock wall.
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Figure 6.2: Integrated muon flux for multiple laboratories as a function of
depth. The relative size of the laboratory is indicated by the size of its circle.
Figure taken from [100]

Obviously SNO also had to worry about radioactive background contamination. Many steps were taken to ensure that the radioactive contamination levels were low, but some decay products from
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238

U and

232

Th still re-

mained. Two decay products that caused SNO particular problems were 214 Bi
and

208

Tl, which each product γ rays above the deuteron photodisintegration

energy threshold of 2.2 MeV, interfering with SNO’s NC signal. These low
background levels were carefully measured by assaying the water to determine
the amount of uranium and thorium that were present.

6.1.6

Calibrations

Frequent calibration of the SNO detector enabled a proper understanding of
how the signals read out by the electronics relate to actual physical quantities.
Two types of electronic calibration runs were performed in order to minimize
the effect of drift in the response of the charge integrators and the analogto-digital converters (ADCs). In a pedestal run the discriminator was fired
with no incoming pulse. The input signal was then integrated according to
standard data-taking methods, thereby providing a definition of zero charge on
each channel. In a TAC-slope run the pedestals were fired at various separate
time intervals relative to the global trigger, generating a slope of the time-toamplitude converter that allowed a recorded ADC value from a TAC to be
converted to a time in nanoseconds for the channel hit.
A variety of radioactive sources were used to calibrate the detector’s
response to different types of signals [101, 102, 103]. The “neck” of the acrylic
vessel, a 1.46 m wide opening, allowed calibration sources to be placed inside
the target volume. The sources could be placed at multiple points, varying
not only in the up-and-down z-direction but also along the x and y horizontal
plane. Some sources could also be deployed in the light water. A few of the
most important calibration sources are summarized below:
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•

16

N: This source was primarily used to calibrate the detector’s light col-

lection efficiency, as well as systematic uncertainties in the energy reconstruction as a function of position and time. Gaseous

16

N was pumped

down an umbilical line to a stainless steel decay chamber, where it underwent β decay to an excited state of

16

O, which proceeded to emit a

6.13 MeV gamma ray. The initial beta is observed by a scintillator and
PMT in the source, providing a tag to separate

16

N events from random

backgrounds.
• Laserball: While

16

N was used to set the global PMT efficiency, the

laserball was primarily used to calibrate the relative PMT efficiencies
and timings. The laserball is constructed from a dye laser of adjustable
wavelength that is used to send monochromatic light down a fiber to a
diffuser ball. The laserball therefore creates a short isotropic light pulse
from a fixed, well-defined location. By moving the source off-center, one
can extract the attenuation lengths in the optical media as well as the
PMT angular response.
• 8 Li: This source undergoes β decay with an endpoint of 14 MeV, and
it is used to study energy reconstruction and uncertainties. The 8 Li is
transported in a helium carrier gas through an umbilical line to a decay
chamber that can be lowered into the detector, and the chamber walls
are thin enough to allow most of the βs to escape.
•

252

Cf: This source was used to determine neutron capture efficiencies.

252

Cf undergoes spontaneous fission, producing gamma rays and one or

more neutrons. On average 252 Cf decays produce ∼ 4 neutrons and ∼ 20
low energy gamma rays.
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• Radon Spike: This source was used for the low energy background calibration. Radon-enriched D2 O was injected into the detector and mixed,
providing a distributed source of uranium chain decays without any container that might absorb Cherenkov photons. The radon was later removed through the normal purification process. Radon spikes were deliberately introduced in both the heavy and light water regions.

6.1.7

Detector Simulation

The SNO detector was modeled in a simulation program called the SNO Monte
Carlo and Analysis (SNOMAN). SNOMAN is a FORTRAN application used
to simulate the response of the detector. The Monte Carlo code is a full photontracking simulation that begins with seed particles (e, γ, n,, µ, ect.) and propagates them through the detector. The calibration measurements discussed
above were helpful in providing SNOMAN with realistic physical parameters
like optical constants and energy scales. The physics governing electrons and
gammas was modeled using code from EGS4 [104], which computes energy
loss from ionization, Compton scattering, pair production, and multiple scattering. The production of Cherenkov light was added to the simulation by
seeding photon vertices along each segment of the electron track. Neutron
propagation and capture are calculated with MCNP [105]. Higher energy particles like muons and electrons above 2 GeV are simulated with LEPTO [106],
and hadrons are simulated using FLUKA [107] and GCALOR [108], all of
which are maintained by the CERNLIB software library.
SNOMAN code reads in dimensions, materials, and optical properties
of each element in the SNO detector, enabling particle tracking. The par-
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ticle tracking code also handles photon propagation, along with reflection,
refraction, Rayleigh scattering, and absorption. Once photons enter the PMT
region, one can either enable a full 3D photon tracking model that includes
detailed reconstructions of the PMTs, or one can opt to use a less-detailed
approximation that allows for much faster running. If the photon produces
a photoelectron in the PMT, a simulation of the DAQ integrates the pulse
and models the trigger system. The code generates a structure for the event
that is very similar to that produced by the real detector, and a user-supplied
command file can initiate analysis tasks such as position reconstruction, energy estimation, application of cuts, and generation of output files in either
HBOOK or ROOT formats.

6.1.8

Event Reconstruction

In order for SNO to extract a meaningful signal, we utilized variables such as
the effective kinetic energy (Tef f ), which is the estimated energy assuming the
event consisted of a single electron, as well as the cubed of the reconstructed
radial position of the event. We examined the direction of the event relative
to the direction of a neutrino arriving from the sun. We also developed an
“isotropy” parameter called β14 , which quantifies the spatial distribution of
the PMT hits in a given event.
SNO utilized PMT hit times and locations in order to reconstruct an
event’s position, time, and direction simultaneously using a log-likelihood function. After reconstructing an event’s position, its energy was estimated using
an algorithm called FTK that utilized all of the detected PMT hits, including
scattered and reflected light. The best value of the effective kinetic energy
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was found by maximizing the likelihood given the observed number of hit
PMTs and the expected optical effects. Much more detail concerning these
reconstruction techniques can be found in reference [18].

6.2
6.2.1

Supernova Neutrino Bursts
Introduction

Although the SNO detector was not designed specifically to search for supernova bursts, its sensitivity to neutrino interactions provided an opportunity to
potentially observe a relatively nearby supernova through the neutrinos emitted by a core collapse. A supernova is a highly energetic outburst resulting in
the complete disruption of a star. Gravitational collapse, discussed in detail
in Section 6.2.2, results when a massive star has exhausted its nuclear fuel.
Although not all supernovae undergo core collapse, for most of this thesis I
use the term “supernova” to refer to a supernova initiated by gravitational
core collapse, a process which is predicted to release very large numbers of
neutrinos.
Supernova neutrinos offer unique insights into both the fundamental
nature of neutrinos and the complex process of core collapse. Although theoretical calculations predict that a typical supernova releases approximately
3 × 1053 ergs of gravitational binding energy, 99% of which is carried away
by neutrinos, the only supernova neutrinos ever detected came from a single
supernova, SN 1987A. SN 1987A resulted from the death of a star in the Large
Magellanic Cloud approximately 52 kpc from earth. Three independent neutrino detectors observed a signal from SN 1987A, though the five events from
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the Baksan group are not normally included in the official SN 1987A dataset
because they occurred somewhat later in time [14]. The nineteen events that
are considered part of the standard dataset came from Kamiokande-II and
Irvine-Michigan-Brookhaven (IMB) [12, 13]. Many open questions in supernova core-collapse models could be resolved with additional supernova neutrino data, motivating large neutrino detectors to search their datasets for
multiple events clustered closely in time, which could be considered candidate
supernova neutrino events.

6.2.2

Gravitational Core Collapse

Supernova explosions are categorized into two major types, and the categories
were defined based on observed emission spectra before enough was known to
base them on the underlying physics mechanisms of the supernovae. Type I
supernovae do not have hydrogen in their spectra, while type II supernovae
spectra do contain hydrogen. Type I supernovae are further categorized as Ia,
Ib, and Ic. Type Ia supernovae are thought to be the thermonuclear explosions
of accreting white dwarf stars, and the temperatures they reach are not thought
to be high enough to support the processes that would lead to a high neutrino
output. Type Ib and Ic are more similar to type II because all of them result
from the iron core of a massive star collapsing into a neutron star or black
hole. The spectra of Ib and Ic do not contain hydrogen because they have
lost some of their outer layers to a stellar wind before the collapse. The
following description of gravitational core collapse applies to types II, Ib, and
Ic supernovae, which occur more frequently than type Ia.
Gravitational collapse of an astronomical body occurs when all other
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forces fail to supply a sufficiently high pressure to counterbalance gravity and
keep the massive body in hydrostatic equilibrium. In the core of a star the
fusion of hydrogen into helium releases thermal energy that creates an outward pressure, preventing gravitational collapse. When the core’s supply of
hydrogen is exhausted, the core begins to collapse due to the gravitational
pressure from the attraction of mass in the outer shell. As the core begins to
collapse the pressure and temperature increase, enabling the helium to begin
fusing into carbon, which releases enough thermal energy to again balance the
gravitational pressure. As this process progresses, successively producing oxygen, magnesium, and other heavier elements, the core becomes layered with
a hydrogen-fusion outer layer, followed by other layers formed by the fusion
of other elements. Each time the core collapses, the collapse is halted by the
initiation of the fusion of even heavier elements at even higher temperatures
and pressures. Each layer burns not only hotter but also faster than the previous layer, culminating in the fusion of silicon to form nickel, which maintains
hydrostatic equilibrium for just a few days at most [109]. Nickel is the final
fusion product, though it produces

56

Fe through radioactive decay, leaving a

nickel-iron core that cannot produce the outward pressure necessary to support the star against gravitational collapse. The core collapse is delayed by
the degeneracy pressure of the electrons due to Pauli’s exclusion principle, but
once the core’s mass exceeds the Chandrasekhar limit (∼ 1.3 solar masses),
even the degeneracy pressure fails to prevent the collapse of the star. The
Chandrasekhar limit is defined as:
MCh = 5.8Ye2 MJ
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(6.9)

where Ye2 = Z/A, the fraction of electrons per nucleon, and MJ is the solar
mass. Table 6.1 summarizes the evolution of a 15-solar mass star as it expends
its nuclear fuel.
As the core increases in temperature and density, photodisintegration
gamma rays decompose iron into helium nuclei and free neutrons. This process
is endothermic and therefore reduces the average kinetic energy of the particles in the core, which results in decreased pressure to balance the collapse.
Electrons and protons undergo inverse β decay (e− + p → n + νe ), producing
a huge release of neutrinos known as the “neutronization burst.” Of the more
than 1053 erg (or 1046 J) of energy radiated away by neutrinos in a supernova,
approximately 1051 erg of that occurs in the form of νe s during the neutronization burst. Neutronization decreases the number of particles in the core,
which also decreases the pressure and accelerates collapse.
Core collapse continues and electron neutrinos diffuse out of the core
until its density approaches ∼ 1012 g/cm3 , at which point the mean free path
for NC νe scattering becomes less than the size of the core for time scales on the
order of milliseconds. Neutrinos within this very dense core are thus considered
to be trapped. Collapse continues until the inner core finally reaches a density
comparable to that of an atomic nucleus. The degeneracy pressure of the
neutrons then halts the collapse, and the infalling matter rebounds, producing
a shock wave that propagates outward. The shock wave is a discontinuity in
pressure, density, and temperature moving at about 70 km/ms, and its effect
is to compress and heat the matter as it passes through it.
Approximately 1 ms after the bounce, the shock wave hits the point at
which the core is no longer opaque to neutrinos, and the high temperatures
behind the shock wave enable creation of all flavors of neutrinos through a
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variety of processes, including pair annihilation (γ + γ *
) e+ + e− → ν + ν),
plasmon decay (plasma excitation → e+ +e− → ν+ν), photoneutrino processes
(γ +e− → e− +ν +ν), and Bremsstrahlung (e− +(A, Z) → (A, Z)+e− +ν +ν).
Photoneutrino processes dominate at lower temperatures (108 − 109 K), while
the main contributions at higher temperature (109 − 1010 K) are due to pair
production. Plasma processes dominate at high densities over the full range
of temperatures [110].
This shock wave is not currently believed to be directly responsible
for the supernova explosion. Models indicate that once the shock wave is a
few hundred kilometers from the center of the star, both the shock wave and
the explosion stall. The actual supernova explosion is not well understood,
and neutrino reheating may play a role in allowing the outer layers of the
core to reabsorb enough energy to produce the visible explosion. After the
explosion, the remaining neutron star continues to emit νν pairs as it cools
over a timescale of tens of seconds.
Table 6.1: Evolution of a 15-solar mass star [111].
Stage

Time

Temperature

Density

Luminosity

ν loss

Scale

(109 K)

(g/cm3 )

(solar units)

(solar units)

Hydrogen

11 My

0.035

5.8

28,000

1800

Helium

2.0 My

0.18

1390

44,000

1900

Carbon

2000 y

0.81

2.8 × 105

72,000

3.7 × 105

Neon

0.7 y

1.6

1.2 × 107

75,000

1.4 × 108

Oxygen

2.6 y

1.9

8.8 × 106

75,000

9.1 × 108

Silicon

18 d

3.3

4.8 × 107

75,000

1.3 × 1011

Iron core collapse

∼1s

> 7.1

> 7.3 × 109

75,000

> 3.6 × 1015
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6.2.3

Neutrino Energy and Time Distributions

Almost all of the star’s binding energy, approximately 1.5 − 4.5 × 1053 erg, is
eventually radiated away by neutrinos, and the neutronization burst accounts
for ∼ 2×1051 erg of that [112]. While only νe ’s are emitted during the neutronization burst, afterward all neutrino flavors are emitted with approximately the
same luminosity. The average energies are different for different flavors, and
though the exact predictions vary slightly among supernova models, typical
values are [112]:
hEνe i = 13 MeV

(6.10)

hEν e i = 16 MeV

(6.11)

hEνx i = 23 MeV

(6.12)

where νx indicates νµ , ντ , and their antineutrinos. Since the νµ and νt au
flavors can only interact in matter through the NC interaction, the supernova
is more transparent to them. Their observed energy is higher since they are
produced deeper in the core where the temperature is higher. The neutrino
decoupling occurs in neutron rich matter, which is less transparent to νe than
to ν e , meaning that the ν e decouple at a higher temperature, leading to the
generally predicted energy hierarchy: Eνx > Eν e > Eνe . Figure 6.3 shows the
expected energy distributions for supernova neutrinos in a simulation modeled
closely on SN 1987A where the progenitor is a main-sequence star of about
20 MJ . Figure 6.4 shows the neutrino luminosity as a function of time for
the same simulation, and Figure 6.5 shows both energy and luminosity on a
log-scale.
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Figure 6.3: Expected distribution of original energies for supernova neutrinos.
Oscillation effects have not been included [113].
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Figure 6.4: Neutrino luminosity as a function of time relative to core collapse
without corrections for neutrino oscillations. [113].
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Figure 6.5: Neutrino energy and luminosity vs time on a log scale without
corrections for neutrino oscillations [112].

6.2.4

Supernova Models

Many models exist to simulate gravitational core-collapse, and they often vary
in the exact energy and time spectra of the emitted neutrinos. The most comprehensive model, accounting for the evolution of the neutrino flux in both time
and energy, is the so-called Burrows model [114, 115], upon which many super209

nova simulations are based. The Burrows model began as a one-dimensional,
general-relativistic hydrodynamic code that incorporated the neutrino transport of three flavors of neutrinos and their antiparticles. It later evolved to
include two dimensions to account for the fact that the supernova is not perfectly spherically symmetric. The dominant relativistic effects include the redshift correction and the spatial volume contraction, and the hydrodynamics
utilized has been extended to include the neutrino couplings to matter.
Other models, such as Beacom and Vogel or Bruenn-Mezzacappa, focus
on specific aspects of the supernova process like timing or relativistic effects,
and consequently they place more emphasis on modeling one feature of the
supernova’s behavior than on modeling the entire system as a whole. For example, the Beacom and Vogel model was created specifically to study timing
distributions, and consequently it does not even include the robustly predicted
neutronization burst. For the remainder of this chapter, I use the Burrows
model to discuss our expectations for a “standard” supernova, always remembering that additional supernova neutrino data could substantially alter our
current conceptions of a “standard” supernova.

6.3

SNO’s Supernova Detection Potential

Although no supernovae were optically detected during the livetime of SNO,
neutrino bursts could still be found in the SNO dataset from supernovae in
satellites of the Milky Way that are hidden by interstellar dust, from nonstandard supernovae in our own galaxy with relatively low neutrino fluxes, or
from completely unknown and unexpected sources of neutrinos.
Detection of a large number of supernova neutrinos could illuminate
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many fundamental questions, possibly even resolving the neutrino hierarchy
question as discussed in Section 2.3.4. Large uncertainties associated with neutrino fluxes produced inside supernovae make a straight-forward extraction of
the neutrino mixing parameters extremely difficult, motivating one to focus on
features of the detected neutrino spectrum that are independent of unknown
parameters. One such possibility is a modulation in the neutrino spectrum
caused by the MSW H-resonance in the star, which is predicted in the neutrino (antineutrino) channel for the normal (inverted) hierarchy [19]. The
passage of supernova shock waves through this density region corresponding
to resonant neutrino oscillations with the atmospheric neutrino mass difference imprints specific modulations on both the time and energy spectra of the
neutrinos that other effects could not easily mimic [116]. The amplitude of
these modulations does depend on the emitted neutrino fluxes, but the specific
shape of the modulations is independent of the flux details. Detection of the
neutronization peak could also help distinguish various models, particularly if
θ13 is still unknown [117].
SNO’s sensitivity to all neutrino flavors and the comparison of the rates
of the different possible reactions provide exciting opportunities to distinguish
various supernova models and investigate neutrino properties [118, 119, 120].
During SNO’s runtime, it participated in the Supernova Early Warning System
(SNEWS), which was designed to notify the astronomical community within
minutes of the detection of a large neutrino burst [121]. Although SNO never
saw a burst large enough to trigger the early detection system, this system was
not designed to look for low-multiplicity bursts. The primary identification
criteria for the SNO supernova trigger was a detection of more than 30 events
in less than 2 s, and even standard supernova bursts from beyond the Large
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Magellanic Cloud would not have met this search criteria.
Even though SNEWS did not detect any high-multiplicity bursts of
neutrinos in SNO’s data, low-multiplicity bursts would not have triggered the
live monitoring system. Such bursts could still contain interesting information,
particularly if other neutrino detectors could confirm bursts at similar times,
increasing the statistical significance of the detection.

6.4

Super-Kamiokande Triggerless Burst Search

Super-Kamiokande performed a search for bursts within their data set with
no optical trigger, and they reported finding no evidence for any bursts [122].
They analyzed data from May 1996 to July 2001, as well as from December
2002 to October 2005. In order to perform their search, they set the length of
their search windows, slid those windows through their datasets, and recorded
any bursts found within those windows. Once they found a burst, they examined it more closely in order to determine if the burst was likely caused by a
background or not. This method is in no way a “blind” analysis, and a more
rigorous technique would be to calculate the number of backgrounds expected
within the window length, develop methods for removing those backgrounds,
and only then perform the search with the understanding that any bursts
seen would then be considered non-background bursts. SNO’s low multiplicity
burst search followed this more rigorous method.
Super-Kamiokande’s search utilized a variety of different search windows, each with its own energy threshold. In their first window, which was
20 s long, they looked for bursts of multiplicity ≥ 2, and it was optimized to
detect a signal from a supernova hundreds of kpc from our galaxy. They set a
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very high energy threshold of 17 MeV for this window in order to prevent solar
neutrino events from swamping a potential supernova signal. In order to look
for supernovae that might have occurred closer, Super-Kamiokande performed
a search for ≥ 3 events in 0.5 s, ≥ 4 events in 2.0 s, and ≥ 8 events in 10 s. For
these search windows, they applied a threshold of 6.5 MeV to the first phase of
data (SK-I) and 7.0 MeV to the second phase (SK-II). Super-Kamiokande also
optimized a search for neutrinos emitted during the neutronization burst. To
focus on the neutronization burst they looked for ≥ 2 events within a window
of 1, 10, or 100 ms, where for SK-I the energy threshold was 5.0 MeV and for
SK-II it was 7.0 MeV.
When they performed their search, they did observe several bursts.
Upon further study, however, they determined that those bursts were caused
by mine blasting, mislabeled calibration runs, flasher PMTs, or other backgrounds. In 2381.3 days of livetime, Super-Kamiokande observed no signal
that they considered to be a candidate supernova burst.

6.5

SNO Triggerless Burst Search

I searched the SNO dataset for low-multiplicity bursts, which I defined as
bursts of two or more events. The search was triggerless; I estimated all of the
backgrounds that could mimic a supernova burst signal, and I designed search
windows and analysis cuts to ensure that I was 90% confident of not seeing a
false burst. I did not examine the real data until I had set all of our search
parameters, and I did not change any of those parameters after I performed
the search.
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6.5.1

Data Set

The data I analyzed include two phases of SNO’s operation. Phase I ran from
November 1999 to May 2001, and the sensitive volume of the detector was
filled only with D2 O. Phase II ran from July 2001 to August 2003, and during
this phase NaCl was added to the detector, increasing the sensitivity to the NC
reaction through the consequent enhancement of neutron detection efficiency.
Phase II began running shortly after Super-Kamiokande’s first phase of data
taking ended, meaning that the majority of SNO Phase II contains no overlap
with the supernova search performed by Super-Kamiokande. Because of the
enhanced NC detection efficiency, SNO Phase II provides a higher sensitivity
to a potential supernova signal. The total livetime of Phase I was 241.4 days,
while the total livetime of Phase II was 388.4 days. The time of each event
was provided by a GPS system with a resolution of 100 ns and an accuracy of
∼ 300 ns [123].

6.5.2

Confidence Interval

We determined our 90% confidence limit using the Poisson distribution, which
says that if the expected number of occurrences in an interval is λ, then the
probability of exactly n occurrences is equal to:
f (n; λ) =

λn e−λ
n!

(6.13)

We treat our total expected backgrounds as the mean of a Poisson distribution.
By estimating the number of background bursts that we expect in a given
search window, we can then determine the probability that we will observe
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exactly 0 background bursts. Conversely, if we want to be 90% confident of
seeing 0 background bursts, then the Poisson distribution tells us that we
can expect no more than 0.11 background events. In the following sections I
describe how we set our search windows, estimated our expected backgrounds,
and then designed analysis cuts in order to reduce those expected backgrounds
to no more than 0.11 events for each window.

6.5.3

Search Windows

In order to maximize our sensitivity to supernova events, we want to set a
long time window and a low energy threshold for the analysis. These requirements, however, must be balanced with the desire to eliminate background
coincidences.
Based on the physics of supernovae, we performed the multiplicity two
search twice using two different time windows. One time window is a short
window (0.05 s), intended to detect neutrinos from a supernova neutronization burst. In the case of a failed supernova, the neutronization burst provides the only potential signal because shortly after the neutronization phase,
the supernova collapses into a black hole, abruptly terminating the neutrino
signal [124, 125, 126]. These unusual supernovae are of special interest to
astronomers, and their neutrino signatures could provide interesting model
constraints. The second window is of moderate length (0.2 s for D2 O and 1 s
for SALT) to maximize our sensitivity to a standard supernova event. For the
D2 O phase, the 0.05 s window had an energy threshold of 5.0 MeV, and the
0.2 s window had a threshold of 6.0 MeV. For the SALT phase, the 0.05 s
window had an energy threshold of 6.5 MeV and the 1.0 s window had an en-
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ergy threshold of 8.5 MeV. These search windows are summarized in Table 6.2,
along with each window’s expected accidental coincidence rate and the neutral
current signal acceptance loss that corresponds to the chosen energy threshold.
Table 6.2: The length of the search window and its corresponding energy
threshold must be chosen so that the sum of the expected backgrounds in the
window do not add to more than 0.11 events. Accidentals are among the most
dangerous backgrounds because of their random spatial distribution. As the
energy threshold is raised to decrease the chance of backgrounds, some neutral
current signal sensitivity is lost.
Window

Energy

Accidentals NC Signal Loss

Length (s)

Threshold (MeV)

D2 O, mult=2

0.2

6.0

0.042

73%

D2 O, mult=2

0.05

5.0

0.021

44%

D2 O, mult=3

10.0

4.5

0.006

34%

SALT, mult=2

1.0

8.5

0.055

96%

SALT, mult=2

0.05

6.5

0.025

65%

SALT, mult=3

10.0

4.5

0.027

26%

The D2 O phase entirely overlaps with the running of Super Kamiokande,
while much of the SALT phase does not overlap. Consequently for the D2 O
phase we want to maintain some neutral current sensitivity even in our longest
search window because we are primarily searching for non-standard supernovae
that Super-Kamiokande might not have observed. For the SALT phase we
want to maximize overall supernova sensitivity, so one of our search windows
is quite large. The 1 s SALT window requires us to raise the energy threshold
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high enough that there is very little remaining neutral current signal, but it
increases our overall sensitivity.
For the multiplicity three search, the window for each phase is 10 s,
and the energy threshold is 4.5 MeV. Primarily because of the low energy
threshold available for this search, it provides the best sensitivity to a standard
supernova.
In performing the search, if a candidate event was found inside the time
window, then the window slid to make that event the beginning of the window
before determining the multiplicity seen inside that window, as illustrated
in Figure 6.6. This procedure ensured that the window would not miss any
candidate bursts by arbitrarily dividing the events into two separate search
windows when they could have been in a single one.

Figure 6.6: If a window observes a good event in the middle of its search,
it slides to make that event the first event of the window before determining
the burst multiplicity for that window, ensuring that a burst is not arbitrarily
separated.
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6.6
6.6.1

Backgrounds
Accidentals

In any given time window, the accidental coincidence rate is the average event
rate multiplied by the Poissonian probability of one event having already occurred:
2
Rcoinc = Rdet
τ e−Rdet τ

(6.14)

where Rdet is the rate of clean events in the detector (where “clean” events
are those that pass the cuts described in Table 6.4), and τ is the length of the
analysis window. The number of expected coincidences in the SNO dataset is
Ncoinc = Rcoinc T

(6.15)

where T is the length of the SNO detector livetime. For a burst of multiplicity
three, the accidental coincidence rate is much lower:
1 3 2 −Rdet τ
mult=3
Rcoinc
= Rdet
τ e
2

(6.16)

The number of multiplicity three events due to accidental coincidences is then
mult=3
mult=3
Ncoinc
= Rcoinc
T

(6.17)

We treat each of these Ncoinc values as the mean of a Poisson distribution.
The accidental background will be one of many sources of backgrounds that
we must add together to estimate our total expected backgrounds. Our backgrounds from accidentals, therefore, must be kept quite low, as shown in Ta-
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ble 6.2. Figures 6.7 and 6.8 illustrate how much changing the energy threshold
for a search window can impact the number of accidental coincidences.

Figure 6.7: Expected values of accidental coincidences for the D2 O phase at
three various energy thresholds
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Figure 6.8: Expected values of accidental coincidences for the SALT phase at
three various energy thresholds

6.6.2

Physics Backgrounds

The primary difficulty in performing a triggerless burst search is the elimination of background burst events. In addition to the accidental coincidences
described above, a large number of physics backgrounds must be estimated
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and eliminated. Any physics event that could produce multiple neutrons,
thereby mimicking a supernova burst signal, must be estimated. The largest
danger in making an estimate is underestimating a particular background, so
we were more inclined to be conservative in our estimates whenever we were
uncertain in order to reduce the likelihood of seeing a fake burst. Table 6.3
shows our background estimates for each of our search windows. Most of the
small multiplicity three backgrounds are conservatively assumed to have upper
limits corresponding to the multiplicity two estimates. We added the backgrounds using a simple Monte Carlo that sampled Gaussian and Poissonian
distributions for a large number of events for each background. The limits were
added assuming they were 90% confidence interval fluctuations of Poissonian
processes. Once we estimated the expected backgrounds, we then designed
additional analysis cuts to reduce them, as described in Section 6.7.
One of the most significant backgrounds is due to atmospheric neutrinos, which can produce neutrons without any accompanying energy deposit to
tag the events. Atmospheric neutrinos result from interactions of cosmic ray
protons in the atmosphere such as:
p → X + π − → X + µ− + ν µ → e− + ν e + νµ

(6.18)

p → X + π + → X + µ+ + νµ → e+ + νe + ν µ

(6.19)

For both the D2 O and SALT phases, the atmospheric background was estimated with the neutrino-interaction generator NUANCE, whose output was
further processed by a full SNO detector simulation. The simulation’s atmospheric neutrino energies ranged from 100 MeV to 2 TeV, and flavor oscillation
corrections were applied. The systematic error in the NUANCE simulation is
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conservatively estimated to be ±20%, and it is dominated by uncertainties in
the neutrino cross sections. Table 6.3 shows how widely the atmospheric background estimations vary for different search windows and energy thresholds.
Most muons traveling through the SNO detector are vetoed by outwardlooking PMTs, and neutrons following these muons are eliminated by a 20 s
analysis cut. Some muons, however, do not have enough energy to trigger
the outward-looking PMTs and will leak into the detector. Fortunately even
these muons are not likely to produce multiple neutrons that could mimic a
burst. In the 391-day livetime of the SALT phase, the effect of these leaked
muons is estimated in Monte Carlo studies to cause less than 1.35 singleneutron events [127], which implies that less than 0.5 coincidence events is a
safe upper limit for both the D2 O and SALT phases.
Although the SNO detector is remarkably clean, some radioactive backgrounds still exist, such as 238 U, and spontaneous fission from residual radioactivity can lead to false bursts due to multiple neutron capture. Many of the
radioactive backgrounds discussed in previous SNO analyses are not significant in this search because they will not produce bursts of events, but fission
neutrons from

238

U can create a background burst. The amount of

238

U in

the detector was measured in September 2003 after the addition of NaCl to
the heavy water. This measurement set an upper limit of 0.79 coincidences for
Phase I due to spontaneous fission from 238 U [128]. In Phase II, the addition of
NaCl prevented the use of SNO’s reverse osmosis purification system, meaning
that more

238

U could have been present. For this phase a very conservative

upper limit of 10 fission bursts due to 238 U was estimated based upon the standard probability of the fission producing various neutron multiplicities [129].
This limit also assumed a 65% detection efficiency for neutrons above 4.5 MeV
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and a 40% efficiency for detecting a gamma burst in coincidence with the fission. Figure 6.9 shows the preliminary estimate of the number of events in the
SALT phase we can expect from

238

U fission.

Figure 6.9: Background burst multiplicity expected from

238

U fission where α

is the efficiency for detecting a gamma burst in coincidence with the fission.
Figure taken from [130].

Neutrons in the SNO detector capture on deuterium, producing a γray and tritium. That γ-ray then Compton scatters, producing a Compton
electron that will be detected through Cherenkov radiation, and the γ-ray is
re-emitted with a lower frequency. This process is the normal way in which
neutrons are detected in SNO, but it can lead to a false burst signal if the reemitted γ-ray is above 2.2 MeV and proceeds to photodisintegrate deuterium,
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producing an additional neutron that can also be captured. This photodisintegration background has been estimated to cause 0.00084 coincidences in
D2 O [128] and 0.43 ± 0.3 coincidences in SALT [131].
Antineutrinos can also lead to apparent bursts due to the primary
positron created in the interaction and the following capture of one or two
neutrons. Antineutrinos from radioactive nuclei in the earth surrounding the
detector (primarily

238

U and

232

Th) have energies of 1-2 MeV, and they lead

to a negligible background from this process for the D2 O phase [128] and
0.5 ± 0.1 bursts for the SALT phase [132]. Nuclear reactors also produce neutrinos that could eventually interact in the SNO detector, with an average
energy of ∼ 4 MeV and a cutoff energy around 8 MeV [133]. A study of all
commercial reactors within 500 km of SNO determined that the coincidence
background from these reactors would be small, 0.019 ± 0.002 coincidences for
the D2 O phase [128] and 1.4 ± 0.3 for the SALT phase [132].
During the SNO detector construction, the acrylic was exposed to air
containing radon. In the decay chain of radon is

210

Po, which can decay via

α-emission. The α can interact with the carbon in the acrylic, leading to
13

C(α, n)16 O reactions in which the

16

O will produce a e+ e− pair or a γ-ray

that can photodisintegrate deuterium. The estimates of (α, n) coincidences
from Monte Carlo studies of this background are low [131]. Similarly, coincidences due to the diffuse supernova background and to instrumental background events are estimated to be quite low [128, 132], as shown in Table 6.3.
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0.5 ± 0.1
1.4 ± 0.3

< 0.07
< 0.005

0.0

0.019 ±0.002

0.02 ±0.10

< 0.02

< 0.005

< 0.027

2.86 ± 1.05

geo-ν

reactor-ν

(α,ne+ e− )

(n,2n)

DSNB

Instrumentals

Total Backgrounds
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9.28 ± 2.96

<1

0.07 ±0.07

< 10
0.43 ± 0.03

< 0.79

< 8x10−4

U

Photodisintegration

Fission

< 0.5

238

0.57 ± 0.11

1.90 ± 0.38

Atmospherics

Muon Spallation

< 0.5

1s window

0.2s window

Mult=2 Residuals
SALT

Mult=2 Residuals

D2 O

Backgrounds

5.48 ± 1.33

< 0.027

< 0.005

< 0.02

0.02 ±0.10

0.019 ±0.002

0.0

< 8x10−4

< 0.79

< 0.5

4.53 ± 0.91

0.05s window

D2 O

Mult=2 Residuals

15.66 ± 3.27

<1

< 0.005

< 0.07

0.07 ±0.07

1.4 ± 0.3

0.5 ± 0.1

0.43 ± 0.03

< 10

< 0.5

6.94 ± 1.39

0.05s window

SALT

Mult=2 Residuals

1.73 ± 0.56

< 0.027

< 0.005

< 0.02

< 0.02

< 0.019

0.0

< 8x10−4

< 0.79

< 0.5

2.47 ± 0.49

10s window

D2 O

Mult=3 Residuals

9.52 ± 2.07

<1

< 0.005

< 0.07

< 0.07

< 1.4

< 0.5

< 0.43

<3

< 0.5

10.98 ± 2.20

10s window

SALT

Mult=3 Residuals

Table 6.3: A summary of the expected backgrounds that could mimic a super-

nova burst signal in the SNO dataset. Since the search windows have different

energy thresholds, we estimate the backgrounds for each search window for

both the D2 O and SALT phases.

6.7

Analysis Cuts

6.7.1

Standard Cuts

We developed a set of analysis cuts, beyond the standard cuts used by other
SNO analyses [18, 123], to reduce the level of correlated backgrounds shown in
Table 6.3. We utilized a fiducial volume radius of 550 cm, as well as a variety
of instrumental cuts based on PMT charge and timing information. Our high
level cuts incorporated information such as the isotropy of the detected light
and the event’s reconstruction quality, but we did not include any of the cuts
SNO previously designed to remove bursts from the data set. Instead we
designed new cuts that could discriminate between background bursts and
potential supernova bursts.
Most of the standard SNO analysis cuts are applicable for this search,
with the notable exceptions of two cuts that would remove any potential signal
as well as backgrounds since they were designed to remove bursts. The Burst
Cut eliminated events where three or more events occurred within 1 ms, while
the Missed Muon Follower Cut removed events that occurred within 250 ms of
an NHIT>60 event; neither of those cuts can be utilized in a low-multiplicity
burst search. For events whose reconstructed FTK energy was greater than
15.0 MeV, we applied the cuts shown in Table 6.4. For events whose reconstructed FTK energy was less than 15.0 MeV, the full Low Energy Threshold
Analysis (LETA) cuts were also applied, and the LETA analysis is described
in detail in reference [18].
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Table 6.4: Summary of the standard SNO cuts applied to the data
• Reconstructed position < 550 cm
• ITR > 0.55: The in-time ratio (ITR) compares the prompt hits to the total hits, and events reconstructed
at a position far from their true origin tend to have a small ITR
• 0.89 < θij < 1.60: Events whose true origin is outside the detector but that are misreconstructed inside
tend to appear very anisotropic, as can be seen by looking at the charge-weighted mean angle between
pairs of PMTs, θij
• Retrigger: Tags events that are within 5 µs of a previous event.
• QVT: Removes events where the highest charge tube displays abnormal behavior
• Q/NHIT: Tags events whose Q/NHIT ratio is suspiciously low (< 0.25)
• Crate Isotropy: Tags events where more than 70% of the hits occur on one crate and more than 80% of
those hits occur on two adjacent cards
• AMB: Cuts events if they lie more than 3.7 sigma away from the mean in either the integral/NHIT or
peak/NHIT distributions
• FTS: Tags events where the median time difference of hit PMT pairs within 3 m of each other is too
large
• OWL: Tags events in which three or more outward looking PMTs fired
• JUNK: Removes events containing the same PMT more than once, as well as other events involving
abnormal electronics
• NECK: Cuts events containing neck tubes
• ESUM: Tags events whose analog sum PMT pulses exceed a certain threshold but which fail many of the
other triggers
• QCluster: Tags events that have abnormal charges or are overly clustered (i.e. 6 hits in a paddle card or
more than 200 hits in a crate)
• Muon: Tags events that trigger enough OWLs to be considered muons
• Muon follower short: Tags all events in a time window of 20 s following a muon
• In-Time Channel: Tags events having fewer than 60% of the tubes within 93 ns coincidence
• Flasher Geometry: Tags events in a cluster where the separation between the average position of the
cluster and the rest of the tubes is great than 12 m
• OWL Trigger: Tags events where the the analog sum of PMT pulses in the OWLs exceeds a charge
threshold
• Muon Follower Blindness: When this tag is off, certain muon follower events are allowed to leak through
the cuts; it was a blind analysis tool for a previously conducted analysis
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6.7.2

High NHIT Cut

To attempt to remove false bursts while leaving most of our supernova signal,
we implemented a High NHIT cut. Based on our current understanding of
supernovae, any event whose energy reconstructs to more than 80 MeV is far
more likely to be an atmospheric event than a supernova event. The High
NHIT cut is designed to tag high energy atmospheric events and remove any
followers of those events. The High NHIT cut relies on the number of PMTs
hit for a given event, which is a very basic parameter free from uncertainties
associated with more complicated energy reconstruction algorithms.
By looking at Monte Carlo simulations of isotropic electron events in the
SNO detector, I determined a relationship between the number of PMTs hit
and the corresponding MeV energy for both the SALT and D2 O phases. I broke
the simulations up into roughly 8 MeV regions and plotted the nhit/energy
ratio for the events in each region. I fit a Gaussian to the nhit/energy ratio
peak and plotted the mean value of the Gaussian vs. energy. Figures 6.10
and 6.11 show the analytic functions that I fit to the curves from those plots
for both the D2 O and SALT phases, which allowed me to estimate the expected
nhit/energy ratio for any given energy. As the energy of the event increases,
multiple hits on a single tube also increase, leading to a slight overall decrease
in the nhit/energy ratio. Any event whose NHIT count corresponded to an
energy higher than 80 MeV was cut, along with any events following within
600 ms for the D2 O phase (200 ms for the SALT phase). Since the average
neutron capture time is 47.58 ms for the D2 O phase and 5.041 ms for the
SALT phase, these cuts are large enough to remove any neutrons that might
result from the high NHIT event.
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Figure 6.10: Number of PMTs hit vs. energy for a Monte Carlo simulation of
isotropic electrons in the SNO detector for the D2 O phase.
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Figure 6.11: Number of PMTs hit vs. energy for a Monte Carlo simulation of
isotropic electrons in the SNO detector for the SALT phase.

Figure 6.12 shows readout from the SNO event display illustrating two
types of events that are eliminated by the High NHIT cut. Clearly those events
should be eliminated, but a 200 ms (or 600 ms) window is applied after such
an event that prevents any background related to that high NHIT event from
being misidentified as signal. Figure 6.13 illustrates a sample burst that follows
an event tagged by the High NHIT cut. That burst would be indistinguishable
from legitimate signal burst, but the events fall within the elimination window
and would therefore not be mistaken for a supernova.
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Figure 6.12: These two events are representative examples of the types of
events tagged by the High NHIT cut. Whatever follows 200 ms or 600 ms
after these events is ignored.
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Figure 6.13: This burst appears normal and could easily be mistaken for a
genuine supernova burst, but these events fall with the 200 ms elimination
window that follows one of the High NHIT events shown in Figure 6.12
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6.7.3

Non-Electron Follower Cut

In a further attempt to eliminate background bursts, we developed a NonElectron Follower (NEF) cut. This cut tags events whose hit pattern is nonelectron-like and removes any followers of those events. Supernova neutrinos
can only produce single-electron events because of their energies, so events
that are clearly not single-electron events should not be considered candidate
bursts. SNO’s low-energy threshold analysis [18] describes in detail the tests
that define “electron-like” events. The two most useful cuts are called the β14
isotropy cut and the angular-fitter figure of merit cuts (FOMs). β14 is a linear
combination of the average value of the first and fourth Legendre polynomials
of the cosine of the angle between each pair of PMTs hit in an event. This
variable characterizes the isotropy of the PMTs hit in any given event. The
FOM cuts are Komogorov-Smirnov (K-S) tests on the angular distribution of
Cherenkov light from the reconstructed events, utilizing the hypothesis that
each event is a single 5 MeV Cherenkov electron.
This NEF cut is particularly helpful in eliminating events for which a
high-energy event in the SNO detector has an unusually low number of hit
PMTs because it is not an electron event but rather an event caused by a
heavier charged particle. One example of such an event is shown with readout
from the SNO event display in Figure 6.14 where a double-ring event was misreconstructed as a single low-energy event; the event was probably due to an
atmospheric neutrino interaction that produced heavier particles like a proton
and a charged pion. The NEF cut successfully eliminates this problematic
event and others like it.
When we apply the NEF cut criteria to a supernova simulation for both
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the D2 O and SALT phases, we see that only 1.2% of genuine supernova events
are eliminated by these cuts. When we apply both the High NHIT and the
NEF cuts to our atmospheric neutrino simulation, we eliminate 57% of the
atmospheric events that pass the standard analysis cuts from the D2 O phase
and 63% from the SALT phase.

Figure 6.14: Example of a double-ring event in SNO that was misreconstructed
as a single low-energy event because of the unusally low number of PMTs hit.
The event was probably caused by Cherenkov light from heavier particles like
a proton and a charged pion. The NEF cut successfully eliminates this event.
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6.7.4

∆r Cut

Super-Kamiokande developed a cut designed to remove bursts whose events
were localized in a small volume, based on the assumption that supernova
events would be more likely to be dispersed throughout the volume of the
detector [122], while background events would be more likely to be spatially
correlated. We adopt a similar cut, and we define ∆r as a weighted mean of
the distances between events reconstructed positions for any candidate burst:
∆r =

−1 M
ΣM
ri − r~j |
i=1 Σj=i+1 |~
M C2

(6.20)

where |~
ri − r~j | is the distance between the reconstructed positions of events
i and j within a burst, M is the multiplicity of the burst, and

M C2

is the

number of non-redundant combinations. Figures 6.15 and 6.16 show how distinct the background burst ∆r distribution is from the simulated supernova
∆r distribution.
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Figure 6.15: Sample MC ∆r for supernova bursts plotted with sample ∆r for
calibration Cf bursts for the SALT phase.
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Figure 6.16: Sample MC ∆r for supernova bursts plotted with sample ∆r for
calibration Cf bursts for the SALT phase, log scale.

Since most of our physics background events are atmospherics, the most
logical approach to designing our ∆r cut would be to use the atmospheric
Monte Carlo simulation to generate ∆r curves that we could then use to determine the percentage of background events eliminated by a particular ∆r cut.
Unfortunately the time investment required to simulate enough atmospheric
background events was prohibitive; however, high statistics simulations already existed of neutrons produced by the Cf calibration source discussed in
Section 6.1.6. Figures 6.17-6.20 show comparisons of the the ∆r curves for the
atmospheric simulation and the Cf calibration source simulation. The shapes
of the curves agree very well, but the high statistics of the Cf calibration curves
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greatly reduce the uncertainty in the fraction of events that pass any particular
∆r cut.
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Figure 6.17: Comparison of ∆r curves for the atmospheric simulation and the
Cf calibration source simulation for the Phase I 200 ms window. The good
agreement in the shapes allows us to use the higher statistics Cf calibration
simulation to model the shape of the ∆r curves for the background bursts
caused (primarily) by atmospheric events.
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Figure 6.18: Comparison of ∆r curves for the atmospheric simulation and the
Cf calibration source simulation for the Phase I 50 ms window. The good
agreement in the shapes allows us to use the higher statistics Cf calibration
simulation to model the shape of the ∆r curves for the background bursts
caused (primarily) by atmospheric events.
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Figure 6.19: Comparison of ∆r curves for the atmospheric simulation and
the Cf calibration source simulation for the Phase II 1 s window. The good
agreement in the shapes allows us to use the higher statistics Cf calibration
simulation to model the shape of the ∆r curves for the background bursts
caused (primarily) by atmospheric events.
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Figure 6.20: Comparison of ∆r curves for the atmospheric simulation and the
Cf calibration source simulation for the Phase II 50 ms window. The good
agreement in the shapes allows us to use the higher statistics Cf calibration
simulation to model the shape of the ∆r curves for the background bursts
caused (primarily) by atmospheric events.

6.7.5

∆r∆t Cut

The ∆r cut alone, however, does not optimize our sensitivity to a supernova
signal. A better cut examines not just the spatial separation of burst events
but also simultaneously their separation in time, ∆t. Events that are spatially
close but far apart in time are unlikely to be background events, so a simple
∆r cut would be needlessly removing them. Figures 6.21-6.23 show ∆r∆t plots
from the SALT phase, where the two-dimensional cut is clearly beneficial. Part
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a) of Figure 6.21 illustrates that all of the backgrounds in that 1 s window fall
within a small ∆r∆t region; by removing that small region from our search, we
eliminate almost all of our backgrounds while maintaining a high sensitivity to
a potential supernova signal, as shown in part b) of Figure 6.21. Figures 6.24
and 6.25 show plots from the D2 O phase, where we chose a simple ∆r cut
since the longer neutron capture time led to greater dispersion in ∆t. For both
phases we applied the two-dimensional cut to the multiplicity three search, as
shown in Figures 6.23 and 6.26. For the multiplicity three search, the ∆r∆t
cut leaves 99.9% of the expected supernova signal in the search region for the
SALT phase and 94.4% for the D2 O phase. For the multiplicity two search in
the SALT phase, the cut leaves 97.4% of the expected supernova signal for the
1.0 s window and 84.8% of the signal for the 0.05 s window. In the D2 O phase
eliminating backgrounds is more difficult, and the ∆r cut is harsher in order
to ensure 90% confidence of seeing no false bursts. For the multiplicity two
search in the D2 O phase, the cut leaves 30.5% of the expected supernova signal
in the 0.2 s window and 36.8% in the 0.05 s window. Table 6.5 summarizes
these results.
The shape of the ∆r∆t cut is rather box-like. While more complicated
functional forms were tested, the background bursts themselves are clustered
in a rather box-like fashion in the ∆r-∆t space. In the 50 ms window where the
background bursts were distributed differently, a more complicated functional
form was chosen that resembled a box with a rounded corner, as shown in
Figures 6.22 and 6.25. For every window the functional form of the cut was
selected so as to reduce the total number of expected background events to
0.11 while sacrificing the smallest amount of standard supernova signal.
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Figure 6.21: ∆r∆t cut for the background simulation and the standard supernova simulation for the SALT phase whose search window is 1 s long and
whose energy threshold is 8.5 MeV. The region inside the box is removed from
the search, eliminating almost all of the backgrounds without sacrificing much
of the potential supernova signal.
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Figure 6.22: ∆r∆t cut for the background simulation and the standard supernova simulation for the SALT phase whose search window is 50 ms long and
whose energy threshold is 6.5 MeV. The region inside the box is removed from
the search, eliminating almost all of the backgrounds without sacrificing much
of the potential supernova signal.
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Figure 6.23: ∆r∆t cut for the background simulation and the standard supernova simulation for the SALT phase whose search window is 10 s long and
whose energy threshold is 4.5 MeV. This search is for multiplicity=3 events.
The region inside the box is removed from the search, eliminating almost all
of the backgrounds without sacrificing much of the potential supernova signal.
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Figure 6.24: ∆r∆t cut for the background simulation and the standard supernova simulation for the D2 O phase whose search window is 200 ms long and
whose energy threshold is 6.0 MeV. The region to the left of the line is removed
from the search, which eliminates most of the backgrounds and unfortunately
a lot of the potential supernova signal as well.
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Figure 6.25: ∆r∆t cut for the background simulation and the standard supernova simulation for the D2 O phase whose search window is 50 ms long and
whose energy threshold is 5.0 MeV. The region to the left of the line is removed
from the search, which eliminates most of the backgrounds and unfortunately
a lot of the potential supernova signal as well.
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Figure 6.26: ∆r∆t cut for the background simulation and the standard supernova simulation for the D2 O phase whose search window is 10 s long and
whose energy threshold is 4.5 MeV. This search is for multiplicity=3 events.
The region inside the box is removed from the search, eliminating almost all
of the backgrounds without sacrificing much of the potential supernova signal.
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Table 6.5: The fraction of the standard supernova signal that survives the ∆r
or ∆r∆t cut for each of the search windows. Only the ∆r cut was applied to
Phase I, while we applied a ∆r∆t cut to Phase II. (The cuts listed here ignore
the rounded corner used in a few of the search windows.) These cuts were set
to eliminate the backgrounds in Table 6.3 to no more than 0.11 events.
∆r Cut (cm)

∆t Cut (ms)

SN Signal

668

–

0.303

626

–

0.389

600

180

0.867

410

45

0.977

385

40

0.811

400

35

0.999

Phase I
Nevent =2
0.2s window
Phase I
Nevent =2
0.05s window
Phase I
Nevent =3
10s window
Phase II
Nevent =2
1.0s window
Phase II
Nevent =2
0.05s window
Phase II
Nevent =3
10s window
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6.7.6

Bursts Found in the Antibox

Before I opened the box and looked at the real data, I performed the search
on real data that was excluded from our final search by the ∆r∆t cut. By
comparing what we found in the excluded real data with our expectations from
our background estimates, we gained confidence that we correctly understood
our sources of background bursts before we searched the valid ∆r∆t region in
our real data. Table 6.6 shows the comparison between the number of bursts
I found in the region below the ∆r∆t cutoff with the number I expected to
find. Since atmospherics are the dominant source of background, I show the
number of bursts predicted by the atmospheric simulation. The number of
bursts I observed agrees well with the atmospheric simulation prediction in
each case. This agreement confirms the estimates of the physics backgrounds
discussed in Section 6.6 and validates this blind analysis search procedure.
Table 6.6: In the ∆r∆t regions that we excluded from our search due to heavy
background contamination, we found burst levels that were consistent with
our background estimates, which are dominated by atmospherics.
Atm. MC Bursts

No. Bursts Found

Phase I, 0.2s window

1.90 ± 0.38

1

Phase I, 0.05s window

4.53 ± 0.91

2

Phase I, 10s window

1.51 ± 0.30

2

Phase II, 1s window

0.57 ± 0.11

1

Phase II, 0.05s window

6.94 ± 1.39

7

Phase II, 10s window

7.51 ± 1.50

9

In order to increase statistics, we can turn off the NEF and High NHIT
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cuts in both the atmospheric simulation and the antibox. Table 6.7 shows
the number of bursts predicted by the atmospheric simulation, along with the
number of bursts found in the antibox, without applying the NEF and High
NHIT cuts.
Table 6.7: When I turn off the NEF and High NHIT cuts in the ∆r∆t regions
that I excluded from the search, I find burst levels that are consistent with my
background estimates, which are dominated by atmospherics.
Atm. MC Bursts

No. Bursts Found

Phase I, 0.2s window

11.81 ± 2.36

9

Phase I, 0.05s window

24.14 ± 4.83

19

Phase I, 10s window

13.22 ± 2.64

11

Phase II, 1s window

6.62 ± 1.32

7

Phase II, 0.05s window

47.53 ± 9.51

35

Phase II, 10s window

53.56 ± 10.71

47

We can also compare not just total bursts but the multiplicity categorization in the atmospheric simulation and the antibox. Tables 6.8 and 6.9
show the multiplicity categorization for the 0.05 s window for both the SALT
and the D2 O phases with the NEF and High NHIT cuts turned off in order to
increase the available statistics.
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Table 6.8: Multiplicities of the atmospheric simulation compared to those seen
in the antibox. These results are from the SALT phase, 0.05 s window, with
the NEF and High NHIT cuts turned off to increase statistics.
Burst Multiplicity

Atm. MC Bursts

No. Bursts Found

2

24.0 ± 4.8

15

3

9.9 ± 2.0

7

4

4.7 ± 0.9

5

5

2.6 ± 0.5

0

2+

47.5 ± 9.54

35

3+

23.5 ± 4.7

20

Table 6.9: Multiplicities of the atmospheric simulation compared to those seen
in the antibox. These results are from the D2 O phase, 0.05 s window, with
the NEF and High NHIT cuts turned off to increase statistics.
Burst Multiplicity Atm. MC Bursts No. Bursts Found
2
13.5 ± 2.7
10
3
4.8 ± 1.0
7
4
2.3 ± 0.5
0
5
1.3 ± 0.3
2
2+
28.4 ± 5.7
19
3+
13.2 ± 2.6
9
We can also look at the shape of the ∆r distribution for the antibox
bursts and compare that to the shape we expect from the atmospheric simulation. Shown in Figure 6.27 is the comparison for the SALT phase multiplicity=2 data with the low energy threshold of 4.5 MeV. The good shape
agreement lends confidence that we understand our background contamination
bursts.
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Antibox Data
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Figure 6.27: ∆r in the region below the ∆r∆t cut for both the atmospheric
simulation and the real data. The atmospheric simulation has been scaled.
This data is from the SALT phase with an energy threshold of 4.5 MeV and
a multiplicity of two, and the NEF and high NHIT cuts have been turned
off to increase statistics. The good shape agreement lends confidence that we
understand our background contamination.

As an additional check, we looked at bursts throughout the entire data
set that failed the Muon Follower Short test, meaning that the events fell
within 20 s of a tagged muon. For the 0.05 s window, we found 216 such
bursts in the SALT phase and 63 in the D2 O phase. Figure 6.28 shows the
∆r distribution for the SALT multiplicity=2 bursts, and clearly some of those
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bursts would pass the ∆r cut. None of those bursts, however, pass the NEF
and High NHIT cuts, giving us confidence that any muon that sneaks past the
muon cut will not produce a false supernova signal in our dataset.
DeltaR for SALT bursts failing Muon Follower Short
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
0

200

400

600

800

1000
1200
DeltaR (cm)

Figure 6.28: ∆r for multiplicity=2 events in the SALT phase failing the Muon
Follower Short cut. All of these bursts are eliminated by the NEF and High
NHIT cuts.

I also compared my results to the candidate events found in SNO’s
electron antineutrino search [128]. Of the two candidate events discussed in
that paper, I found one of them in both my 0.05 s window and 10 s window,
and I found it in my antibox search since its ∆r was quite small. I did not
find it in my 0.2 s window because the energy threshold of 6.0 MeV excluded
two of the three events. The second candidate event discussed in the paper
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did not appear in my search because it came from a run later discovered to
contain a radon spike, which means the run was eliminated from my runlist.

6.8
6.8.1

Results
Bursts Found in the Box

After all the cuts were developed and tested on simulations, we froze our
analysis and performed our burst searches on both the Phase I and Phase II
data. We observed no bursts in any of our search windows, as summarized in
Table 6.10.
Table 6.10: No candidate bursts were observed in any of the search windows
for either Phase I or Phase II.
Search Description

Bursts Expected

Bursts Found

Phase I, 0.2s window

< 0.11

0

Phase I, 0.05s window

< 0.11

0

Phase I, 10s window

< 0.11

0

Phase II, 1s window

< 0.11

0

Phase II, 0.05s window

< 0.11

0

Phase II, 10s window

< 0.05

0

Because our 10 s window search was optimized for an Nevent = 3 burst,
we did observe some Nevent = 2 bursts in that window. Using the same energy
threshold and analysis cuts designed for the Phase II 10 s Nevent = 3 search, we
observed 14 Nevent = 2 bursts, which is in keeping with our expectations from
accidental coincidences. While our search gives us no reason to suspect that
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these are anything other than accidental bursts, we can examine them closer
to assure ourselves that we have not overlooked any genuine supernova signal.
Figures 6.29 and 6.30 show the distribution of ∆r and ∆t for these Nevent = 2
bursts. The distribution in ∆r is approximately uniform, which is consistent
with the hypothesis that these are accidental bursts. The ∆t distribution
further supports this conclusion. The event with the lowest ∆t separation also
has a ∆r too low to have survived any of the ∆r∆t cuts for the multiplicity
two searches, meaning that it is more likely to have been a background burst
than a genuine supernova burst. We also observed two Nevent = 2 bursts in the
Nevent = 3 search for Phase I. These two bursts are separated by 3.2 s and 8.0 s
respectively, which puts them well outside of the Nevent = 2 search windows.
These bursts are also consistent with our accidental coincidence expectations.
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Figure 6.29: ∆r distribution for multiplicity two bursts found in the multiplicity three search window for Phase II. The ∆r distribution is consistent with
what would be expected for accidental coincidences or for standard supernova
events.
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Figure 6.30: ∆t distribution for multiplicity two bursts found in the multiplicity three search window for Phase II. The ∆t distribution is consistent
with what would be expected for accidental coincidences, not for standard
supernova events.

6.9

Sensitivity Study

We performed a triggerless search for low-multiplicity bursts in data from
Phase I (D2 O only) and Phase II (D2 O loaded with NaCl) of the Sudbury
Neutrino Observatory, finding no candidate bursts. Our results are consistent
with the null signal observed by Super-Kamiokande where the datasets overlapped. In order to determine the sensitivity we had to a potential supernova,
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we utilized a supernova simulation code called SNGEN that was based on the
Burrows model [115, 114] and developed specifically for SNO.
The SNGEN luminosities L(t) and energies Eν (t) for each type of neutrino come from the Burrows model, and one can calculate the flux of neutrinos
that would arrive at Earth:
F(t) =

kL(t)
4πR2 Eν (t)

(6.21)

where R is the distance to the supernova in kilo-parsecs (1 parsec=3.26 lightyears), k = 6.65545 × 1017 is a conversion factor to account for astrophysical
units, L(t) is the luminosity of the neutrinos at time t in units of 1051 erg/s2 ,
and Eν (t) is the energy of a neutrino produced at time t in MeV. The observed
differential neutrino flux at Earth is a convolution of the above equation and
the neutrino spectrum as the neutrinos are emitted from the supernova:
d2 N
= F(t)f (²ν , t)
dEν dt

(6.22)

where the spectrum of the neutrinos is of the Fermi-Dirac form:
f (²ν , t) =

²2ν
e²ν /T −η + 1

ÃZ
∞
0

²2ν
e²ν /T −η + 1

!−1

d²ν

(6.23)

where T is the temperature of the neutrino , ²ν is the energy of the neutrino,
and η is the degeneracy parameter. The degeneracy parameter accounts for the
fact that the distribution is “pinched,” meaning that the lowest and highest
energy neutrinos are suppressed relative to a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
The lowest energy neutrinos are suppressed because there are fewer of them
produced in the core of the star, and the highest energy neutrinos are sup259

pressed because they have a higher probability of interacting before leaving
the star.
The detected flux for any detector depends on the number of target
particles NT and the cross section σ(²ν ) of the specific interaction:
d2 Ndet
d2 N
= NT σ(²ν )
dEν dt
dEν dt

(6.24)

That equation assumes a massless neutrino.
SNGEN takes the distance of the supernova as a parameter and outputs
the parameters needed for SNOMAN, such as energy, position, time, ect. The
neutrino energies are converted into the energies of the resulting particles
(electrons, positrons, neutrons, ect.) The code assumes that the neutrons
produced are thermalized, meaning that their total number and their time
of creation are the important outputs. The electrons and positrons from the
NC and CC reactions have energies defined by Ee = ²ν − Q, where Q is the
threshold energy. The energy for an electron from the ES interaction can be
calculated from relativistic kinematics:
Ee =

2²2ν
(1 + 2²ν )

(6.25)

The specific creation position in the detector is assumed to be isotropic. The
propagation direction of the electron is highly forward peaked, i.e. the electron will be scattered along the direction of the incoming neutrino. SNGEN
accounts for the angular distribution of the electrons, positrons, and any resulting photons, and it converts them to direction cosines with respect to
the center of the detector, which is required for SNOMAN input. The final
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SNGEN output is a file that can be analyzed by SNOMAN to produce the
standard output ROOT or HBOOK file.
In order to calculate the probability that SNO would have detected
supernovae that occurred at various distances, we could have produced many
SNGEN supernova simulations at each distance, but that would have been
unnecessarily computationally intensive. Instead I produced several supernova
simulations all at 1 kpc. In order to scale them to the appropriate distance, I
randomly rejected all but 1/R2 of the events where R is the distance in kpc
from the earth to where the simulated supernova should have been. I then
searched through the simulated data as if it were real SNO data and recorded
the number of bursts detected in each of the search windows. Because most
of the simulated data is being rejected in this pass by the 1/R2 factor, I
make multiple passes through the dataset (anywhere from 10 to 100 passes,
depending on the distance R) and treat each pass as if it were statistically
independent. For each distance R I collect a total of at least 100 passes, each
of which is equivalent to one supernova simulated at that distance, and I record
the bursts found in each search window. For each burst, I assume that the
events were equally likely to occur at any position in the detector, and I reject
the appropriate fraction of those bursts that would have failed the ∆r cut.
Then I calculate the probability of detecting a supernova at that distance by
dividing the number of supernova that were detected in a particular window by
the total number of simulated supernova that could have been detected. I take
the standard deviation to be the uncertainty associated with that probability.
In finding the probability of detection, I did not consider whether a supernova
was detected by the observation of one burst or multiple bursts; the supernova
either was or was not seen in a particular search window.
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Figures 6.31-6.32 show the sensitivity of our various search windows to
a standard supernova for both phases as a function of supernova distance.
For Phase I, which was completely overlapped by the run time of SuperKamiokande, our search was primarily looking for non-standard supernova
signals in which νe emission would be suppressed, allowing SNO to detect a
neutral current signal that Super Kamiokande could not have seen.
At a typical distance in our galaxy, 10 kpc, we retain a 100% detection
probablity for a standard core-collapse supernova. In Phase I we maintain a
50% detection probability for a standard supernova out to 60 kpc. In Phase II
we retain a 100% detection probability out to 30 kpc and a greater than 50%
detection probability out to 70 kpc.
Given the estimated rate of supernova explosions in our galaxy, our null
result is not terribly surprising. Although estimating the expected rate of supernovae is difficult and involves large uncertainties, the rate is thought to be
in the range of 1.6 − 3.2 supernova per century (or 1 supernova every 31-63
years), of which approximately 85% would emit a substantial neutrino signal [134]. Combining the Milky Way galaxy together with the Large and Small
Magellanic Clouds, theorists have estimated that neutrino detectors like SNO
and Super-Kamiokande would be sensitive to ∼ 2 Type II or Ib supernovae
per century [134]. Despite the low probability of catching a nearby supernova
during an experiment’s livetime, the potential significance of an observation
continues to motivate physicists to search. As SNO+ and other underground
neutrino experiments are developed, supernova neutrino detection remains a
priority for both the neutrino and astrophysics communities.
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Figure 6.31: Probability of detecting a standard supernova in each of the
search windows for Phase I, as well as the combined detection probability of
all of the windows.
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Figure 6.32: Probability of detecting a standard supernova in each of the
search windows for Phase II, as well as the combined detection probability of
all of the windows.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
Since Pauli first suggested their existence in 1930, neutrinos have continued to
provide insight into fundamental questions of physics. Their weak interaction
strength makes them interesting probes, though it also increases the challenge
of detecting them and extracting useful information. Neutrinos have provided
numerous surprises for physicists, including the fact that they come in three
flavors, interact through both charged and neutral currents, and display flavor
oscillations due to differences in their masses, which are themselves surprisingly
small. Many important fundamental questions surrounding these particles
persist, such as their absolute mass scale, their Dirac or Majorana nature,
their normal or inverted hierarchy, and the size of their smallest mixing angle
θ13 . With all of these open questions to pursue, neutrino physics promises to
be a fruitful field of study for many years to come.
As this field matures, the questions surrounding neutrinos become more
difficult answer. Increasingly physicists are seeking new tools through which to
study neutrinos, as well as new ways in which neutrinos themselves can become
tools to study other phenomena. My work has focused on exploring non265

traditional avenues through which to investigate neutrinos, primarily drawing
inspiration from sub-fields of physics outside of high energy particle physics.
Because of the recent advances in atomic physics described in Chapter 3,
opportunities exist to work with a new type of tritium β decay source to explore
the absolute mass scale of the neutrino. I created simulations and data analysis
techniques to explore the feasibility of a tritium β decay experiment in which
the neutrino mass could be directly reconstructed, as well as inferred from
the β spectrum distortions. While this type of experiment would certainly
be challenging, it possesses an appealing scalability and model-independence.
Future developments in both atomic physics techniques and current neutrino
mass investigations will determine what the next step will be for this type of
approach, but the work summarized in Chapter 4 represents the most realistic
proposal to date for kinematically reconstructing the neutrino mass.
The same techniques for manipulating atoms that enable the creation of
an atomic tritium source also enable a new method of isotope separation. My
investigation of single-photon atomic sorting began because I joined both the
SNO Collaboration (working on neutrino physics) and the Raizen Laboratory
(working on atomic physics). I learned about the difficulty SNO+ faces in
acquiring a large amount of
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Nd, and I became involved in conversations

within the Raizen Laboratory about how supersonic beams might be helpful
in large-scale isotope separation. The development of single-photon atomic
sorting outlined in Chapter 5 is a perfect example of the benefits of robust
dialog between sub-fields of physics. Currently a demonstration experiment
for this technique is being constructed, and the possibility of industrial-scale
development of the idea appears promising.
In working with SNO I became involved in an emerging sub-field of
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physics known as neutrino astronomy. While solar neutrinos and SN 1987A
neutrinos remain the only data collected in this field so far, the impact of
those observations serves to illustrate the potential of this area of research.
Many astrophysical phenomena that are opaque to traditional probes can be
investigated via neutrinos. Studies like the one described in Chapter 6 serve
to develop and refine the tools that will be needed in future searches for astrophysical signals in neutrino data. Although SNO did not observe a candidate
supernova burst in its livetime, future underground experiments hope to observe a supernova neutrino signal that would provide insight into the nature
of both neutrinos and core-collapse.
My work has focused on exploring neutrino physics using new approaches, utilizing tools as small as atoms and as large as supernovae. As
physics becomes increasingly specialized, opportunities for collaboration between sub-fields become easier to miss. Having spent the last few years working
in regions of overlap between particle physics, atomic physics, and astronomy, I
have found that cross-discipline investigations raise new questions and (sometimes) suggest surprising answers. In the space that separates specialized
fields there are opportunities to see connections, and as the field of neutrino
physics continues to develop, its collaboration with diverse branches of physics
promises to yield exciting results.
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Appendix A
Beta Spectrum Derivation
In ordinary β decay experiments like the ones discussed in Chapter 2, the
only experimental observable is the energy of the electron from the decay.
The neutrino mass appears directly in the equation for the shape of the β
spectrum curve, and the following section outlines the derivation of the β
spectrum curve shown in Figure A.1.

A.0.1

Fermi’s Golden Rule

Fermi developed a theory of β decay that correctly predicted the shape of the
β energy spectrum, and it was eventually modified to include the W and Z
bosons in a renormalizable way. Figure A.2 shows the Feynman diagram that
represents our current understanding of β decay. Fermi modeled his theory
on the already existing theory of γ radiation from an atomic electron cloud,
which used perturbation theory to formulate a transition probability per unit
time for an initial state i, consisting of an atom in an excited state, to change
to a final state f , consisting of an emitted photon and an atom in a less
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excited state. The photon was represented as an electromagnetic radiation
field, and the transition from the initial to the final state occurred through a
field interaction process expressed by an operator.

Figure A.1: Beta energy spectrum from tritium beta decay.
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Figure A.2: Feynman diagram with external lines labeled for the reaction
n → p + e− + ν e . Figure taken from reference [135]

Similarly Fermi described β decay through a Hamiltonian operator
transforming a nuclear system from an initial state i into one of several possible final state f through lepton creation by means of a weak interaction.
The strength of this weak interaction was expressed by a matrix element Hf i ,
which could be written as a volume integral:
Z

Hf i =

Ψ∗f H 0 Ψi dΩ

(A.1)

Utilizing perturbation theory, Fermi wrote the transition probability
per unit time in a form now known as Fermi’s Golden Rule:
W =

2π
2π
dN
|Hf i |2 ρ(Ef ) =
|Hf i |2
h̄
h̄
dE
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(A.2)

where ρ(Ef ) is the density of states, i.e. the number of states per unit energy
interval around Ef . If the linear momenta of the emitted electrons corresponding to the energy interval dE in the vicinity of Ef range from p to p + dp, then
the above transition probability per unit time simply gives the mean number
of β particles emitted in unit time with momenta within this range. Fermi’s
Golden Rule, therefore, also acts as a probability function that determines the
shape of the β momentum (or energy) spectrum.
The density of states is a statistical factor describing the density of
possible final states in the phase space of the electron-neutrino field. This
phase space density can be derived using the Heisenberg uncertainty relation,
which implies that an electron cannot be confined to an area in phase space
smaller than ∆x∆px ≈ h. In the six dimensional phase space defined by
(x, y, z, px , py , pz ), the uncertainty relation implies that the state of an electron
cannot be specified to a greater precision than:
∆x∆y∆z∆px ∆py ∆pz ≈ h3

(A.3)

If we suppose the electron to be within a spatial volume V and a momentum
volume expressed by a spherical shell of volume 4πp2 dp in momentum phase
space, then the net volume of the electron is V (4πp2 dp). Since a single state
occupies a volume of h3 , then we can write the number of electron states in
phase space as:
dne = V

4πp2 dp
h3

(A.4)

Similarly the probability of encountering a neutrino within a spatial volume
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dxdydz with a linear momentum between p and p + dp can be written:
4πp2ν dpν
dnν = V
h3

(A.5)

The total probability of encountering both of these leptons is the product,
dN = (dne )(dnν ), where dN indicates the number of accessible states in the
phase space of the electron-neutrino field. The state density within a small
interval dE about the final energy Ef can be written:
dN
16π 2 V 2 2 2 dpν
=
p pν
dp
dE
h6
dE

(A.6)

From the relativistic energy-momentum relation, the neutrino momentum can
be written as:
pν =

1q
Eν (Eν + 2mν c2 )
c

(A.7)

where Eν refers to the kinetic energy of the neutrino. Using that expression,
one can write:
p2ν

q
dpν
1
= 3 (Eν + mν c2 ) Eν (Eν + 2mν c2 )
dE
c

(A.8)

Neglecting the extremely small recoil energy of the massive daughter nucleus,
the energy of the neutrino can be written as Eν = Eo − E − mν c2 , which
implies:
p2ν

q
1
dpν
= 3 (Eo − E) (Eo − E)2 + (mν c2 )2
dE
c

(A.9)

Inserting that expression into the equation for the density of states (Equa-
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tion A.6) leads to:
q
dN
16π 2 V 2 2
= 6 6 p (Eo − E) (Eo − E)2 + (mν c2 )2 dp
dE
ch

(A.10)

Using the relativistic energy-momentum relation, one can also express the
density of states as:
q
16π 2 V 2
dN
= 6 6 pEtot (Eo − E) (Eo − E)2 + (mν c2 )2 dE
dE
ch

(A.11)

where Etot is the total energy of the β. This equation can be plugged into
Fermi’s Golden Rule to describe the density of states for β decay.
In order to obtain a final expression for the β spectrum we must return
to the matrix element in Fermi’s Golden Rule,
Z

Hf0 i

≡

Ψ∗f H 0 Ψi dΩ

(A.12)

where Ψi and Ψf are initial and final state normalized energy eigenfunctions
that can be decomposed. We can write the wave function of the nucleons in the
parent (daughter) nucleus as ψi (ψf ), and we can write the electron-neutrino
field as a product of wave functions φe (r)φν (r). Using that notation, Ψi = ψi ,
Ψf = ψf φe (r)φν (r), and the interaction matrix element can be written:
Z

Hf0 i = gF

(ψf∗ φ∗e (r)φ∗ν (r))Mψi dΩ

(A.13)

where gF is an empirical constant and M is a dimensionless Hamiltonian operator. The Fermi coupling constant gF = 0.9 × 10−4 MeV fm3 expresses the
strength of the β interaction.
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We can further simplify this expression by assuming that the interaction
between the nucleus and the leptons is weak, meaning that the lepton waves
comprising the field are undistorted by the nuclear potential and may be taken
as plane waves. In reality the electron will be distorted by its interaction with
the nuclear charge, but this effect will be taken into account in the next section.
For now we ignore this effect and simply write:
φe (r) = Ne ei(ke ·r) , φν (r) = Nν ei(kν ·r) ,

(A.14)

where ke and kν are lepton wave vectors. We can normalize these wave
functions within a volume V , which is equal to the spatial volume element
V = dxdydz discussed previously:
Z

Z
V

φ∗e φe dΩ = 1,

V

φ∗ν φν dΩ = 1

(A.15)

This normalization implies that Ne = Nν = V −1/2 . The nuclear wavefunctions
ψi and ψf are obviously nonzero only within the dimensions of the nuclei being
considered, meaning that the integral in the expression for the interaction
matrix element extends only over V . The nuclei are small, however, when
compared with the volume over which the leptons can be localized, meaning
that we can expand the lepton wave functions as power series about the origin
r = 0:
φe (r) = V−1/2 [1 + i(ke · r) + ...]φν (r) = V−1/2 [1 + i(kν · r) + ...]

(A.16)

Generally we can consider only the first term in the expansion since the second
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term is so much smaller, meaning that:
φe (0) = φν (0) = V −1/2

(A.17)

We can now write the expression for the interaction matrix element as:
Z

Hf0 i = gφ∗e (0)φ∗ν (0)

ψf∗ M ψi dΩ = gψe∗ (0)ψν∗ (0)Mf i

(A.18)

where the matrix element Mf i is defined as:
Z

ψf∗ M ψi dΩ

Mf i =

(A.19)

The matrix element in Fermi’s Golden Rule can then be expressed as
Hf0 i =

g
Mf i
V

(A.20)

where the matrix element Mf i can be envisioned as the overlap integral of the
initial and final state wave functions in the presence of a perturbing potential.
For allowed transitions the matrix element Mf i is independent of the
electron energy, and for forbidden transitions it tends to zero. Generally its
value can be calculated when the structures of the parent and daughter nuclei
are known. In the case of tritium β decay, the transition is a superallowed
transition, meaning that the parent and daughter nuclei belong to an isospin
multiplet, which also implies they have the same shell model state. Superallowed transitions have matrix elements that can be evaluated without reference
to the details of the nuclear wavefunctions, and for tritium |M |2 ≈ 5.55 [136].
Since it can be calculated more accurately than standard allowed transition
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matrix elements, the matrix element for tritium β decay does not introduce a
dominant uncertainty into neutrino mass investigations.
Inserting the expression for the interaction matrix element and the density of states into Fermi’s Golden Rule yields the final expression for the equation of the shape of the β decay momentum spectrum:
N (p)dp =

A.0.2

q
g2
2
|M
|p
(E
−
E)
(Eo − E)2 + (mν c2 )2 dp
fi
o
2π 3 c3 h̄7

(A.21)

Final State Effects

The expression for the β energy spectrum must be modified to account for
the distortion of the electron wave due to the Coulomb force. When the β
is emitted, it experiences a Coulomb force due to the nucleus, which slightly
retards the energy of the β and results in more electrons at low energy than
the above equation would predict. This effect is normally accounted for by the
inclusion of the Fermi function [137]:
F (ZD , Ee ) ∼

2πη
1 − e−2πη

(A.22)

where η = ZD α/βe , ZD is the atomic number of the nucleus, and α is the fine
structure constant.
The distortions of the β spectrum due to the surrounding atomic electrons are generally called the final-state effects, but this term includes two
distinct effects. The charges modify the potential near the nucleus where the
decay occurs, and this effect is what the Fermi function F (Z, E) takes into consideration. Final-state effects, however, also include the fact that the sudden
change in the nuclear charge Z causes a change ∆V in the atomic potential,
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which accordingly shifts the energies of the surrounding electrons. To further
complicate the situation, the final ion is typically not in an energy eigenstate
but rather in a superposition of eigenstates [56]. In order to extract the neutrino mass from the experimental spectrum, the branching ratios and energies
of all final states populated in the decay must be calculated.
To illustrate the influence of these final state effects, we consider the
conservation of energy in the following way:
(n)

Mi

(n)

+ Ei = Mf

+ Ef + Ee + Eν

(A.23)

where M (n) is the nuclear mass, Ei is the initial atomic binding energy, and
Ef is the final atomic binding energy. The β is moving so much faster than
the atomic electrons that the sudden approximation is appropriate [56]. The
average endpoint energy of the electron and the neutrino is:
(n)

< Ee + Eν >= Mi

(n)

− Mj − < i|∆V |i >

(A.24)

where the last term corresponds to the average endpoint shift. For a free tritium atom ∆V = −e2 /r, and the shift is 27.2 eV. The spread of the endpoints
can be written:
< (Ee + Eν )2 >=< i|(∆V )2 |i > − < i|∆V |i >2

(A.25)

which is (27.2)2 eV2 for free tritium. This spread of the endpoints results
in a decrease of the slope in the Kurie plot, which unfortunately masks the
effect of the finite neutrino mass. Of course the β spectrum actually consists
of many branches because the final state is typically a superposition of energy
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eigenstates, which implies that the actual endpoints should be written as:
(n)

Eok = Mi

(n)

− Mf

+ Ei − Efk

(A.26)

where the index k labels the various possible final states. The population of
each state is the square of the corresponding overlap integral < i|f k >2 . This
calculation can be done exactly for free tritium atoms [138], where the 3 He ion
goes into the 1s ground state 70% of the time, the 2s state at 40.8 eV 25% of
the time, the 3s state at 48.4 eV 1.4% of the time, ect. For more complicated
systems such as molecular tritium, numerical calculations are required, and
the results are significantly more complicated than in the atomic case [139].
Figure A.3 illustrates how significant the final state corrections to the
β spectrum curve can be. It shows a hypothetical case in which the atom has
an equal chance of decaying into the ground state, the first excited state at
20 eV, the second excited state at 40 eV, or the third excited state at 60 eV.
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Figure A.3: Effect of final state corrections on Kurie plot for the hypothetical
case in which the atom has an equal probability of decaying into any of the
excited states at 20 eV, 40 eV, or 60 eV. Figure taken from reference [136]
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Appendix B
Boundstate Tritium Beta Decay
Tritium undergoes not only ordinary β decay but also bound-state β decay
in which the electron is created in a bound state of the daughter atom. The
simple-two body decay kinematics allow for a possible determination of the
neutrino mass by measuring the recoil velocity of the daughter atom. This
appendix outlines one experimental proposal and discusses simulation results
of its potential neutrino mass sensitivity. While the observation of tritium
boundstate β decay would certainly be an interesting and novel approach to
investigating neutrinos, it does not seem like a promising avenue through which
to set a competitive limit on the neutrino mass.

B.1

Boundstate Decay

Boundstate β decay has been studied theoretically for more than fifty years [140,
141, 142, 143, 144, 145], and for most atoms it is extremely improbable because
the inner electron states that would make the most favorable final states for
the β are already filled in the daughter atom. Tritium β decay is, therefore,
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unique in its ability to undergo boundstate β decay with non-negligible probability. Although tritium boundstate β-decay has not yet been experimentally
observed, its kinematics are simple. Such a decay emits a monoenergetic neutrino whose energy is equal to the initial tritium atom’s energy minus the final
3

He atom’s energy. If the neutrino were massless, the nuclear recoil velocity

would be vR =

Q
,
Mc

where Q is the 3 H−3 He mass difference, and M is the 3 He

mass. Accounting for the neutrino’s mass, the recoil velocity is
vR0 =

[Q2 − (mν c2 )2 ]1/2
Mc

(B.1)

Q is very precisely known [146], meaning that a measurement of the recoil velocity would provide an experimental measurement of the neutrino mass [144].
Calculations indicate that a remarkable 0.69% of all tritium decays are
bound state decays [145], making this decay a statistically appealing avenue
through which to explore the neutrino mass.

B.2

Experimental Design

When tritium undergoes boundstate decay, 80% of the decays go into the
ground state of 3 He, which cannot be easily detected [144], but 3% go into
an excited 33 21 state. This excited state quickly decays by emitting a photon
of energy 706.52 nm, which can be detected using a lens and a PMT. The
atom then decays to a metastable state, emitting a photon of 1083 nm that we
would not detect. Figure B.1 shows the grotrian diagram for 3 He, highlighting
the transitions that are significant for this experiment.
Figure B.2 shows our proposed experimental setup to make the first
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Figure B.1: Grotrian diagram for 3 He, taken from [144]. The highlighted
transitions are the ones that could be most easily detected in an experimental
like the one shown in Figure B.2

observation of the two-body boundstate decay of tritium. The atomic tritium
source is similar to the one discussed in Chapter 4, and we place a 50 × 50 cm2
microchannel plate (MCP) 0.5 m from the source. We detect the photon
emitted by the excited helium atom using a single-photon imaging technique,
which can provide the z-position of the photon emission with an optical resolution of 20 µm. The metastable helium atom is detected by the MCP, and
the coincidence with the photon detection can be used to discriminate against
background signals. The atom’s time-of-flight to the MCP, along with the
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measured z-position of photon emission and the MCP x and y hit positions
allow for a reconstruction of the atom’s recoil velocity. Unfortunately little is
known about the direction of the photon emission, so the atom’s velocity is
altered in an unpredictable way by that emission. The lenses used to detect
the photon are 1.5 inches in diameter, and they are placed 2 cm from the tritium source. The lenses are positioned such that an equal number of photons
hit the front and back halves of each lens, and approximately 15% of photons
that hit the lens also hit the PMT.

Lens
Photomultiplier
Tube

2 cm

Trap

MCP

2 cm

Lens
Photomultiplier
Tube

Figure B.2: Experimental setup for observation of tritium boundstate β-decay

B.3

Simulation Results

The simulation I created to model this experiment is similar to the ROOT
simulation described in Chapter 4. The source is 100 µm in diameter, and
its temperature is 10 µK. Figure B.3 shows sample simulation data in which
an unrealistically large neutrino mass of 20 eV has been assumed. The peak
is the reconstructed neutrino mass squared, and the Gaussian fit to the peak
indicates a neutrino mass of 19.6 eV ± 6.9 eV, with a 90% confidence level for
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discovery of 8.8 eV.
Figure B.4 shows the 90% confidence level on a neutrino mass measurement that is possible in this experimental setup, which obviously depends
on the number of tritium decays that occur during the experimental runtime.
Clearly reaching sub-eV precision on the neutrino mass would require an unrealistic number of decays.

70000

Sim. Data with ν mass = 20.0 eV
Gaus. fit indicating ν mass = 19.6 eV

60000
50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0
-300

-200

-100

0

100

×10
200
300
ν mass squared (eV 2)

3

Figure B.3: The data is from a simulation that assumed an (unrealistic) 20 eV
neutrino mass. The Gaussian fit yields a neutrino mass of 19.6 eV, with a 90%
confidence interval of 8.8 eV.

The difficulty in making a competitive measurement with this technique
can be illustrated by noting that the velocity precision required to detect a
neutrino mass of 0.2 eV is approximately 4vR0 /vR0 = 6x10−11 [144]. That level
of precision is difficult given the incomplete information concerning the direction of photon emission for both the 706.52 nm photon and the subsequently
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Figure B.4: 90% confidence intervals achievable from simulations of data sets
involving different numbers of tritium β decays from the source.

emitted 1083 nm photon. Increasing statistics certainly improves the precision
of the neutrino mass fit, but simulations indicate that a sub-eV limit on the
neutrino mass is not promising given currently achievable trapping densities.
Even assuming as many as 5 × 1013 tritium β-decays, the best 90% confidence
level on the upper limit of the neutrino mass that we can obtain is 8.8 eV.
Detecting sub-eV neutrino mass probably requires moving beyond the simple kinematics of two-body boundstate β decay, although the observation of
boundstate β decay in tritium could be significant for other experiments, such
as a neutrino Mössbauer experiment [147] like the one discussed in Appendix
C.
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Appendix C
Mössbauer Neutrinos
Neutrino cross sections are so small that the possibility of increasing them
many orders of magnitude through an effect like Mössbauer resonance is very
appealing. This chapter begins by introducing the ordinary Mössbauer effect for atoms before proceeding to discuss how that effect could be applied
to neutrino investigations. I discuss the basic principles involved in previous
proposals for Mössbauer neutrino detection and highlight some of the most
significant difficulties in those approaches. I then discuss a new experimental
design for Mössbauer neutrino detection made possible through the atomic
slowing techniques introduced in Chapter 3. I conclude by presenting simulation results of this experiment as well as discussing a significant theoretical
uncertainty that could undermine the ultimate success of such an experiment.
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C.1
C.1.1

Ordinary Mössbauer Effect
Ordinary Resonance Fluorescence

The Mössbauer effect involves the recoilless emission of a photon by an atom
bound in a solid, followed by the recoilless resonant absorption of that same
photon. Ordinarily when an atom decays from some excited state by emission
of a photon of energy Eγ , momentum conservation requires that the atom
receive recoil momentum P equal and opposite to the momentum p of the
photon. The recoiling atom, therefore, receives an energy equal to:
Erecoil

Eγ2
P2
p2
=
=
=
2M
2M
2M c2

(C.1)

This treatment obviously assumes that the recoiling atom is nonrelativistic,
which is a very good assumption since the gamma rays studied in atomic
and nuclear resonance fluorescence have energies that are small compared to
the rest masses of the atoms. One can estimate the recoil energy by noting
that conservation of energy requires that Eγ + Erecoil = Elevel where Elevel is
the energy separation of the two levels in the atom that constitute the initial
and final states. Since Erecoil is much less than Eγ , one can assume that
2
Erecoil ∼
/2M c2 . Of course the excited state of the atom also possesses a
= Elevel

width. If the lifetime of the excited state is τ , then the Heisenberg uncertainty
principle dictates that the energy of the excited state cannot be measured
exactly and has a width corresponding to:
Γ=

h̄
τ
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(C.2)

Figure C.1 shows that for ordinary resonance fluorescence, the energy of the
emitted photons is reduced by the recoil energy, the energy required to excite the target atoms is increased by the recoil energy, and the probability
of observing resonance absorption depends on the overlap of the two curves
shown in part d) of the figure. While optical transitions for atoms can fulfill
the condition 2Erecoil < Γ, nuclear transitions do not fulfill it. One must also
take into account, however, that both the source and target atoms are in motion, which introduces additional broadening into the emission and absorption
lines known an Doppler broadening. The natural linewidth Γ is not always
the dominant broadening in resonance fluorescence. For optical radiation, the
recoil energy is typically small compared to the Doppler broadening; the emission and absorption lines overlap, and resonance conditions can be obtained.
For nuclear gamma rays, however, the recoil energy is often comparable to
the Doppler broadening, and the calculation of when to expect to observe
resonance fluorescence becomes more complicated.
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Figure C.1: Illustration of ordinary resonance fluorescence. ER shown in a)
is equivalent to Elevel , the energy of the atom’s excited state. Er − R in b)
shows the slightly shifted energy distribution of the photons emitted by the
source. Er + R in c) shows the energy distribution required to excite atoms
in the target. The curves in d) show the overlap region that enables ordinary
resonance fluorescence. Figure taken from [148].
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C.1.2

Mössbauer’s Discovery

In the late 1950s Rudolph Mössbauer was studying nuclear resonance scattering of the 129 keV gamma ray from Ir191 in solid Ir. For this transition
the recoil energy is 0.05 eV, and the Doppler broadening at room temperature is approximately 0.1 eV, meaning that at room temperature the emission
and absorption peaks should overlap sufficiently to allow for observation of
resonance. Mössbauer decided to cool both the source and the absorber to
reduce the Doppler broadening, expecting that the observed resonance effect
would decrease. Much to his surprise, he actually observed an increase in the
resonance scattering. After studying preliminary work done by Lamb [149],
Mössbauer proposed that for atoms in a solid, some fraction of the emissions
could be recoilless since the lattice itself could absorb the recoil [150]. This
explanation fit with his observation that some fraction of the gamma rays did
not display any Doppler broadening and had a width corresponding to the
natural line width.
Initially Mössbauer’s results were questioned and in some cases flatly
disbelieved. The early experiments on Ir191 were complicated because the
effect was small, and the low-temperature requirements were difficult. Shortly
afterwards, however, the Mössbauer effect was observed in Fe57 , and unlike in
Ir191 , the effect in iron is large, and it persists up to temperatures as high as
1000◦ C.
Qualitatively the Mössbauer effect can be understood through basic
considerations of momentum and energy. When an atom bound in a solid
emits a photon, the recoil momentum cannot go into translational motion of
the atom because the energy required to leave the lattice site is on the order
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of 10 eV, while the energy from the recoil will not exceed more than a few
tenths of an eV. Lattice vibrations in the form of phonons, however, cannot
take up momentum. Each phonon excited with its momentum pointing in one
direction will have a corresponding phonon with its momentum pointing in
the opposite direction, so the expectation value of the momentum for lattice
vibrations vanishes. The momentum must, therefore, go into the translational
motion of the entire solid.
Energy conservation is more complicated to understand in this process.
The transition energy could theoretically be shared among the emitted photon,
the atom, lattice vibrations, and the entire solid. As discussed above, the atom
does not acquire translational motion, so it also does not acquire translational
energy. The energy of motion that goes into the entire solid is extremely small
and can be neglected. A Mössbauer transition occurs, therefore, if the state
of the lattice remains unchanged, meaning that the emitted photon receives
the entire transition energy. The probability of the photon receiving the full
transition energy can be calculated quantum mechanically, but it can also be
approximated through simple considerations. In 1907 Einstein postulated that
a solid consisted of a large number of independent oscillators each vibrating
with a frequency ωE . Although this is a somewhat naive picture, the smallest
energy that can be give to an Einstein solid is EE = h̄ωE = kΘE , where ΘE
is a temperature. If the recoil energy of a free nucleus is small compared to
this excitation energy, the probability of emission of a phonon will be small,
and the photon will likely be emitted with the full transition energy. The full
calculation for an Einstein solid shows that this probability is [148]:
f = e−Erecoil /kΘE
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(C.3)

A more realistic picture of a solid is given by the Debye model, which assumes
that a continuum of oscillator frequencies exists ranging from zero to a maximum frequency ωD where the spectrum of lattice vibrations depends on ω 2 . In
this model the lattice vibration with the maximum energy produces a phonon
of energy:
ED = h̄ωD = 2πh̄u/λ ≈ 2πh̄u/2d

(C.4)

where d is the lattice constant and u is the velocity of sound in the solid. If this
lattice wave were the only one that could be excited, then the probability for
a recoilless emission would be similar to Equation C.3 except with the Debye
temperature replacing the Einstein temperature. In the Debye solid, however, the possibility exists to excite photons with longer wavelengths. These
low energy phonons are not easily excited, however, due to the fact that the
most efficient mode of exciting lower energy phonons involves two adjacent
atoms moving in phase. The full calculation for the probability of a transition
occurring without changing the lattice states shows that [148]:
f = e−3Erecoil /2kΘD

(C.5)

where ΘD is the Debye temperature of the lattice and k is the Boltzmann
constant. Even at very low temperatures the vibrations of the atoms cannot
be completely eliminated, meaning that the recoilless fraction is always less
than one.
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C.2
C.2.1

Mössbauer Effect for Neutrinos
Boundstate Decay

After the observation of the Mössbauer effect for γ-transitions in nuclei, several authors suggested the possibility of observing recoilless emission and absorption of antineutrinos [151, 147]. The Mössbauer resonance would greatly
enhance the antineutrino absorption cross section, making certain neutrino
interactions easier to observe. Tritium β decay offers a unique opportunity
to observe the Mössbauer effect for neutrinos because such a large fraction
of tritium β decays are boundstate decays, 0.69%. The basic idea, shown in
Figure C.2, is that in a tritium lattice, some fraction of the boundstate decays
will emit an 18.6 keV antineutrino without recoil, and that antineutrino would
be on resonance to be absorbed (again without recoil) by an atom in a 3 He
lattice through the reverse boundstate process.
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Figure C.2: Conceptual illustration of the Mössbauer effect in which an antineutrino from a tritium β decay is on resonance to undergo reverse β decay
when it encounters a 3 He lattice. (The illustration of the two lattices is conceptual and does not actually convey information about the realistic lattice
structure.)

C.2.2

Physics Potential

Mössbauer neutrino detection could enable several interesting future experiments. Because of their sharp energy distribution, oscillations of Mössbauer
neutrinos are interesting to theorists who want to explore the quantum mechanical evolution of the neutrino state [152].
More importantly the low 18.6 keV endpoint energy of the ν e would
enable very short baseline experiments to determine oscillation parameters.
For example, by optimizing the probability for oscillation discussed in Chap2

L
ter 2, which depends on sin2 ( ∆m
) (where L is in km, ∆m2 is in eV2 , and E
4E

is in GeV), one finds that for 18.6 keV electrons, a baseline of only 10 m is
necessary. If precision measurements could be made of both ∆m231 and θ13 ,
then a determination of the neutrino mass hierarchy is also possible [153, 154].
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One could consider a disappearance experiment to search for ν e →
νsterile . If ∆m2 ≈ 1 eV, then the oscillation length would be ∼ 5 cm. The
short baselines possible for Mössbauer neutrinos would enable such a search.
One could also perform gravitational redshift measurements using ν e ’s
instead of photons in a kind of recreation of the Pound-Rebka experiment [155].
In that experiment they varied the Doppler shift of the emitted Mössbauer
photons and observed the subsequent change in the absorption rates, and they
performed this experiment on both the roof and the basement of a building
to study how the results changed in a gravitational field. Since antineutrinos
have a small rest mass (and are antimatter), they could in principle behave
differently from photons (or neutrinos) in a gravitational field.

C.2.3

Recoilless Fraction

The most important calculation in Mössbauer spectroscopy is the fraction of
events that will be emitted without recoil. This fraction is given by [156]:
E 2

f = e− h̄c

·hx2 i

(C.6)

where E is the transition energy, which is 18.6 keV for the 3 H - 3 He system, and
hx2 i is the mean-square atomic displacement. The recoilless fraction is largest
at low temperatures where few lattice excitations are present. Assuming very
low temperatures and a Debye model for the solid [157],
−

f (T → 0) = e
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E2
· 3
2M c2 2kΘD

(C.7)

C.2.4

Previous Proposals

Most of the previous suggestions for observing the Mössbauer effect with neutrinos have involved putting 3 H and 3 He in a metal matrix, such as niobium.
The Debye temperature for such a matrix is estimated to be approximately
800 K [158], which leads to f (0) ≈ 0.27 for the probability of a recoilless emission. Of course in order to observe recoilless emission and absorption, one has
to apply that factor twice, but f 2 ≈ 0.07 still leaves a high enough fraction of
decays to be potentially observable.
The biggest challenge faced by methods intending to embed tritium
and helium into niobium is detection. Once the 3 He atoms have undergone
reverse β decay and become 3 H atoms, the tritium must then be detected. No
convenient way exists to extract the tritium from the niobium and measure it,
so one must simply wait for the 3 H to undergo ordinary β decay. Since the
half life of tritium is 12.3 years, many 3 He atoms need to undergo reverse β
decay in order to enable sufficient detection. Other problems specific to the
niobium matrix, such as lattice expansion and contraction, will be discussed
later in this chapter.
Creation of the target niobium lattice is also challenging. Generally
proposals suggest using the so-called “tritium trick” [156, 158], in which tritium is put into a metallic matrix, and one waits until almost all of the tritium
has decayed to 3 He. This method ensures that the 3 He and 3 H share the same
tetrahedral interstitial sites in the matrix, but tritium that remains in the target will provide background to the final measurement of β decay coming from
the target.
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C.3

Calculations

C.3.1

cross section

The reaction ν e + e− + AZ → AZ−1 , in which an atom undergoes reverse
boundstate β decay, is resonant in character and should occur at a definite ν e
energy equation to:
Eν res = Eo + Ei

(C.8)

where Eo is the endpoint energy of the β spectrum and Ei is the electron
binding energy. In order to calculate the cross section involved one must find
the width Γ of the process, and in terms of that width the cross section formula
is [159]:

Ã

πh̄c
σ = 2S
Eνres

!2

ρ(Eνres )Γ

(C.9)

where ρ(Eνres ) is the resonant spectral density, meaning the number of antineutrinos in an energy interval of 1 MeV around Eνres , and S = (2IK + 1)(2IH + 1)
is the spin statistical factor. For allowed transitions we can utilize the following
expression for allowed K capture:
ΓK = 2(GEνres )2 |ψ(Ro )|2 |M |2

1
πh̄3 c3

(C.10)

where G = 1.41 × 10−49 erg-cm3 , M is a dimensionless matrix element, and
|ψ(Ro )|2 is the value of the square of the wave function of the K electron on
the surface of the nucleus.
Experimentally we can measure a quantity known as the comparative
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half-life (or reduced half-life) that is helpful in rewriting the above expression:
f t1/2

2ln2π 3 h̄7
1
= 2 5 4 ·
GF me c |M |2

(C.11)

The comparative half-life is a direct measure of the matrix element, and one
can use it to express the width as:
µ

Γ = 4π

2

Eνres
mc2

¶2

h̄ln2
f t1/2

Ã

h̄
mc

!3

|ψ(Ro )|2

(C.12)

Plugging that expression for the width into the expression for the cross section
yields:

Ã

σ = S8π

4

h̄
mc

!2

h̄ln2
f t1/2

Ã

h̄
mc

!3

|ψ(Ro )|2 ρ(Eνres )

(C.13)

This cross section is not explicitly dependent on the energy of the antineutrino
and is determined by the spectral density of the flux in the resonant region.
³

Using the convention that go2 = 4π
section as:

Ã

σ = S2π 3

h̄
mc

h̄
mc

!2

´3

|ψ(Ro )|2 , we can write the cross

h̄ln2 2
g ρ(Eνres )
f t1/2 o

(C.14)

Multiplying the constants, one finally obtains:
σ = 4.18 ×

res
−41 2 ρ(Eν )
10 go
f t1/2

cm2

(C.15)

Numerically we can approximate go2 for low-Z hydrogen-like wavefunctions
as [159]:

µ

go2 ≈ 4

Z
137

¶3

(C.16)

For a super-allowed transition like the one in the 3 H-3 He system, the reduced
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lifetime f t1/2 is approximately 1000 s [157].
Without utilizing the Mössbauer effect, one could attempt to observe
resonant absorption and emission with 3 H and 3 He in gas phase. At room
temperature the Doppler broadening is approximately 0.16 eV, and the energy
separation of the emission and absorption lines due to the recoil is approximately 0.12 eV, leading to a resonance cross section of σ ≈ 10−42 cm2 . The
large source and target masses required in this case would make experimental observation practically impossible. By harnessing the Mössbauer effect to
increase the cross section by several orders of magnitude [145, 158], an experiment could be feasible.

C.3.2

Linewidth and Broadening

Two types of broadening are significant for any experiment attempting to measure the Mössbauer effect for neutrinos. The first is homogeneous broadening,
which is caused by electromagnetic relaxation. For example, spin-spin interactions between atomic and nuclear spins of 3 H and 3 He with the spins of the
atoms and nuclei in the metallic lattice lead to fluctuating magnetic fields.
One simple model of magnetic relaxation is a three-level system consisting of
a ground state and two excited hyperfine states that have an energy separation h̄Ωo . The relaxation consists of transitions that occur between the two
hyperfine states with an average frequency of Ω. If Ω >> Ωo , then the system
only remains for a short time in one of the levels and stochastically jumps into
the other one. An averaging process over both energy levels results in one line
at the center of the hyperfine splitting, and this line’s width is close to the natural linewidth. Unfortunately the typical hyperfine splittings due to spin-spin
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interactions in metallic lattices are Ωo ≈ 105 s−1 [156], while the typical relaxation times are anywhere from ms to µs. Homogeneous broadening cannot,
therefore, be overcome with motional narrowing, and one must accept that
the broadened linewidth will be on the order of 10−13 - 10−12 eV [156, 157].
The second type of line broadening is know as inhomogeneous broadening. It is caused by stationary effects such as crystal impurities, lattice
defects, and variations in the lattice constant. In the best single crystals used
for ordinary Mössbauer spectroscopy, inhomogeneous broadening is on the order of 10−13 eV - 10−12 eV, and for Mössbauer antineutrinos, the effect could
be larger, especially if one relies on a metallic matrix.

C.3.3

Second Order Doppler Shift

In addition to broadening effects that smear the natural linewidth, other effects
cause a shift in the resonant energy. An atom vibrating around its equilibrium
position in a lattice exhibits not only a mean-square displacement hx2 i but also
a mean-square velocity hv 2 i. Special relativity indicates that a time-dilation
effect results, which corresponds to a reduction of the atom’s frequency: ∆ν =
0

ν − ν = −v 2 /(2c2 ). The reduction is proportional to (v/c)2 and is often called
the second order doppler shift (SOD).
We must also consider that the source and the target may not be at
exactly the same temperature. In the Debye model of a solid the energy shift
between a source at temperature Ts and a target at temperature Tt is [157]:
(∆E/E) =

9k
3k
(θs − θt ) +
[Ts · f (Ts /θs ) − Tt · f (Tt /θt )]
2
16M c
2M c2
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(C.17)

Z θ/T

x3
dx. At low temperatures the temperatureex − 1
0
dependent term does not contribute if the source and target are at approxiwhere f (T /θ) = 3(T /θ)3 ·

mately the same temperature, which can be achieved with a helium bath [157].
The first term, however, comes from the zero-point energy and will not be zero
since the Debye temperatures of the source and target will not be identical.
Even if the Debye temperatures vary by only 1 K, the resulting energy shift
would be (∆E/E) ≈ 2 × 10−14 , which would prohibit resonance absorption.
Technically the Debye temperatures (i.e. the chemical bonds) of 3 H and 3 He
do not have to be the same, but the chemical bond for 3 H has to be the same
in the source and in the target, and the same applies to 3 He. This requirement
is difficult to meet using a metallic matrix since the source and target contain
vastly different amounts of 3 H and 3 He. The nearest higher-order neighbors
of the atoms in the lattice sites need to be identical in the source and the
target, but the source contains a lot of 3 H and very little 3 He, while the target
contains a lot of 3 He and very little 3 H.

C.3.4

Isomer Shift

The binding energies of 3 H and 3 He certainly effect the energy of the antineutrino. Ideally the difference in the binding energies leads to a little bit of extra
energy being given to the emitted antineutrino, and that energy exactly compensates for the extra energy needed in the reverse process. In the ordinary
Mössbauer effect involving photons, different binding energies due to inhomogeneities in the source and target affect the photon energy via the change in
the mean-square nuclear charge radius between the groundstate and the excited state of the nucleus. This effect is known as the isomer shift. For the
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case of an antineutrino emission, the antineutrino energy is directly affected
because the antineutrino is directly involved in the decay. The isomer shift is,
therefore, likely to be larger in a Mössbauer neutrino experiment.

C.4

Experimental Design

Given all of the expected energy shifts in a neutrino Mössbauer experiment,
one would like some degree of tunability in the experimental design. Without
the ability to tune a significant experimental parameter, a null result would
be extremely difficult to interpret. Given the complexities of working with
a metallic matrix, one would also prefer to avoid that method. The slowing
and trapping techniques described in Chapter 3 create the possibility of a new
type of source and target that would have considerable advantages over the
traditionally considered metallic systems.
Figure C.3 shows our proposed experimental setup. We suggest using
two diamond anvil cells (DACs), one filled with molecular tritium and one
filled with 3 He. The diamond anvil cells can create enormous pressures, and
we propose using a pressure of approximately 10 GPa. The DACs enable
the high pressures that lead to high Debye temperatures, which increase the
recoilless fraction. While they do impose a volume constraint that prevents
our sample size from being larger than ∼ 0.004 cm3 , the ability to tune the
pressure more than compensates. The small volume size actually helps reduce
backgrounds from neutrons, which have a high absorption cross section on
3

He.
As shown in Figure C.4, the Debye temperature of 3 He can be directly

controlled by changing the pressure [160, 161]. This pressure dependence pro302

vides the tunability necessary to counteract the various energy shifts. Looking
at Equation C.17 for the second order doppler shift, one sees that the energy
shift from this effect can be positive or negative depending on whether the
Debye temperature of the source is higher or lower than that of the target.
By controlling the target’s Debye temperature, we can use the second order
doppler shift to cancel out any other energy shifts. While we still have to
worry about homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening, even those effects
should be more favorable than they appeared in a metallic matrix because our
source and target materials are pure substances. The primary inhomogeneous
effects will come as β decays occur in the target, producing a 3 He atom in a
site that previously contained 3 H.
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Figure C.3: Two diamond anvil cells keep a source of 3 H and a target of
3

He under high pressure to increase the Debye temperature and maximize the

recoilless fraction.

In addition to the inherent advantage of tunability, this method also has
advantages in detecting the tritium atoms produced by Mössbauer neutrinos.
The atomic slowing techniques discussed in Chapter 3 enable a much more
efficient detection than simply waiting to detect β’s from the tritium produced
in the target. Using a cold finger that absorbs 3 H but not 3 He, one could
extract the tritium from the target and then mix it with neon. That gas
mixture could be shot through a supersonic nozzle toward a magnetic slower
like the one described in Chapter 3, and approximately 0.1% of the tritium
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could ultimately be detected.

Figure C.4: The effective Debye temperature vs. pressure for solid 3 He. By
tuning the pressure of the DACs, the Debye temperature can be adjusted,
which allows the emission and absorption peaks to be aligned experimentally.

C.5

Simulation Results

I created a simple simulation of the experiment shown in Figure C.3 using
the basic ROOT software discussed in Chapter 4. I constructed the DAC target volume a cylinder with length= 0.77103 mm and radius= 1.28505 mm.
The initial position of each decay was chosen randomly, as was the direction
of the outgoing neutrino. The source and target volumes were 1 cm apart,
and ∼ 7.9% of the neutrinos from the source actually hit the target at that
distance. When a neutrino from the source hit the target, I computed the
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distance that it would travel through the target in order to have an interaction length to put into the cross section calculation. Since the probability
of interacting is still quite low, I scaled the probability up and subsequently
scaled down the number of events I had to run in order to have simulated a
certain number of boundstate decays. I calculated the fraction of decays that
are recoillessly emitted and absorbed using Equation C.7, and I computed the
interaction probability of those neutrinos using the cross section in C.15. The
resonant spectral density from C.15 is the inverse of the line broadening, which
I assume is dominated by inhomogenous broadening at a level of 1 × 10−12 eV.
I assume both the emission and absorption peaks are Breit-Wigner distributions with widths defined by the inhomogeneous broadening. The peaks are
offset by a small amount representing the imperfection in the alignment of the
Debye temperatures. The fraction of overlap of the peaks conveys the fraction of Mössbauer neutrinos that will be on resonance even when the Debye
temperatures of the source and target are not exactly the same. Since we can
tune the Debye temperature in order to maximize the signal, I assume that
the peaks are perfectly aligned for the results discussed below.
Molecular tritium will have a slightly different boundstate decay fraction
than atomic tritium. The boundstate decay fraction for molecular tritium
is estimated to be 0.002 [162], as opposed to 0.0069 for atomic tritium. I
assume that the helium atom still goes into the groundstate for 80% of those
decays. Tritium activity is 9650 Cu/g, which leads to a simple calculation
of the boundstate neutrino flux that depends on the source geometry and
pressure.
Figure C.5 shows simulation results of the number of expected Mössbauer
neutrino events in the target for a variety of different pressures. Given that
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approximately 0.1% of those events could be detected using a magnetic slower,
I estimate that one could detect ∼ 30 events per week for a reasonable Debye
temperature of ∼ 700 K. At that temperature the recoilless fraction is ∼ 0.217
(Equation C.7) and the cross section is ∼ 4.5 × 10−31 cm2 (Equation C.15).
At that pressure the absorber’s density is ∼ 0.76 g/cm3 , and given our small
target volume, that corresponds to only ∼ 0.003 g of 3 He.

Figure C.5: Simulation results indicating the expected number of Mössbauer
neutrino events per week assuming the geometry shown in Figure C.3 with the
source and absorber placed 1 cm apart. About 0.1% of these events could be
detected with the use of a magnetic slower.
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C.6

Lattice Expansion and Contraction

While this experimental design looks more promising than previous proposals
for observing the neutrino Mössbauer effect, one important theoretical calculation has to be added before anything definitive can be stated. In calculating
the recoil fraction in Equation C.7, I used the same procedure one would use
for Mössbauer photons, and I ignored one significant difference that is not
directly analogous to the photon case. In the photon case a parent nucleus
decays to a long-lived nuclear level of the daughter nucleus. The daughter
then emits a photon, decaying to the ground state. Because the intermediate state is fairly long-lived, the rearrangement processes of the electron shell,
which occur on a timescale of 10−12 s, have settled by the time the photon is
emitted. The photon is, therefore, not directly involved in the nuclear decay,
making it more likely to possess the energy required for resonant absorption
in the target. Unfortunately the antineutrinos are directly involved in the nuclear decay. 3 He in a 3 H lattice is likely to bond at a different strength, and
it will certainly take up a different amount of space. Consequently one must
calculate the lattice deformation energies for 3 He in a 3 H lattice, as well as for
3

H in a 3 He lattice.
This deformation correction has been estimated for 3 He and 3 H in an Nb

lattice, and the results are not encouraging. The probability that the lattice
deformations will not cause lattice excitations can be estimated as [156]:
3He −E 3H )/(kθ)
L

e−(EL

(C.18)

where EL is the lattice deformation energy, which for 3 H and 3 He in a Nb lattice
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has been estimated as EL3H = 0.099 eV and EL3He = 0.551 eV [163]. Assuming
a Debye temperature of 800 K, this factor comes to 1 × 10−3 , which applies
to both the emission and absorption, reducing the overall recoilless fraction
by a factor of 1 × 10−6 . This calculation is only a preliminary estimate for
the Nb case, and a rigorous theoretical calculation that is specific for 3 He and
3

H lattices is necessary in order to determine if Mössbauer neutrinos could

actually be experimentally observed through this method. While we have
solicited the help of theorists in performing this calculation, we do not yet
have a definitive number to report. While I believe this approach to Mössbauer
neutrinos is more advantageous than the other existing proposals because of
its tunability and direct tritium detection, its viability ultimately hinges on
a more detailed calculation of the recoilless fraction that includes the lattice
deformation energies.
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